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Some Tips for
Computer Processing

Your Stereo Photos

by
Philip Steinman
SCSC President

In my spare time I have been scanning the 3D slides taken at my wedding last
November and post-processing them in my computer. I've found that my Nikon Super
Coolscan 5000 needs just the right settings to get the perfect scan, but once it's set, the
batch scanner attachment makes scarming mounted 35mm slides very easy and yields
top quality. I do a little further color correcting in Photoshop if necessary (the Nikon
digital ICE does wonders for yielding clean scans) and then I'm ready for the real fim.

I bring the stereo Left Right pairs into Masuji's gem of a program. Stereo
Photo Maker, a versatile stereo image editor and stereo image viewer capable of quick
settings for 1) Freeviewing (Parallel-eyed or Cross-eyed) 2) Color anaglyphs or
Grayscale anaglyphs (red-cyan, red-green, red-blue, yellow-blue with gamma correc
tion) and 3) Liquid Crystal Shutter Glasses (Interlacing or Page Flipping). In this
application I can easily set the window, effortlessly make an anaglyph version, and
painlessly save the image in numerous output sizes or formats.

(Continued on page 3)

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are aiways welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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July 7-12 - The National Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
Convention in Portland, Oregon.

July 15 - 3-D Movie Night. Our annual presentation from the
SCSC 3-D MovieA^ideo Division.

August 19 - Awards Banquet & Slide of the Year. Taix Restaurant

September 16 - First Competition of the new club year and
special programs
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Wilshire United

Methodist Church

Wilshire Blvd.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

Banquet Tickets Go on Sale
Tickets for the August "Slide of

the Year Banquet" will go on sale at the
July 15 meeting of SCSC. Buy your
ticket in advance for $20 and save $5 off

the regular price.
At the door on the evening of

the banquet, the tickets will sell for $25.

Act early and save!

New Club Officers

The board's nominations for

next year's officers were presented to
the general membership at the June
meeting and no additional nominations
were made. A vote was put to the mem
bership at the meeting for this slate of
well qualified individuals and they were
all unanimously voted for.

President - Sean Isroelit; Vice

President - Jeff Amaral; Treasurer -
David Kuntz; Secretary - Kathy Day.
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David Starkman and Oliver Dean check out

anaglyphs on Lawrence Kaufman's laptop.
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

Actually, I've used the five
cropping presets to help me automate
different file sizes and quick croppings
for each of my stereo pairs: 1) a stan
dard stereocard; 2) a big color anaglyph;
3) a pocket size stereocard; and 4) a jps
formated file for computer viewing; and
5) a reduced height stereocard.

The program allows me to
quickly select the best possible vertical
composition crop from a horizontal
original, and then go back to my origi
nal for the next format. Like most peo
ple, I prefer vertical compositions in
stereocards and horizontal compositions
in anaglyph and computer presenta
tions. I've even found that I like setting
the stereo window differently for the
anaglyph version.

Here, I typically set the win
dow at the main subject (person) even
if foreground elements are breaking the
window (which I never do for the
mounted slide presentations). This cer
tainly makes the anaglyph more pleas
ing to view before you put the glasses
on, and once they are on, the window
violations do not hurt much either (just
my opinion- and thanks for agreeing
Jim Long).

There are many stereoscopic
imaging programs at Muttyan's website,
including a movie making program
(which I haven't gotten to). His fine
software is available as freeware at

http://www3.zero.ad.jp/esuto/
Muttyan is constantly updating

the applications, as he's just posted a
new version 2.16 (June 27'04) that fea
tures: 1) Optimized Anaglyph mode
allows custom-setting of parameters; 2)
Image resizing with a resolution of
0.1% (useful for large images from
cameras used in 'tandem'); 3) Horizontal
mirroring or vertical flipping of one or
both images to suit existing/future,
commercial/custom-made taking or
viewing equipment.

As John Hart says, "This pro
gram has made it possible for me to
process thousands of stereo pairs in a
finite time! Simply THE BEST."

Chris Olson and David Starkman prepare the View-Master Projectors

Ninth Annual World-Wide Viewmaster

Competition Results
by Chris Olson, Chairman

SCSC has been holding the only PSA approved World-Wide View-
Master Competition since 1996. 2004 was our Ninth View-Master
Competition. This sequence competition is unique, there is a strict number
of images that is submitted per subject. Seven is the total that the artist has
to work with, no more, no less. The reel must include seven different cap
tions as you would find with an authentic View-Master reel. This year we
opened the competition up with no restrictions on original format as long as
the images were presented on a View-Master type reel. As always, individ
uals could enter up to four different reels. The judges looked at 91 project
ed images sent from as far east as Rochester New York, to as north as
Olympia, Washington.

This year as Chairman, I picked three judges who have a passion
for View-Master. The first was our own Treasurer David Kuntz. David has

shot with a View-Master for years and his absolute favorite vintage stereo
camera is the TDC Vivid, which is similar in design to the View-Master.
Our second Judge was David Starkman of "Reel 3-D". David and his wife
Susan Pinsky shot their first 3-D images with View-Master cameras. Could
it be, if it weren't for the View-Master camera there would have been no
"Reel 3-D"??? The third judge was "Mr. View-Master" himself and the first
judge of the View-Master Competition in 1996, Charlie Van Pelt. For a
number of years Charlie has been a professional photographer working for
the View-Master Corporation.

Now the slides! Each year that I have been attending this compe
tition, the quality of the reels has gotten better and better. Many of this
year's entries were View-Master quality reels and here they are...

(Continued on page 6)
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Gallery showsfor SCSC
Members

Hat's off to two SCSC members

who have shows scheduled for the

Portland, Oregon 3D Center of Art and
Photography. Heather Lowe was sched
uled from May 28th through June 20th.
Heather has already had her work exhibit
ed widely in art galleries from Los
Angeles to Japan, Spain and New York.

Ray Zone, the King of 3D
Comics is schedule from June 25th

through July 25th. Since Ray was in
Portland for the NSA convention, the cen
ter hosted an artist's reception July 6th
from 6-8 pm.

Another 2-D DVD

ofa 3-D Film

Last Year after an Internet online

petition to Warner Home Video for a
"House of Wax (1953)" DVD release
(preferably in 3-D) received 1131
signatures:
http://www.petitiononline.com/8519/peti-
tion.html Warner's released HOW in 2-D

packaged with the 1933 film it was based
on "Mystery of the Wax Museum".

This year Warner Home Video is
releasing a nine-film deluxe box set of
Alfred Hitchcock directed films on DVD,
called 'The Alfred Hitchcock Signature
Collection'. The set will include seven

films available for the first time on DVD,
including Hitchcock's only 3-D film
"Dial M for Murder (1954)" (unfortunate
ly only in 2-D).

The DVD's are set for a

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

September 7th release. In addition to
'DMfM' the set will include these

newly released DVD's "Foreign
Correspondent (1940)", "Suspicion
(1941)", "The Wrong Man (1956)",
"Stage Fright (1950)", "1 Confess
(1953)" and "Mr. and Mrs. Smith
(1941)". All these DVD's will be sold
separately at a suggested retail price of
$19.97. The deluxe set will be priced at
$99.92 and include a re-issue of

"Strangers on a Train (1951): Two-Disc
Special Edition" ($26.99 SRP) and a re-
release of"North by Northwest (1959)".

Another extra on "DMfM"

will be a short documentary:
"Hitchcock Dial M and 3D: A Brief

History". The re-issue of "Strangers"
includes hoth the original film version
and the edition uncovered in 1991 and

released theatrically in 1996. The
"North by Northwest" reissue is boxed
with a music-only track of Bernard
Herrmarm's classic score.

3-D Video Rights

3-D video/DVD's will see a bigger
future when more autostereoscopic dis
plays roll out and when there are more
3-D movies released in some sort of 3-

D version.

Unfortunately none of the 92
viewers of a recent Ebay auction
thought the '3-D' video rights to "The
Stewardesses (1969)" was worth its
$50,000 asking price:
http: //cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI. dl1?
Viewltem&item=6300764637&catego-
ry=63 821&ssPageName=ADME:B:EF:
US:1

Which might make the next 3-
D entrepreneur very lucky!

Stereoscopic Gaming

Stereoscopic gaming is a
growing market for stereoscopic
hardware and users. Thanks in part to
drivers and wrappers that make use
of the 3D content already in 3D
games. Dave Cook gave the keynote
at this years Stereoscopic Display
and Applications conference last
January:
http://www.stereoscopic.org/2004/pr
ogram.html#keynote

Dave is head of research

and development of 3D Consumer
Stereo driver and software at Nvidia

Corporation. He was in Los Angeles
in May at The Electronic
Entertainment Expo (E3Expo). Dave
invented the first product to provide
stereoscopic override for existing 3D
games and in his past four years at
Nvidia, he has been involved in the
evolution of the 3D stereo driver to

effectively support over one thou
sand games. He has worked in the
computer graphics field for the last
18 years including 9 years at Texas
Instruments. Dave Graduated from

the University of Washington in 1981
with a BSEE degree. Check the
Nvidia website for more info about

their drivers that work well for 3-D

games and movies on your computer:
http://www.nvidia.com/page/home

Pulfrich 3-D DVD

Producer/Director D.P.

Carlson informs us that he recently
finished a DVD of the documentary
"Chicago Filmmakers on the



Chicago River". It's a film about the cre
ative processes of 22 film directors from
Chicago. Two of the unique elements to
the DVD are the inclusion of 3-D glasses
so you can watch the program in Pulfrich
3-D, and a slide show made with stereo
photos. For more info on the DVD visit:
http://www.filmfoetus.com/_wsn/page10
.html

Twilight Zone Tower of
Terror 5-D Popcorn

Disney's California Adventure
Park started their huge ad campaign to
introduce their newest ride'months ago.
But who knew that along with the ride
(for a limited time) they would introduce
5-D popcorn?

The extraordinary experience at
The Twilight Zone Tower ofTerror™ can
stir up quite an appetite. So when you
retum from your journey into the 5th
dimension order up a "Tower"-size pop
corn or hot drink! You'll get a commem
orative The Twilight Zone Tower of
Terror™ box of popcom or collectible
hot drink mug (available at select quick-
service restaurants and outside vending
carts). What's more, while supplies last,
each box of "Tower"-size popcom will
include a pair of commemorative "5-D"
specs, which will bring a new dimension
to your snacking experience. The glasses
are 'Chromatek' type 3-D glasses with a
different picture of the attraction on each
side of the popcom box.

Space Station 3-D DVD

IMAX and Wamer Home Video

Announce DVD Release of "Space
Station (2002)" World's First Ever 3D
Film Shot in Space Available Soon to
Homes Around the Globe on DVD in 2D

and 3D Formats (anaglyph).
On Feb. 17th, IMAX

Corporation, the world leader in large
format entertainment technology, and
Wamer Home Video (WHV) announced
that IMAX's record-breaking box office
sensation "Space Station" will be

released by Wamer Home Video on
DVD in both 2D and 3D formats in the

fourth quarter of2004. Narrated by Tom
Cmise, "Space Station" is the fastest
grossing IMAX(R) 3D film in the
Company's history, grossing nearly $66
million since it premiered in April 2002.

WHV has also announced it

release its cturent large format 3-D suc
cess "NASCAR" in 3-D anaglyph
DVD. Plus the IMAX release "Santa vs.

the Snowman (2002)" will be released
in anaglyph DVD on October 12th.

Thanks to "SPY Kids 3-D",
this is a big year for anaglyph DVD
releases. Hopefully some new field-
sequential 3D DVD's will be coming
soon.

ColorCode 3-D

Based on the success of the

ColorCode version of "3D Mania",
nWave Pictures http://www.nwave.com/-
will offer their latest film and the sequel
to "Mania", "Misadventures in 3D" in a
new, improved version of the
ColorCode process. ColorCode is a spe
cial anaglyphic 3-D process that utilizes
yellow & purple color filters and allows
2-D theaters to show 3-D films on their

standard (non-silver) screens.
ColorCode 2 is said to improve

upon the original process by utilizing
lighter lenses. "Misadventures"
ColorCode version will premeire in
Japan and will be available to theaters in
the spring of 2004.

n Wave Pictures

nWave Pictures recently
revised its corporate logo. The new logo
is intended to celebrate and reinforce

the company's digital heritage and its
commitment to 3-D. The new logo fea
tures a man apparently sitting in a dark
theater wearing 3-D, he is smiling as he
looks up towards the screen nwave pic
tures is to the right of the logo.
Additionally, the nwave website
(www.nwave.com) is currently being
redesigned to offer a more complete

overview of the company and its
offerings and will debut in the
months ahead.

The Boxer and

Mousetrap 3-D

Afler years in development
"Virtual Actors, Featuring The
Boxer" had its industry premiere in
April at the Large Format Cinema
Associaion (LFCA) meeting (along
with Ray Zone Pictures first 3-D
release "A Better Mousetrap").
http://www.bigmoviezone.com/fllm
search/movies/coming_soon.html?u
niq=255

The Boxer (3-D) Produced
and directed by Pierre Lachapelle,
Distributed by TFX Animation

TFX Animation presented
the state-of-the-art computer-gener
ated film The Boxer, a family-
ffiendly comedy of incredible "dis
proportions." Slim, a 122-pound
featherweight hopes to win his first
fight! But, unbeknownst to him, the
promoter has switched his opponent
to a 344-pound mountain of muscle.
After several hilarious twists, poor
slim is sucked into a whole new

adventure—the world of virtual

actors.

Explore
the World

of
3-D Imaging,

Past & Present,
in

Only $26 a year
from

NATKXMW.
STKEOSCOWC
assckiahon

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286
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Honorable Mentions:

"Historic St. Augustine" by
George M Ziegler of Morgan Hill,

CA

"Yesterdays Transportation" by
Dennis Green of Femdale, MI

SCSC award sponsored by Steve
Berezin:

"Up the California Coast" by
Mitchell Walker of Pacific

Palisades, CA

Best Theme (Bronze Medal):

"Voortrekker Monument" by
Mitchell Walker of Pacific

Palisades, CA

Third Place SCSC Bronze

Medal:

"Little Tour ofAfrica" by Mitchell
Walker of Pacific Palisades, CA

Second Place SCSC Silver

Medal:

"A Deep View Into Pilates" by
Sean Isroelit of Los Angeles, CA

First Place SCSC Gold Medal:

"People Who Knew John" by
James Long of Riverside, CA

Best of Show PSA Gold

"Thomas and Friends" by Ray
Zone of Hollywood, CA

My Congrats to each of
these artists and my thanks to my
Assistant Chairpeople Dr. John
Hart and Sean Isroelit, also thanks
to Lawrence Kaufman for reading
the captions. This is your
Chairman Christopher Olson,
telling you to start "Reeling" in
those pictures for next year's Tenth
Edition of the View-Master

Competition, it is the "Reel" thing!

SCSC VP Sean Isroelit is expert at 3-D
video post-production

Post-production on a
Recent 3-D Video

by Sean Isroelit
SCSC Vice-President

Creating 3-D video is
right at your fingertips...that is if
your fingers are resting on the key
board ofyour computer editing sys
tem

Having recently eomplet-
ed stereoscopic video post-produc-
tion for a press event launching the

A stereoscopic scenefrom the X-3D China Culture Website

X-3D China Culture website, I
thought I'd share some of the chal
lenges encountered while preparing
this video.

The first challenge was
synchronizing the footage shot with
two miniDV cameras on a bar.

Without the aid of matching time-
code. we developed a technique of
using nested sequences to edit the
left and right eye view while keep
ing them in sync.

Up until this point we still
hadn't seen anything in 3-D. For
this we turned to the sophisticated
tools found in adobe After Effects.

We created a "double wide" 1280 x

480 cross-eyed view movie. It was
time consuming to match each eye
view, and optimize the color and
place the window. And with only
10 days to complete it, we had to
get it right the first time.

Even final delivery was a
challenge. For the best image qual
ity and CPU performance the final
format was an uncompressed
quicktime movie, played back from
a fast computer via two DLP pro
jectors. At just over 6 minutes, the
final file was over 20gig.

With the help of a desktop
computer and keyboard, the video
was a big success

View-MasterJudges Charley Van Pelt, David Starkman and David Kuntz



Oliver Dean with NuView attachment

Oliver Dean

to provide upgrade
servicesfor

NuView

Attachments

A Special 3-D News
Report

SCSC Lifetime Member Oliver Dean announced a new upgrade
service he is providing for NuView 3D Attachment owners. The NuView is
a well constructed, add-on unit that converts almost any interlaced-format
video camcorder, e.g., DV, Hi8, Digitals, VHS, VHS-C, Beta, etc., into a
stereo camcorder. It permits the camcorder's zoom lens and many of its spe
cial effectsto he used in 3D and has a convenient stereo window adjustment.
It uses the alternating interlaced fields for the separate left and right images.
Accordingly, you use liquid crystal "shutter" glasses, wired or wireless, to
view the resulting stereo images on your TV.

But, despite its excellent potential, the NuView has three serious
flaws that have discouraged some potential buyers and have caused many
owners to discontinue using their units. The three flaws are:

1. Annoying retinal rivalry (a bright area on one eye's view appears
dark on the other eye's view) for reflections or highlights appearing on hor
izontal and vertical fiat, shiny siufaces photographed at an angle. Pictures
of cars and mirror-surfaced water (in dead calm conditions) are typical sub
jects where this annoyance is unacceptable.

2. Unwanted reflections and flares, appearing in one eye's view but
not the other, occur often in certain lighting conditions, primarily from the
transparent plastic protector plate across the front of the NuView attach
ment.

3. Making vertical alignment adjustments is extremely clumsy,
requiring an easily lost Allen wrench to be inserted through a tiny hole, with
no easy guide to the unseen hex socket it fits into for making the adjustment.
To avoid loss of the wrench, it must be removed and stored after adjustment
until it is needed again (which may be only a few moments later).

You can get a detailed recap of this information, Oliver's services
to solve them completely, and the low prices for his services, at:

http://www.geocities.eom/3dimages@sbcglobal.net

Oliver is trying to keep the costs down so as to encourage owners
and potential buyers to realize the full potential of these useful attachments.

July SCSC Meeting is
3-D Movie Night

July is traditionally the
month when the 3-D movie divi

sion presents a program of stereo
scopic motion pictures.

3-D Movie Division

Chairman John Hart and his team

have assembled a varied and inter

esting program of stereoscopic
movies for July. Here is a rundown
of the program:

A Solid Explanation - This 1951
British short film explains in
humorous fashion the principles of
stereoscopy.

Hawaii Aquarium - Oliver Dean
has produced some amazing 3-D
images with tropical fish in this
colorful short feature.

Fresh Water Adventure - Modem

day explorer Tom Riederer presents
a beautiful view of the wilds of

Alaska in stunning 3-D.

A Better Mousetrap - Ron Labbe's
award-winning short film is intro
duced by Ray Zone who recently
produced it for IMAX 3-D.

Avandia - An extremely accom
plished 3-D medical film by 21st
Century media and stereographer
Jason Goodman combines live

action footage shot with green
screen and computer generated
imagery.

3D Expo - Short clips of the recent
3-D Fiilm Festival of September
2003.

Plane Fancy - Using a twin
miniDV rig, SCSC member Tom
Koester shot this beautiful docu

mentary ofa contemporary airshow
featuring vintage aircraft on the
ground and in the air. A beautiful
tribute to classic planes.



Lighting Basics - Faces

Photographers are artists who
paint with light. Light is the most basic
element of our medium, and has more
of an impact on the viewer than compo
sition. A poorly composed photo with
dramatic lighting will appear more
interesting than a great composition
with dull lighting.

One type of photography
where we almost always have some
level of control over the lighting is in
portraiture. This column gives some
basic techniques for making better peo
ple photos. Volumes have been written
about the subject of formal portrait
lighting; here I'd like to provide some
basic tips that you can use in family
photos, without employing a lot of spe
cialized equipment.

The problem of using direct
sunlight as a source for lighting the face
was explored in my previous column on
fill flash. To summarize, direct sunlight
produces unflattering, deep shadows,
and causes the subject to squint. This
can be solved to some extent by using
an on camera flash to lighten the shad
ows. The photo below shows a portrait
in direct sunlight taken without and
with fill flash.

The configuration of camera,
subject and sun is for this photo is

m
shown in the next

diagram (actually the
sun was virtually
overhead).

Note that the

sun lights both the
main subject (the
face), as well as the
background in this
photo.

An alterna

tive to this setup is to place the main
subject in shade, and then use the flash

hy David W. Kuntz

to balance the level of lighting on the
background from the sun. An exam
ple of this, along with a diagram of
object positions, is shown below.
Note that, in
this case, the
brightness of
both the sub

ject and back
ground are
again roughly
equivalent.

Interesting
results can

also be

obtained by using backlighting. In
this case, the subject faces away from
the sun, and the on-camera flash is
used to supply most of the light on
the face.

Two different examples of
this, together with position diagrams
are given next. In the first, the sun
light comes in from the side, and the
person is positioned facing mostly
away from the sun, so that their face
is totally in their own shadow. Fill
flash is used to light the subject's
face. This produces some hair light
ing, and leaves some lighting on the
background.

In the next photo, the person
faces totally away from the sun.
Now the hair lighting is more exag
gerated, and the background goes
almost completely black. In this case
particular case, this makes the subject
stand out more from the background,
especially on the left side of the
photo.

~8~

Thus, we now have a set of lighting
and subject positioning tools that
enable us to control the relative

brightness of the subject and back
ground in
a variety
of situa

tions. For

example,
if we

have a

dark sub

ject and a light background, we can
use a sunlit background to make the
subject stand out. If we're shooting
a blonde person
against a light
background, we
can position them
to make the back

ground dark and
use hair lighting.
It's all about tak

ing conscious
control of the situ

ation, and making
purposeful decisions to achieve the
image contrasts we want.

I

n
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What I See

for the Future
of3-D

by
Philip Steinman

SCSC President

In my last column as President I want
• *- ' -j ^forward eye toward what I think

the future of 3D will bring us. But before
I do that, I must say that when I look back
on these last two years, it's emotional,
because they have just been tremendous
years in my life. 3D brought me my
beautiful wife Marie; I met her by taking
a 3D picture of her with my RBT SI cam
era after the 2002 LA Marathon. 3D has

also brought me many new friends into my life, some ofwhom I was fortunate to have attend
my wedding where we projected a 3D slide show featuring the story of Marie and I. It was
an honor to be President of SCSC from 2002-4, and I will always cherish the memories of
the fun we had, which TiavVbeen wonderfully chronicled here in the 3D News each month.
Thank you all for your support and enthusiasm, which have inspired me to do better. I look
forward to continuingto still be part of SCSC,and to the bright new presidentwe will have.

For the future of 3D I believe we will continue to see the convergence of technol
ogy play a huge impact on how we experience 3D. The emergenceof digital photography
in the 2D world is now so strong that it is only a matter of time until true 3D digital cam
eras break through. RBT & 3-D Concepts just announced the availability of the RBT DI

(Continued on page 3)

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members.Annual subscription forthose notwish
ing to participate inclub activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to; r3dzone@earthlink.net
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August 19 - Awards Banquet, Installation ofNew Officers &
Slide of the Year Program. Taix Restaurant

September 16 - First Competition of the new club year and
program "Art is Better in Stereo" by Jim Long plus
special short program by Charley Van Pelt.

October 21 - Stereo Club Auction of 3-D Cameras and stereo

items of all kinds. Don't miss out!

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC House Director

Sean Isroelit

323-876-5734

sean@medialair.com

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

Map to
Taix Restaurant

1911 Sunset Blvd.
North side ofSunset

ll2 block east ofAlvarado

The Stereo Club of Southern

California meets for its August Awards
Banquet and Holiday Programs at Taix
Restaurant, 1911 Sunset Blvd, on the north
side of Sunset Blvd, one-half block east of
Alvarado Street in the Echo Park section of

Los Angeles.
Cocktails are at 7:00 pm and dinner

will be served at 7:30.

Banquet Tickets on Sale

Tickets for the August "Slide of

the YearBanquet" at Taix will be on sale
at the door on the evening of the ban
quet. The tickets will sell for $25.

Banquet attendees will have a
choice of beef, chicken or vegetarian
fare. Installation of the new officers will

take place along with 3D slide programs
of the finest work of SCSC members

over the last club year.
Please bring some of your

favorite stereo slides to project at the
meeting and share them with the club.

A Great 3D Movie Meeting

The July meeting of SCSC was
a great showing of many different 3D
movies. Movie Division Chairman John

Hart set up his twin DLP projectors for
high-end stereoscopic projection.

This well attended show also

welcomed the following special guests:

Arnold Herr - Los Angeles, CA
Steve Gibson - Hollywood, CA

Joan Vaupen - Pacific Palisades, CA
Lee Mansis - Simland, CA
Paul Koester - Sylmar, CA

John Christopher - Glendale, CA
Jim Goodall - Whidbey Island, WA
Paul Corbo - Woodland Hills, CA

Kate Cargile - Vista, CA



Digital 3D Camera System, based on
SONY'S 5MP DSC-F717 camera.

This is twinned camera rig that
synchs to within 0.4 milliseconds,
provides synchronous zooming, and
features a variable separation-sliding
bracket. I do believe that true digital
stereo cameras are still to come. In

the ultimate format of stereo, fans are
enjoying the best 3D IMAX films
ever, such as NASCAR and BUGS
3D. Cinema fans are wondering
when a blockbuster Hollywood fea
ture length film be in 3D again? Spy
Kids 3D was a great anaglyph exam
ple, and I believe polarized films will
eventually retum. In the stereophile's
home theatre fanatics are making
their own movies with twiimed DV

cams and showing them with project
ed field sequential displays. At the
SCSC armual movie night we did this
last month with John Hart's dual DLP

projection system. In the computer
fan's comer, 3D games are continual
ly driving the industry to new
heights, as Nvidia graphics cards
continue to outstrip ATI with better
and more frequent updates to their
stereo drivers. Stepping closer
toward the monitor's holy grail,
IRIS3D (Interactive Real-time

Imaging Solutions), a UK-based man
ufacturer of advanced 3D display sys
tems, just armounced the world's high
est resolution, glasses-free 3D LCD
monitor; a 20.1 in 1600x1200 pixel,
16.7 million color, 600:1 contrast
ration, 3D display. The IRIS-3D is the
first concave mirror system that re
directs 3D images back to the viewer
and eliminates ghosting - the bane of
more conventional autostereo display
systems. For the viewer this means
exceptional image clarity and viewing
comfort with UXGA resolution and no

glasses in sight. But, here's what real
ly excites me..

HDTV. It is certainly going
to have the most dramatic impact on
viewing since color debuted. I keep
dreaming of an HDTV system for
high quality 3D viewing; something
like what we saw at the SCSC field

trip to A&D, where they doubled the
normal 60Hz cycle on their cus
tomized 27" NTSC TVs and gave us
flicker free 120Hz 3D (with 60Hz for
each eye). Right now, the buzz about
HD and 3D is being discussed by this
generation's fanatics at
http://forums.stereovision.net/ Those
in the know are replacing their CRT
monitors with DLP projection because

SCSC Movie Division Chairman John Hart sets up his dual DLP 3D projection system
at the July 3D Movie meeting. This meeting was held in the main hall ofthe church.

1) DLP produces negligible ghosting
(with LCD glasses) compared to awfiil
ghosting with CRT phosphor latency; 2)
DLPs provide a sharper and brighter
image; and 3) DLPs can be polarized
without loosing any of the color spec
trum. This is giving a new life to JPS
images that people have stored, collect
ed, and made on their home computers.
Previously, people enjoyed .jps images
in their favorite software viewer as

anaglyphs, side by side pairs, or small
screen shutter glass images with their
incessant flicker and ugly interlacing.
Now with a high resolution digital
medium poised to deliver flicker free,
interlace free, ghosting free stereo
image, we are ready to once again enjoy
the beauty of stereo as only film once
brought it to us. Surrounding the .jps
image format is a new crowd learning
old tricks. People are learning that
some individual images have "massive
ly exaggerated separation on the big 6
foot screen" compared to what was fine
on a 17" monitor. Doesn't this sound

just like viewing your Realist slide in a
Red Button viewer where it looks fine

and then projecting it on the big screen
for the club to see that it has too much

parallax? Yep, there are going to have
to learn stereo window placement and
image separation just like we did with
our Realist format images.

Back to the 3D path: the way
people are watching 3D is from content
from their computer via either a 3D
DVD, movie file, JPS image, or 3D
computer game. This file is driven out
of the computer through the graphics
card such as an Nvida 5700 and then to

a DLP Projector. (Digital Light
Projection is a Texas Instrument's chip
signifying the markings of today's high
quality image. Every TV manufacturer
makes a DLP projector in their lineup).
The 3D is viewed with (active) shutter
glasses if you have one projector, or
(passive) polarized glasses ifyou have 2
projectors (with polarizers and a silver
screen). The excitement of coming out
of a computer is from the power of
modem graphics cards (delivering up to
1600*1200 & beyond) which is way

(Continued on page 8)
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2004 NSA Convention

This year's National
Stereoscopic Association (NSA) conven
tion was another "not-to-be-missed"

event. I am happy to report many from
our area didn't miss it - but others sadly
weren't so lucky. The armual NSA con
vention is the highlight of my 3-D year.
This year's get-together added an extra
day and had movie showings on
Wednesday, which just added to the fun.
While I wouldn't call the movies were

great, they are always a welcome enter
prise. Ray Zone did a excellent job of
introducing all of the over-under films
shown. The Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday stereo slide projections were
world-class.

The Workshops were amazing in
scope and detail. The exhibits were won
derful, with a spotlight on some fabulous
phantograms. The Trade fair was very
well attended by both dealers and buyers,
luckily Cassie had her checkbook handy!
The tours before and after the convention

were very interesting and enjoyable - as
the exploring on our own afterwards was.

This year's food functions were
all first class. President Mary Ann Sell
handed the presidential torch over to Bill
Davis and announced that I would

become the NSA vice president.
We all knew the 2004 committee

and chairperson Diane Rulien would do
an outstanding job and they certainly did
n't let us down. Everyone in or near the
Portland area (at any time) should stop by
and see the 3D Center that the Cascade

Club has founded. It's a wonderful thing
to see and includes a very interesting col
lection of stereo equipment and has nice
and intriguing displays. Stereophiles

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

everywhere are already supporting this
worthy effort you should too.

I am very much looking for
ward to Eddie and Carol Bowers chair

ing the frving, Texas 2005 NSA, not
only because I spent twenty-seven years
in that area and most of my family still
lives there, but because I am sure it will
be another great NSA event.

Future Stereo Conventions

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) Convention - *31st NSA -
Thursday July 14, 2005 through
Monday July 18,2005, Dallas/Ft. Worth
area (Irving, Texas)
http://2005 .nsa3d.org/
*32nd NSA - July 2006, Miami,
Florida.

*33rd NSA Convention - Tuesday July
10, 2007 - Sunday July 15, 2007
(Possible additional days on the 16th
and 17th for field trips). Boise, Idaho;
Joint ISU/NSA meeting - contact David
W. Kesner,

drdave@dddphotography.com

International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
Congresses
New website: www.ISU3D.org (was
http://stereoscopy.comyisu/):
"'2005 (15th) in Eastbourne, UK;
September 14-19, 2005.
*2007 (16th) in Boise, Idaho, USA
(ISU/NSA - see above).

PSA International Conference of

Photography (http://www.psa-
photo.org):
2004 - September 6th -11th.
Minneapolis/St. Paul (Bloomington),
Minnesota. Thunderbird Hotel and

,4,

Conference Center.

2005 - August 29th - September 3rd.
Salt Lake City, UT. Sheraton City
Centre Hotel.

2006 - September 4th - 9th.
Baltimore, MD. Hunt Valley Inn.
2007 - September 3rd - 8th. Tucson,
AZ. Starr Pass Marriot Resort & Spa.

The Stereoscopic Society (UK)
AnnualConvention

(www.StereoscopicSociety.org.uk):
May 21-23,2004, Moat House Hotel,
Harrogate, UK

SPIE - Stereoscopic Displays and
Applications Conference and Demo
Session: Usually part of Photonics
West and the 4th week in January in
the San Jose, California area. The
link www.stereoscopic.org contains
the latest info.

SIGGRAPH

ACM SIGGRAPH is dedicated to the

generation and dissemination of
information on computer graphics
and interactive techniques. They are
probably best known for the annual
SIGGRAPH conference they spon
sor. http://www.siggraph.org/

They usually have numer
ous 3-D related items at the confer

ence. Many years ago Pixar's short
"Knick Knack" was originally shown
in stereo. This year a 3-D presenta
tion of a SANDDE(TM) 3D digital
projection of the NEB ofCanada pro
duction "June" by Munro Ferguson
that will be part of the Art and
Emerging Technologies exhibit at
SIGGRAPH '04 this August in Los
Angeles.



Kodak returns to SIGGRAPH

Kodak will demonstrate its

stereoscopic display system with Nvidia
solutions at this year's conference also.
Eastman Kodak's New Business Ventures

division will demonstrate new profes
sional applications for its Stereoscopic
Immersive Display system, based on
Nvidia Quadro solutions, at SIGGRAPH
2004, in Booth #1162 of the Los Angeles
Convention Center, from Tuesday,
August 10 to Thursday, August 12th. The
exhibit marks Kodak's retum to SIG

GRAPH, after a 7-year absence.
The industry's first desktop

stereoscopic imaging display system, the
Kodak SID system is an innovation in
stereo imaging, and does not require
viewers to wear glasses or headgear of
any type. With the Kodak display,
images are viewed in true, binocular
stereovision - exactly the same way that
the human eye works in real life.

Pupil imaging eliminates cross
talk, which combined with the virtual
image optical design, eliminates sources
of eyestrain found in other
autostereoscopic solutions. The system
has a unique viewing zone, which makes
it easy to see where the "sweet spot" is,
and the image quality is identical across
the entire viewing zone.

The desktop display has a 45
degree by 36 degree field of view with a
resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels and
large, 32 mm viewing pupils. This field
of view gives the viewer the feeling of
floating in a movie theater about 1.5
screen heights away from the screen.
Using pupil imaging and high-resolution
LCD displays, the Kodak stereo display
system provides a true stereo image to the
user with no loss in image resolution.

Santa Vs. the Snowman 3-D

Due on October 12th from

Universal is the unusual CG animated

family adventure "Santa Vs. the
Snowman 3D". The film features the

voices of Ben Stein, Jonathan Winters
and Victoria Jackson. The film had been

released by IMAX as a 3-D large format

film for the 2002 holiday season and
also played for the 2003 holiday season
and has grossed $10,678,633 in world
wide box office.

The DVD will feature both 2-

D and 3-D versions. The DVD includes

four pairs of 3-D Glasses, a removable
3-D lenticular packaging and the oblig
atory filmographies, production notes,
outtakes and bonus trailers. The DVD

and VHS versions will have a suggested
retail price of $14.98. Reportedly Dan
Symmes did the anaglyph conversion,
so look for red-right on the 3-D glasses.
2D shots online at: http://www.dnahe-
lix.com/santa/ and http://www.dnahe-
lix.com/santa.php

Stereoscopic
Glossary

On the website of the

International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
www.isu3d.org you'll find the Glossary
online (For several years the ISU
Alexander Klein hosted the pages on
www.stereoscopy.com).
The ISU glossary officially has been
available in print only.

Fortunately the Glossary of
Stereoscopic Terms is now officially
online in the Information Section of the

ISU site, the direct link is:
<http://www.stereoscopy.org.uk/Pages/
Glossary.htm>

The site also has an announce

ment of the 15th ISU Congress,
September 2005, Eastbourne, UK,
showing some stereo photos.

Upcoming Stereo
Exhibitions

71st Detroit International

Salon (Exhibition) of Photography -
2004. Format: Stereo Slides. Closing
Date: September 13th, 2004. Brochure
states: Richard Cass, P.O. Box 312,
Pinckney, MI 48169, USA. email:
FRC@provide.net Fees: USA $7.00, All
others $8.

2004 Chicago Lighthouse
Intemational Exhibition of Stereo

Photography. Format Slides &
Cards. Closing date: September 29,
2004 (Judging: October 2, 2004).
Chairman Eugene (Gene) Mitofsky,
Chicago Stereo Camera Club, 3848
W. Loyola, Lincolnwood, IL 60712,
email: emitofsky@comcast.net,
website:

http://www.geocities.com/stereopho
tography/light.htm
Slides to: Suzanne Kiredjian, 8300
Gross Point Rd., Morton Grove, IL
60053. Cards to: Elizabeth Mitofsky,
3848 W. Loyola, Lincolnwood, IL
60712. Fees: $7 US & Canada, $8
others.

SCSC is a member club of

the National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) http://stere-
oview.org/, the Intemational
Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) http://psa-photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past k. Present,

in
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WORLD

Only $32 a year
from
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Lighting Basics - Indoor Lighting

This column reviews the sub

ject of indoor portrait lighting using
electronic flash. Most indoor 3-D pho
tography is probably performed using a
flash mounted either on the camera's

hot shoe, or mounted on a bracket to
the side of the camera; I'll refer to
these configurations as on-camera
flash. A few of us may even be fortu
nate enough to have a stereo camera
with a built-in flash. This type of
lighting is fine for snapshots and
record photos, but it doesn't provide
either the quality of lighting, or level
of creative control, necessary for more
advanced photography.

The typical results for on-
camera flash are shown in the first

photo, along with a schematic (looking
down from above) illustrating the rela
tive placement of flash, camera and
subject.

by David W. Kuntz

While on-camera flash pro
vides strong, even illumination, it
presents a couple of problems for por
traits, and 3-D portraits, in particular.
The main drawback is that on-camera

lighting doesn't produce much in the
way of shadows, and therefore doesn't
emphasize the shape of objects. In
addition, the few shadows that are
present are very sharply defined (such
as under the model's chin, in this
example). As a result, on-camera
flash tends to make things look more
flat, which is exactly the opposite of
what we usually want in 3-D photog
raphy. It also tends to produce strong
highlights on any surface that is facing
directly towards the camera. This can
result in unflattering shiny spots on
the subject's face.

The harsh shadows caused by
on-camera flash can be softened some-

Subject

Ceiling

Main

Subject

Bounce Flash Adapter

what by the use of a difftxser or bounce
adapter that makes the flash less direc
tional and increases the effective

source size. A typical example of this
type of accessory is shown above.

Bounce Light -

Fili Light -

Some flash units swivel or tilt

to enable a nearby wall or ceiling to be
used as the bounce surface. More

sophisticated flash units even have two
separate flashes. One unit can be
directed as needed to work as the

bounce, and the second flash is a
weaker unit that provides enough light
to fill in some of the remaining shad
ows. A flash of this type is pictured
above.

The results from this arrange
ment are shown in the second example.
The accompanying schematic in this
one case shows the side view of the

setup. Clearly, the lighting in this
photo emphasizes the shape of things,
and the perception of depth is
enhanced. Also, most hard edged
shadows are eliminated.



The main limitation of bounce

flash is that it requires the presence of
a nearby flat, white surface. If the sur
face isn't white, then the lighting will
pick up the color cast of the surface,
which is usually undesirable.
Furthermore, it's difficult to control
this type of lighting with any precision.

A more controllable approach
is to use two separate flash units. One
ean be mounted on the camera, while

the second is off to the side. The sec

ond flash can be triggered to fire
simultaneously with the on-camera
flash through the use of a slave
adapter. One of these is pictured
below. This setup is more controllableL
because the relative intensity of the
two flashes can be adjusted, either by
settings on the flashes themselves, or
by changing the distance between the
subject and slave flash.

In the fnst example of this,
the on-camera flash is set to be more

powerful than the slave flash. Again, a
top view schematic is shown. This
configuration produces some shadows
on the faee (look around the nose, chin
and laugh lines), and hence enhanced
depth perception, over just a single on-
camera flash.

This arrangement allows quite
a bit of flexibility. The next photo
shows the results if the slave flash is

set to provide more light than the on-
camera flash. The result is more dra

matic and moody. Examining the
shadows on the model's neck make it

obvious which of the two light souiccs
is providing more light.

, ^
Slave Flash Adapter

Quite a wide range of results
can be obtained from this technique
by moving the slave light around, and
by playing with the relative intensities
of the two sources. The next step in
sophistication is to place both flashes
off-camera. In this case, it's probably
easiest to trigger one of the flashes by
connecting it to the camera with a
long synch cord. The next step after
this to add even more lights.

The final example shows the
results of placing the second flash
somewhat behind and above the model,
to act as a hair light. In this case, a
dark background has been used to pro
vide the necessary contrast.

The possibilities for indoor
lighting are really endless. Don't be
afraid to experiment and use your
imagination.

1

Mam
Subject

Mam

Subject

Main



(Continuedfrom page 3)

ahead of the limited NTSC 640*480

resolutions a TV, VCR, or DVD can
provide. The graphics cards nowadays
have two monitor outputs that can feed
a left and right projector (if you can
afford 2). The most sophisticated
Quadro4 line of cards (from Nvidia)
produce a Quad Buffered Clone Mode
that allows the standardOpenGLStereo
Mode. We surely need HD content now
more than ever. Right now it's the com
puter games (most ofwhich are natural
ly programmed in 3D already) that are
delivering the high resolution graphics
if your hardware can deliver it in 3D.
The word on the street is that the Nvidia

stereo output with (active) shutter
glasses (and only 1 monitor) works
very well with the popular InFocus XI,
an $800 entry level petite 6.81b DLP
Projector. This projector's native reso
lution is 800*600 (SVGA) and delivers
a 60hz refresh rate. It is rated at a max

imum of 1000 ANSI lumens of bright
ness and 2000:1 contrast, and features
Faroudja DCDi video processing tech
nology. The projector's settings must
be tweaked to optimize no ghosting and
no flicker. The search is still on for a

DLP projector that can bring high
120Hz refresh rates, and truly avoid
flicker altogether. Christie Digital
Mirage 3 chip DLP projectors work at
120 Hz, but the price is $20K. The
future will, of course, bring true HDTV
in 1280*720 progressive pixels,
1920*1080 interlace pixels, and even
higher (as Hollywood will wait for
beyond HDTV specs before they roll
out digital projectors across American
cinemas). The future affordable cam
eras will replace NTSC 720*486
(640*480) DV cameras. We are start
ing with a format called HDV,
http://www.hdv-info.org/, a format that
uses a DV cassette tape to record and
playback of HD video by using com
pression. The naysayers have pooh-
poohed the first 1 CCD HDV camera
from JVC, but Sony and others are soon
introducing 3 CCD HDV cameras for
under $5K. Watching this all come
together is going to be very exciting.
The bottom line is that a combination of

new projection technology, fast
graphics cards and inexpensive com
puters have made it possible to pro
vide a stereo projection system that is
much more affordable than previous
commercial solutions. See

http://geowall.geo.lsa.umich.edu/
Once a strong contingent of

people is viewing 3D in HDTV,
movies are going to come from the
ground up. Maverick people are
going to create their own high quality
HD3D movie theatre. They are going
to put together a combination of cut
ting edge graphics cards, projectors
(even if they have to home modify
them to 120Hz), CPU power, and
glasses that delivers 3D in a quality
that was once thought undoable by the
do-it-yourselfer. IfHollywood cannot
see past their view that only IMAX

format 3D and cool anaglyph kid
films are viable, then a new genera
tion of filmmakers is going to go out
and make their own independent 3D
movies in HDTV. They will view
them in their stunning home 3D
movie theatres. And one of them is

going to become a huge hit and
change everything.

For more info on displays,
shutter glasses, etc. check out
http://www.stereo3d.com/3dhome.ht
m For more info on 3D projection
check out:

http://www.stereo3d.com/projec-
tion.htm

Read why a low-cost 1-chip-
DLP active-stereoscopic-3D projec
tor will start a revolution

http://www.stereo3d.com/dlpplead-
ing.htm

Top SCSC Slides are Judged
at NSA 2004 in Portland

Judging of the SCSC Slide of the Year and other top awards for the

2003-2004 club year took place at NSA 2004 in Portland Oregon on Sunday, July
11. The judges, shown below, were (from left to right) Ed Shaw, Jan Burandt and
Ron Labbe, all of whom are members in the New England Stereo Club.

The results of the judging will be announced at the SCSC Awards
Banquet that will be held on August 19 at Taix Restaurant.
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Is It Fun?

by
Sean Isroelit

SCSC President

Outgoing SCSC President Philip Steinman passes the gavel
to incoming President Sean Isroelit at August Awards Night.

Each month I mark the 3rd Thursday in my calendar - this is our sacred day of 3-D.
It's an opportunity to spend time with friends enjoying a topic that I'm very passionate about:
stereoscopy. Every time I put on a pair of 3-D glasses, I can't help but smile. Because 3-D is
fim! And it is that spirit I'd like to carry into the next year.

We've shared many fun moments over the past 12 months, starting with the World 3-
D Film Expo. This was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see some historic 3-D movies and
a provided a great occasion to introduce the club to fellow enthusiasts. Our October auction
was a huge success - bargains to be had for all in attendance. We were honored to have Robert
Bloomberg present his epic show "Temples ofAngkor Wat" during our Holiday banquet. The
fun events kept coming with a trip to the IMAX Theater to see T-Rex: Back to the Cretaceous
accompanied by an intimate eonversation with the writer Andrew Gellis. We continued the fun
with a VIP tour of JPL and the Mars rover team with the help of Kamal Oudrhiri, and the
engine revving adrenaline rush of NASCAR 3-D on the giant screen. As always, I'm excited
to share these events and the camaraderie of the club. And we ask the question again, is it fiin?

Yes. All of this is fun and it's made possible by the hard work, loyalty, and dedica
tion of our board members and wonderful SCSC members.

I hope that we all look forward to the 3rd Thursday of the month as I do.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director).The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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September16 - First Competition of the new clubyearand
program "Art iin Depth: Paintings converted to
Stereo" by Jim Long

October 21 - Stereo Club Auction of 3-D Cameras and stereo
items of all kinds. Don't miss out!

November 18 - 2nd club exhibition/competition & Charley Van
Pelt music 3-D slide show. SCSC Christmas

Banquet tickets go on sale.
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3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
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SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin
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If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

The Upcoming September
SCSC Meeting
The fust SCSC meeting of the

new club year promises to be very excit
ing. September is competition night and
many SCSC members have vowed to
participate and bring in topnotch work
for this first of five competions. Get out
your best work now!

In addition, an amazing 3-D
slide program by James Long will be
projected titled"Art in Depth, Paintings
converted to Stereo." This remarkable
program features Jim's incredible 3-D
conversions of classic art. The work

runs the gamut from religious paintings,
myth and allegory, classic nudes, histo
ry,portraiture, landscape, genre, still life
and modem painting with works by
Edvard Munch, Vincent Van Gogh, Rene
Magritte and M.C. Escher seen in stereo
for the very first time.

Here is a rare opportunity to
see the most famouspaintings in art his
tory in eye-poppingthree dimensions.

New Members
SCSC extends a hearty wel

come to these new members:
Rick Maddy

Huntington Beach, California
Barry Rothstein

Long Beach, California
Andrew Joel

Lilburn, Georgia



Last Month's Meeting
(aka you should've been there)

By JeffAmaral
SCSC Vice-President

This year's annual SCSC awards banquet was a triple success, with stylishly
redesigned awards, outstanding slide presentations, great food and fun. Special thanks
are due to Banquet Chair Robin Lim-Zang for organizing this years' event and door
prizes, and to past banquet chair Mitchell Walker for making the presentations. I am
especially jealous of winners of the Lewis and Clark viewmaster sets, generously donat
ed by the creator, club member Charlie Van Pelt. You know who you are, and I hope that
you'll bring them to share at an upcoming meeting!

Outgoing President Philip Steinman offered congratulations and beautifully
hand-engraved medals and plaques for competition award winners. He continued his
tradition of providing slide of the year anaglyph T-Shirts to the hardworking club offi
cers and board members. The outgoing President also had the honor to award the club's
next Lifetime Member Awards to Susan Pinsky and David Starkman, in recognition of
their years of dedication and hard work for the club and 3D. An articulate and enthusiastic advocate of 3D photography during his
tenure, Philip championed outreach programs such as the club's display at the 2003 World 3D Film Expo which brought myself and
many other new members into the club. Many thanks. President Steinman!

With his 3D wizard's hat, 3D magic wand, and magic recycling bin, the club's first Life Member Oliver Dean provided some
of the evening's best comedy as he conducted the official swearing in of new officers. Incoming President Sean Isroelit vowed to
"keep the club meetings fun", and will do his best to fill the giant shoes left by President Steinman.

The official business of the club completed, we were able to retire to the next room for an excellent series of slide presen
tations. Along with the award winning slides, special mention must be made of the outstanding hyper-stereo slides presented by
Hollywood make-up wizard Bemd Rantscheff. Every bit as impressive as the satellite image of Los Angeles we saw at JPL, these
aerial images presented me with a whole new way of seeing landscapes.

I can't wait for the next club meeting to find out more about hyper-stereo images.

SCSC Life Member Oliver Dean swearing
in the new Officers at Awards Banquet

2003 - 2004 Competition Year
by Philip Steinman

SCSC Competitions Director

The Southern Califomia Stereo Club has traditionally held an annual banquet to celebrate our best images exhibit
ed over the last calendar year. In this special year end show our active exhibitors are encouraged to select the best 5 slides that they
have shown in competition during the months of September, November, January, March, and May. During these months our club
members can submit 3 stereo slides at each exhibition. And since we have 2 categories of competitions, 1 for traditional stereo cam
eras like the Realist, Kodak, Revere, & other vintage cameras, and a 2nd category for twinned 35mm cameras, RBTs, and Macros,
members can actually submit 6 slides at each competition, 3 in each category. So, at the end of the year, all slides entered in our exhi
bitions are eligible for the Slide of the Year awards.

This year our best submitted slides were sent to the National Stereo Association convention in Portland, Oregon, where three
judges, Ed Shaw, Jan Burandt, and Ron Labbe, all members of the New England Stereo Club, were asked to painstakingly select the
very best of our top slides. This year they have selected 8 Honorable Mention Slides, and awarded 4 very special slides to be given
our top prizes, which include 1) The Best Stereo Effect; 2) The Best Landscape; 3) All Creatures Great and Small; and 4) the very
highest honor, our Slide of the Year.

The best part of the August meeting was not necessarily the awards, but just getting to see all the club members 5 favorite
slides during one special screening. In 1998 I attended the SCSC annual banquet on a whim, having never seen a stereo photograph
before. I don't remember any of the slides that won the awards, but I do remember being so inspired by the quality and effect of stereo
photography that I immediately turned into a 3D fanatic. At the Awards Banquet we also celebrated our exhibitor's participation, par
ticularly those who have participated in all 5 exhibitions with 15 slides for one category. We are awarded Complete Participation
Ribbons to Robin Burks, Chris Olson, Chuck Bemhardt, Jim Long, Sean Isroelit, Kathy Day, Paul Spencer, and Philip Steinman.

(Continued on page 6)
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The SCSC Logo Shirts

The SCSC August Awards banquet
seemed like one big love-fest. President Philip
Stienman ended his presidency with a bang.
Philip awarded all the board members a new
SCSC logo t-shirt. There are just a few left and
you can purchase one at the next meeting.

The classic SCSC polo shirts should
still be available from Cintas, the uniform peo
ple. Check http://www.cintas.com/for choices
of clothing. When ordering the embroidered
SCSC logo design is on file as DK0844, titled
Lawerance Kaufrnan (sic) and is a $4.95 addi
tional charge.

Local Man Has 3-D Hobby

If you were at the August banquet
you heard Philip reading a recent article from
my local paper about me. I was featured in the
Corona-Norco Independent on the front page
with a full color picture. Since the Riverside
Press-Enterprise owns that paper, the story
was edited for the Corona edition of the Press

Enterprise a couple weeks later. You can read
that article online at: http://www.pe.com/local-
news/corona/stories/PE_News_Local_cstereo
20.57990.html. Many folks have asked why I
wasn't smiling. Most people are used to seeing
me smiling. Cassie said she thought I was
nervous. Actually the photographer shot at
least 50 shots, many in rapid succession. I
found that not talking and not smiling too big
was easier to do after a while. He picked the
photo he liked the best - a very serious hobby
ist.

Club RBT Mount Order

SCSC placed their second club order
of RBT mounts in August. Six members
ordered 25 boxes of RBT mounts. Jon Golden

was out of town for a week. But once he mails

the order it will take 5-10 days to get here.
Those members who ordered can pay for your

by Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

order when I deliver it to the September
meeting. Expect to pay about $28.00 per box
of non-glass mounts and about $30 per box
for glass or mask mounts.

We are currently placing club
orders once or twice a year. If you would
like to be included in the next order, please
contact me and your name will be added for
the next order. We only need a ten-box order
to save quite a bit of money on these great
stereo slide mounts.

SIGGRAPH2004

Conference - Looking
Back

ACM SIGGRAPH is dedicated to

the generation and dissemination of infor
mation on computer graphics and interactive
techniques. ACM SIGGRAPH is short for
the Association of Computing Machinery
Special Interest Group for Graphics. They
are probably best known for the annual SIG
GRAPH conference they sponsor in July or
August: http://www.siggraph.org/. I try to
attend the conference every year, since it is
full of 3-D stereo. This year's conference
was held at the Los Angeles Convention
Center and was no different.

The SIGGRAPH Conference was

held from August 8th through August 12th.
In addition to meetings and speakers they
held exhibitions from August 10th through
the 12th, which included art exhibits, emerg
ing technologies and an electronic theater.
Companies such as StereoGraphics, Digital
Dynamic Depth, V-Rex, X3D, Razor, i-0
glasses, DTI, Nu-View, Wasol, CAVE,
Sharp, and many others introduce their
newest stereoscopic products at SIG
GRAPH. Each year you can expect to see
new 3-D display systems (autostereoscopic
and non), 3-D movies, new stereoscopic
research, new software for quickly convert
ing 2-d photographs, paintings, and movies
to 3-D.

Many years ago Pixar's short
"Knick Knack" was originally shown in
stereo at SIGGRAPH. This year we were
treated to the 3-D presentation of a
SANDDE(TM) 3-D digital projection
from the National Film Board of Canada.

The production "June" by Munro
Ferguson was shown as part of the Art
and Emerging Technologies exhibit at
SIGGRAPH '04. There were many other
very cool 3-D presentations in this area. I
reallywanted to see "June", the storyline
was kind of a downer, but the animations
was very well done and mixedverywell
with the Philip Glass score:
http://www.nfb.ca/june/. It would make a
great IMAX short.

In the Exhibition Hall there

were numerous 3-D displays. I really
thought the $50K "DepthCube ZI024 3D
Display: The World's Best 3D display"
was in fact the best. http://www.light-
spacetech.com/. Someravedaboutall the
autostereoscopic displays seen this year.
But I did notice banding on many of
these screens that do not require 3-D
glasses for viewing stereoscopically.

Kodak returned to SIGGRAPH

after a 7-year absence. Eastman Kodak's
New Business Ventures division demon

strated its stereoscopic display system
with Nvidia solutions at this year's con
ference. They demonstrated new profes
sional applications for its Stereoscopic
Immersive Display system, based on
Nvidia Quadro solutions. I noticed that
even though their next generationwork
station is produced so you are looking at
the sweet spot, the view seemed some
what too limiting. While nVidia did have
a booth, they did not have their 3-D dis
play that I had seen at the E3 show set up.

The 3D Consortium had the

largest group of 3-D items in one booth.
The quarters were tight with everyone
trying to check out each display. There
was a lot to see and enjoy throughout the
exhibit hall. American Paper Optics was



even there with their usual booth that we see

each year at the NSA convention.
The Sharp autostereoscopic laptop

almost seems obsolete, but it is far from it.
Sharp has just recently introduced a desktop
display that works great. Mitsubishi was there
with an experimental system. The art in flat-
screen autostereoscopic computer displays
keeps advancing tremendously. Many of the
best new autostereoscopic display offer high-
resolution displays with a 45-degree range of
views, no easily apparent vertical lines, md
excellent color and a nice depth of field.
Most of them have been already around for a
while; they keep getting improvements in
brightness and/or viewing angle.

A quick rundown of other displays
and items of interest:

Sanyo 3D Display, a multi-view 3D display
with 3D/2D switchable mechanism (w/o
glasses); C-nt, 3D autostereoscopic diplays
for professionals; Enxebre Entertainment, 3D
stereoscopic movies for exhibitions, theme
parks and edutainment; Dimension
Technologies, INC (DTI), desktop displays
and large screen projection; X3D
Technologies; Ixfinity VR Products; Multi
View 3D Monitors from Unikassel Versitat;
and Dynamic Digital Depth (DDD)'s TriDef®
enabled displays.

Dynamic Digital Depth

DDD Group pic recently aimounced
that it has received notification of allowance

of the encoding component of its key
"Dynamic Depth Cueing" ("DDC") patent in
Europe. DDC is a core DDD technology that
enables video images to be converted for
transmission and display in stereo 3-D.

The new European patent comple
ments the previously issued DDC patent that
allows the conversion of existing 2-D content
libraries to 3-D. The new encoding compo
nent allows delivery of 3-D enhanced content
in a format that remains compatible with
today's 2-D televisions. The patent addresses
the need for studios and broadcasters to trans

mit one broadcast signal or produce a single
DVD disc that can be viewed in 2-D or 3-D

depending on the viewer's preference and tel
evision display capabilities.

Djmamic Depth Cueing encoding
discretely and efficiently embeds 3-D depth
data alongside the unchanged 2-D image. The
technique allows existing broadcast and DVD
standards to be used to deliver 3-D enhanced

programming and movies. Since the original
2-D image is delivered unchanged, it can be

viewed on a conventional television set. For

viewers with a 3-D display, the embedded 3-
D data is used to manipulate the underlying
2-D image, allowing 2-D images to be trans
formed into 3-D for a wide variety of 3-D
display formats. This includes the latest gen
eration of "glasses-free" 3-D displays mar
kets by consumer electronics manufacturers
including Sharp Corporation and Sanyo
Electric Company.

The addition of the DDC trans

mission patent brings to nine the total num
ber of issued patents held by DDD and its
subsidiaries. In addition to the 3-D transmis

sion patent, DDD has other core patents
relating to the offline and real time conver
sion of 2-D images to 3-D and the tracking
of a viewer's head for 3-D display systems.
DDD's 3-D conversion, transmission and
display technologies are marketed under the
brand name TriDef®.

The notice of allowance of DDD

in Europe complements their European 3-D
Conversion patent issued in May 2003.
DDD, also known as Dynamic Digital
Depth, is transforming the viewing experi
ence with applications for glasses-free 3-D
displays. Its patented technologies enable 3-
D viewing without glasses, simple integra
tion of computer graphics applications with
3-D displays, supply of 3-D content through
2-D to 3-D conversion and 3-D transmission

over existing networks.

Ghosts ofthe Abyss

Buena Vista Home Video released

"Ghosts of the Abyss" (GOTA) on April 27,
2004, but only in 2-D. The two-disc DVD
does include the original IMAX 61-minute
version and an expanded 92-minute version.
Plus "Reflections From the Deep" Making-
of feature including ,unseen footage and
interviews; "The ROV Experience" Multi-
angle feature of different camera angles
made during the dives and Widescreen
anamorphic format.
http://disney.go.corn/disneyvideos/newslet-
ter/apr2004/spotlight_02.html or
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/
B0001DMQ6C/3dmovies-21/102-7385511-
9152141

You might not be aware, the Asian
market has released a limited edition premi
um edition 3-D version, just as was done
with the DVD version of "Siegfried & Roy:
The Magic Box (1999)". The Japanese ver
sion of GOTA is in ColorCode 3-D (pur
ple/yellow anaglyph), only comes with one

pair of glasses (why only one?) and is
restricted to playing on DVD-2
machines (or all-region DVD players).
The default language for the DVD is
Japanese,but the english soundtrackis a
menu option. American Paper Optics
(APO) just became the exclusive
provider of ColorCode glasses, with the
new improved ColorCode II system
(darker lenses). But APO was not aware
of this item's availability.

I have heard of collectors pay
ing up to $65.00 to have a copy shipped
from Japan. The best deal seems to be
from YesAsia.Com, Inc's subsidiary
YESASIA.COM (HONG KONG) LTD.
Block A&B, 3/F, Wui Wah Bldg., 1035
Yee Kuk West Street, Lai Chi Kok,
Kowloon, Hong Kong URL:
http://us.yesasia.com. It sells for $41.99
with free shipping for purchases over
$39.00. Their free shipping to the U.S. is
in 5-9 business days.

SCSC is a member club ofthe
National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) http;//stereoview.org/, the
International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the Photographic
Society of America (PSA) http://psa-
photo.org/

I will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of

3-DImaging;
Past & Present,
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P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



(Continued from page 3)

Without them we would not have exhibitions of 3D pho
tography. Moreover, we have a couple exhibitors who
are very prolific and manage to shoot with not one, but
two stereo cameras. These two photographers have
completely participated in both our Conventional and
Non-Conventional Categories by submitting 30 exhibi
tion caliber slides over the last year. They are Lawrence
Kaufman and Abe Perlstein. We thank them for their

fine, inspiring work and award them the Yellow Ribbon.
Our next wave of awards honor those photographers
who have achieved the highest point totals in competi
tions this year. Our 3 different judges at each exhibition
use a 5-9 scale of grading each image, which means a
slide can score 15-27 points. Slides rarely score 15 and
never 27 or even 26 points. A good slide may score 20
points. This year in the A Standard Group for those
using a conventional Realist camera the 3rd Place
Medal will go to Abe Perlstein who reached 323 points
with 15 images, so that's averaging over 21 points an
image! The 2nd Place Medal will go to Lawrence
Kaufinan who reach 324 points. And the 1st Place
Medal will go to Kathy Day who set a blistering pace
with 346 points, averaging 23 points per image.

The B Standard Group saw a lot of great stereo
images this year, featuring images from Bruno Lizzi,
Jan Adams, Rany Koenig, Joe Santos, Bob Phillips,
Chuck Bemhardt, John Hart, and Derek Cowie. This

year the 3rd place medal will go to John Hart. The 2nd
Place Medal will go to Chuck Bemhardt. And the 1st
Place Medal will go to Derek Cowie.

This year's A Group Non-Conventional cate
gory featured entries from Robin Burks, James
Comstock, Kathy Day, Lawrence Kaufman, Randy
Koenig, Abe Perlstein, Susan Pinsky, David Starkman,
Philip Steinman, and Ray Zone. This year's race to the
top was very tight with only 2 points separating each of
the top 3 finishers, as they each averaged about 22.5
points per image. The 3rd place medal goes to, Kathy
Day with 337 points. The 2nd place medal goes to
Philip Steinman with 339 points. And the 1st place
medal goes to Abe Perlstein for amassing an amazing
341 points, as he put together some amazing images
armed with his twinned Nikons with matched telephoto
lenses. It is interesting to note that Kathy Day's
achievement of 1st place medal in the conventional cat
egory. She used a $100 Realist 5 perf camera and
amassed more points (346) and a higher per image aver
age (23) than anyone in the non-conventional category.
This category was originally created so the 5 perf cam
eras didn't have to compete against the wider 8 perf for
mat images, but now we're glad we aren't competing
against Kathy's eye behind a Realist!

This year marks the beginning of our new
Digital Category. Throughout the year the digital imag

ing category saw sturming images from David Kimtz,
Franklin Londin, Jim Long, and Ray Zone. But this year,
only one participant's passion kept churning out image
after image to amass 15 images qualifying him for medal
contention. And since his images achieved some of the
highest scores in the history of SCSC, I'm proud to
announce that the Gold 1st place medal for Digital
Imaging deservedly goes to Jim Long. He amazingly
amassed 359 points, averaging 24 points per image, for
his excellent stereo conversions of flat images.
Slide Show HONORED IMAGES

Our Year End Honor Slides are awarded a spe
cial Purple Ribbon. This year of the 55 submitted entries
HMs went out these 8 outstanding images:

Kathy Day for Jack & Annie
and A Prayer to the Fish Gods,

Lawrence Kaufman for Science Center Courtyard,
Jim Long for Mirror of Venus,

Chris Olson for Above Saddlebag Lake,
Abe Perlstein for Pelican Profiles,

Susan Pinsky for View ofthe Bridge,
Ray Zone for Still Life.

And now, without further ado, we bring you
the Top 4 Stereo Images of the Year:

1) Best Use of Stereo Effect for the slide that uniquely
puts us in a 3 dimensional world

2004 Best Stereo Effect

Jim Long - T-800

2) Best Landscape for the slide that portrays the won
ders of nature around the world

2004 Best Landscape
Kathy Day - Sixty Lake Basin

3) All Creatures Great and Small Award for the best use
of people or animals in a slide

2004 All Creatures Great & Small

Abe Perlstein - Peeps and Seals

4) THE SLIDE OF THE YEAR: this is the clubs most
prestigious annual award for a single stereo image. It is
awarded to the slide the judges select as the best overall
for the calendar year 2003-2004.

2003 Slide of the Year

Ray Zone - Randy's Donuts



Final Standings 2003-4

A Group Conventional

Kathy Day
L Kaufman

Abe Perlstein

Paul Spencer
Robin Burks

Sean Isroelit

Chris Olson

F Londin

Ray Zone
Jim Long
Mark Kernes

346*

323.7*

323*

319*

318*

315*

314*

264

121

107

64

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

B Group Conventional

Derek Cowie

C Bemhardt

John Hart

Bob Phillips
Joe Santos

Randy Koenig
Jan Adams

Bruno Lizzi

317*

297*

296*

183

165

119

63

59

Non-Conyentional

Abe Perlstein

P Steinman

Kathy Day
L Kaufman

Robin Burks

Ray Zone
Susan Pinsky
D Starkman

J Comstock

Randy Koenig

Digital

Jim Long
David Kuntz

F Londin

Ray Zone

341*

339*

337*

319.9*

193

185

153

149

137

57

359*

130

71

44

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

1st Place

*Complete Participation and winner of
Anaglyph SCSC T-Shirt

A DEEP "THANK YOU" TO THE STEREO CLUB
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Who couldhave imaginedmore than 27years ago thatwe would ever
be honored with Stereo Club of Southem Califomia Lifetime Merit Awards?
Certainly notus. In September of 1977 wejoined theclub, onemonth after we
married. It was so thrilling to discover other people who loved dimensional
photography as much as we did that we wanted to spend all of ourtime with
them! We wanted to see their techniques, leam from them at workshops, enjoy
their creativity through 3-D slide shows, and improve our own stereographic
abilities through competitions, constructive criticism and inspiration. We've
gotten back MUCH, MUCH more than we everhave given! We've met and
known some of the most remarkable people through the field of stereography.
Some only live on in our hearts,our memories, and through the legacyof their
images, but they live on in us.

When wejoined SCSC in 1977Jerry Walterwas just startinghis two
year term as President of the club. He set the gold standard for us by being a
president who gavehis all. Wewereboth in our twenties when we joinedthe
club, and there were just a few members in their 30's to 50's. So we had a lot
of great "old timers" in our early daysto leam from. The majority of the mem
bers that we knew when we joined have either moved away or passed on to that
eternal stereo club in the sky.

Their marvelous examples inspired us both to be active in the Club
by being on the board of directors for over 20 years and to serve terms as
President. David was President for 1982-82 and Susan served two terms from

1991-93.

Things have changed a lot in 27 years. Now it seems that the great
majority of the members are in their 30's and 40's, and advances in computer
and digital imaging technologyhave brought a whole new area of possibilities
and creativity to 3-D. Still, there is something totally magical and captivating
about a 3-D image made with a film camera and a slow speed, fine grain slide
film, and we hope that this form of 3-D imaging will always have a prominent
place in the club.

We are as excited as ever about 3-D, and look forward to being of
continued service to the club and you club members. We plan to live where we
are now for a long time, so we hope that during the next 27 years we will con
tinue to be active in the club, and enjoying being spellbound and awed by the
work of our amazing members.

As our club is about to enter it's 50th year in existence, we are hon
ored to have been part of it for more than half of that time. With the continued
enthusiasm and creativity of the current members of the club, another 50 years
should be no problem. Thank you all for honoring us with this Lifetime Merit
Award. Thank you Philip for your unbridled spunk and enthusiasm, thank you
Sean for your dedication and williness to give the club your best, thank you
Kathy Day for taking us to places and heights of great marvel and inspiration
(andplacesthatwewill nevermanage to hiketo on ourown!),thankyouDavid
Kuntz for being a lifetime treasurer and writer who continues to teach us all so
manyvaluable lessonsand, last, but by no meansleast, thank you Ray Zone for
your childlikespirit of wonder,joy, passionand exuberance, and for editingthe
"3-D News". Finally, thank you to the entire SCSC Board of Directors for car
rying the torch and for investing us with this incredible honor. Without your
help and supportthe club could not continueto exist.We loveyou all, and value
each association we have in this invaluable 3-D community.

Sincerely,
Susan Pinsky & David Starkman



Lighting Basics - Outdoor Lighting
hy David W. Kuntz

:»
I

Often our only tool for con
trolling the nature of outdoor lighting
is to simply pick the time of day to
photograph. The following series of
images, graciously taken for this col
umn by Kathy Day, show the effects
of changing lighting on a single out
door scene, namely, a tufa formation
at Mono Lake.

The first image was taken at
mid-day, and the camera placement
puts the tufa mostly in shadow. The _
result doesn't draw our eye to the
main subject, or highlight the tufa's
interesting texture and detail.

The next photo was also
taken at mid-day, but with the sun hit
ting the subject from the side. This
image was actually intended to come
out poorly, but the dramatic sky saves
it somewhat. However, the strong,
directional lighting is still not particu
larly flattering to the main subject.

The third photo was made
when the sun was low, and the tufa
completely in shadow. The light and
largely empty sky draws our eye away
from the main subject, which now
shows nearly no contrast at all.

The fourth image is a sunset
scene. In color, it features an orange
sky, and the tufa is rendered in pastel
tones of orange and brown. This is a
pleasant but fairly monochromatic
image. It lacks any real contrasts, and
hence drama.

The final photograph was
taken just before sunset. The sky is
nearly purple, while the tufa is ren
dered in shades of orange by the
dwindling sun. The light is strong
enough to bring out the texture of the
tufa, but doesn't cause deep, feature
less shadows. The extreme color con

trast between foreground and back
ground delivers a dramatic composi
tion and takes our eye straight to the
main subject. Thus, the difference
between a snapshot and a great photo
graph is often simply timing.
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Compete
and Winl

by
Sean Isroelit

SCSC President

The Stereo Club of Southern California has a proud tradition of 3-D slide
competitions. In addition to our 5 annual club competitions, selected entrants
can participate in inter-club competitions and end-of-year programs including
Slide of the Year. Those who are new to stereo photography can also be
recognized with a Rookie of the Year award. Not every stereographer who
competes can bring home a year-end award, but every stereographer who competes
is ultimately a winner. This is because participation promotes critical
thinking about stereography and this will improve your images.

Get out and snap those shutters! Take great photos, mount all those rolls of
processed film, and share them with the club during competitions. It's
inspirational to us all to see the great and diverse work of our members up
there on the silver screen. And don't worry about the scores. Many of my
favorite images have not scored as high as I thought they might. But these
images still remain my favorites, and I'm glad I got to share them with the
club. When you participate you contribute to the continued success of our
club.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annualsubscription for those not wish
ing to participate in clubactivities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouragedto sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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October 21 - Stereo Club Auction of 3-D Cameras and stereo

items of all kinds. Don't miss out!

November 18 - 2nd club exhibition/competition
& Unseen Ellis Island 3-D slide program
by Gary Schacker and Sheldon Aronowitz
SCSC ChristmasBanquet tickets go on sale.

December 16 - Annual SCSC Christmas Banquet at Taix
Restaurant

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

fWilshire Bh/d.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

The Upcoming October
Annual 3-D Auction

at SCSC

Don't miss out on your chance

to buy and sell some great 3-D stuff. The
annual SCSC auction will be held on

October 21. Here's your chance to move
that collectible old camera you're not
using or pick up some cool new stereo
items!

Visitors to the September
SCSC Meeting

SCSC extends a hearty wel
come to these visitors at our September
meeting:

Alex Cortez

(Alex is also our newest member)
Santa Ana, California

Larry Coleman
Mission Hills, California

Miriam Parra

Anaheim, California
Adam Jones

Studio City, California
Jim Hawkinson

Los Angeles, Califomia
Homer Barrera

Los Angeles, Califomia



Stereo Club of Southern California

Auction Merchandise Form

ITEM NAME

DESCRIPTION_

CONDITION

YOUR NAME

STARTING BID; $_
(Optional)

CLUB'S PERCENTAGE %

(10% minimum - you may choose to donate more)

Selling Price: $

SCSC AUCTION GUIDELINES

1. Selling and buying is open to everyone who is attending the meeting.All sellers must sign in with the Program Director.
2. The following types of merchandise will be auctioned with preference as listed:

a) Stereo photography equipment, b) Photographic items for which all the sale proceeds are donatea to the club
c) Anything photographic

3. Ten percent (10%) of the sale price of each item or lot will be donated to the club treasury.
The seller at their discretion, can, donate a larger percentage to the Club.

4. All merchandise wilft -be tagged by the seller with the following information:
a) name of owner b) description of item c) condition of item (for equipment) d) starting bid for the item (optional).

FORMS FOR THIS WILL BE PROVIDED

5. Merchandise will be displayed on tables for inspection prior to the start of the bidding. Without exception, all items for sale
must be registered by 7:30 pm. to be auctioned. Sellers should plan to come early, at least by 7:00 pm, and 6:30 pm.
would be better.

6. The auction is a fomm for the exchange of stereo and stereo-related photographic equipment.
The proceeds of any non-stereo equipment sold are donated 100% to the Club.

7. A minimum sale price may be specified by the seller. To encourage bidding, this price will be known only by the Auctioneer,
and if the minimum price is not reached, there will be no sale. Bid increments must be $1.00 or more.

8. Buyers should plan to pay for their purchases by personal check, one check per item. Payment for items will be made imme
diately after bidding ior&that item is concluded. Runners will deliver-the item to the successful bidder and retum the
payment to the Treasurer. Checks should be payable to the seller.

9. Sellers will receive their money at the conclusion of the auction; they will pay the Club its percentage at that time, preferably
by check.

10. The Club is acting merely as an agent in all sales and cannot guarantee the condition, or usability of any item. Sellers are
expected to be honest and complete in their descriptions; however, be wamed that unless the seller offers a "warranty"
all equipment is purchased "as-is."

11. Buyers are recommended to get to the meeting early (30-45 minutes early) to inspect merchandise to be auctioned. There will
be no projection at this meeting. The auction will be complete as of 10:00 pm.
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Janet Long - Jim's Wife

Jim, Our thoughts and prayers are
with you and your family. This sad news
appeared in Riverside Press-Enterprise news
paper on the date of our September meeting:
http://www.legacy.eom/pe/LegacySubPage2.a
sp?Page=LifeStory&PersonId=2617569

Janet Long, Age 44, of Riverside,
Ca., passed away 9/11/04 surrounded by her
family and friends at Riverside Community
Hospital due to a long illness. Janet was bom
8/27/60 in Anaheim, Ca. and lived in Buena
Park, Ca. She was a vocal performance major
at Califomia State University Fullerton and a
graduate of Chapman College in social sci
ence. Janet was a teacher at Amelia Earhart

Middle School in Riverside, Ca. teaching 7th
and 8th grade students in History, Language
Arts and Drama.

She was a member of Magnolia
Avenue Baptist Church. Janet is survived by
her husband of 24 years, Jim; her son, Daniel;
and daughter, Rachel; sister, Carol Ritter of
Fullerton, Ca; brothers, David Poindexter and

Glen Poindexter of Buena Park, Ca. She
enjoyed music, history, art, movies, arts and
crafts, cooking and giving of herself.

There was a Celebration Memorial

Service at Acheson & Graham Garden of

Prayer Mortuary, 7944 Magnolia Ave.,
Riverside, Ca. on Friday, Sept. 17, at 7 p.m.
She requested people to wear cheerful colors.

The members at the September
meeting made arrangements for a lovely floral
arrangement that was delivered with a card
that everyone had signed.

Stereo Movie Maker Meeting

The next SCSC Movie Division

meeting is scheduled at John Hart's house in
La Crescenta on Saturday, October 9, 2004.
The meeting will start earlier (4:30 PM) since
the meetings have been mnning later and later.
A barbecue meal will begin around 5:00
(donations required).

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

Oliver Dean has promised to
share his recently edited aquarium video.
James Comstock will have returned from

Burning Man with some wild shots and I'm
sure others will have vacation movies to

share.

We have also been discussing
sponsoring another 3-D Movies/Video com
petition. It's a lot of work, but a lot of fun,
too. Email John Hart: movies3d@aol.com
for more information.

Meeting Nights

Just another reminder that mem

bers are welcome to arrive early and help set
up the meeting room. The earlier the meet
ing gets started the more we have time to see
and enjoy. We often times have open projec
tor slides or short shows that we just can not
get up on the screen, because we are expect
ed to be out of the meeting room at 10:00
PM. The janitor caimot go home to his fam
ily until we have exited the building. In the
past we have met at local restaurants to con
tinue our sharing and discussions. But we
must be out of the building at 10:00 PM.

October Club Auction

On October 21, 2004 we will hold
our SCSC Annual Club Auction. This is the

one night that you should get there early. If
there are a lot of items for the auction, we
will need to rush through them. You should
be there early to inspect the items and decide
which ones you will be bidding on and
which items that you just can't live without.
This is your opportunity to elean out your
closet so you can make some bucks on all
that extra stereo stuff you bought last year
and haven't used. Plus you'll need the space
for all the bargains you'll be picking up this
year.

Where Have All the Film

Companies Gone?

As Kodak continues its cut

backs, layoffs and further developments
into digital, word is that German compa
ny Agfa has stopped producing film.

Swiss Ilford is having big trou
bles. A Scotsman.com online article had

this headline: "A negative outlook as
. Ilford set for sell-off

http://business.scotsman.com/technolo-
gy.cfm?id=9904I2004 and two UK arti
cles aimounced: "Administrators close

Ilford shutters" http://business.timeson-
line.co.uk/article/0,,9065-
1230543,00.html

and: "Light fades at Ilford Imaging"
http://www.financialdirector.co.uk/News
/1137978

Film and darkroom materials

supplier Ilford Imaging is facing a major
overhaul after administrators were called

into the 125-year-old firm. They will be
selling Ilford's traditional photographic
business and allow the group to focus on
its more profitable Inkjet digital arm in
Switzerland.

Ilford, which had been one of
the world's leading suppliers of photo
graphic materials, was founded in 1879
and employs 740 people at Mobberley in
Cheshire, where it principally manufac
tures black-and-white supplies. The
Swiss manufacturing company, based in
Marly with around 450 staff, develops
and makes digital Inkjet products. That
unit is continuing to trade normally.

Ilford has had some success

reversing a decline in sales by re-focus
ing the business on digital photography
products - increasing revenues in the year
to December to £128 million. Although
growth and profitability in its digital
Inkjet business has accelerated, the
decline in the black-and-white photogra
phy market has continued.



PC Magazine

The October issue of PC MAGA

ZINE (Oct. 4, 2004) on the John C. Dvorak
INSIDE TRACK (page 79), the main text
quotation in bold letters under the picture of
Mr. Dvorak is: "I'm shocked that some camera

company hasn't developed a simple stereo-
imaging camera with two lenses to make a
cool 3D picture".

I thought several camera companies
had - I have a few 3-D cameras. This is a

MAINSTREAM computer magazine, isn't
this interesting?

Polar Express - All Aboard in
IMAX3D!

The Polar Express: An IMAX 3D
Experience is the first full-length feature ever
converted into IMAX® 3D. Experience the
magic beginning November 10th in select
IMAX, IMAX Dome and IMAX 3D Theatres

on screens up to eight stories tall with 12,000
watts of digital surround sound.

This holiday themed film, based on
the classic Caldecott medal-winning chil
dren's book written by Chris Van Allsburg, is
directed by Oscar® winner Robert Zemeckis
and stars two-time Academy Award® winner
Tom Hanks. Using state-of-the-art CGI and
performance capture technology to create a
unique blend of realism and fantasy, it tells of
a doubting young boy who takes an extraordi
nary train ride to the North Pole and embarks
on a joumey of self-discovery that shows him
that the wonder of life never fades for those

who believe.

Closing dates and contacts for
upcoming Stereo Exhibitions:

The Photographic Society ofAmerica Non-
star Stereo Competition.

Closing date: October 18, 2004. Send any
stereo slides or cards to: James R. Roy, FPSA,
2902 Peyton Randolph Dr. #202, Falls
Church, VA22044. Fee: $3.00. This is a great
exhibition for beginners and it usually has
very little participation so most who enter can
do very well. Entry forms are online at
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo and also
on Dick Freider's www.exhibitionforms.com

website.

Cascade Stereoscopic Club (CSC)
Exhibition.

Format: Stereo Slides (Realist format)
Stereo Cards, Electronic. Closing date:
October 26, 2004. Dave Allen, email:
dwa.stereo@gte.net Website:
http://www.cascade3d.org/

13th Rocky Mountain International
Stereo Salon.

Format: Stereo Slides

Closing Date: February 17, 2005. David K.
Morison, APSA, PO Box 1786, Grand
Junction, CO. 81502-1786. Entry forms
posted to the PSA Stereo Division website's
exhibitionpages:
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo and also
available on Dick Frieder's Exhibition

Forms website: http://exhibitionforms.com/
Fees: $7.00 domestic, $8.00 overseas.

Ninth Delaware Stereo Print Exhibition.

TwoSections: General and Human Activity.
Closing Date: March 21, 2005. Janet Webb,
407 Brandjrwine Blvd, Wilmington, DE
19809-2953

E-mail: uncoveredangel@juno.com
Fees: $7.00 for one entry returned to U.S.
address, $8.00 Canada, $9.00 for an entry of
4 prints air-mailed to an overseas address.
$5.00 additional for all entries of 4 prints in
second section.

Euture Stereo Conventions

National Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
Convention

31st NSA - Thursday July 14, 2005 through
Monday July 18, 2005, Dallas/Ft. Worth
area (Irving, Texas) http://2005.nsa3d.org/

International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
Congresses
New website: www.ISU3D.org (was
http://stereoscopy.com/isu/):
*2005 (15th) in Eastbourne, UK; September
14-19, 2005.
*2007 (16th) in Boise, Idaho, USA
(ISU/NSA - see above).

PSA International Conference of
Photography
(http://www.psa-photo.org):
2004 - September 6th -Ilth.
Minneapolis/St. Paul (Bloomington),
Minnesota. Thunderbird Hotel and

Conference Center.

2005 - August 29th - September 3rd. Salt
Lake City, UT. Sheraton City Centre Hotel.

The Stereoscopic Society (UK) Annual
Convention

(www.StereoscopicSociety.org.uk): This
year the Stereoscopic Society
Convention will be combined with the

15th ISU Congress in Eastboume, UK;
September 14th - 19th, 2005.

SPIE - Stereoscopic Displays and
Applications Conference

Usually the 4th week in
January in the San Jose, California area.
The link www.stereoscopic.org contains
the latest info. The next conference is

scheduled for three days during the peri
od January 16-20, 2005 at the San Jose
Convention Center, San Jose, Califomia,
USA as part of IS&T/SPIE's Electronic
Imaging 2005.

SCSC is a member club of

the National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) http://stereoview.org/, the
International Stereoscopic Union
(ISU) http://isu3d.org/ and the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) http://psa-photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past k Present,

111

STEREO
WORLD

Only $32 a year
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASS0CIATKM9

P.O. Box 86708
Portland OR 97286



Judges Sean Isroelit, Lynn Wyettand Susan Pinsky

Competition Report
A Super September Showing

by Philip Steinman
SCSC Competitions Director

The September SCSC exhibition was a super
showing of projected 3D images. Our three very accredited
judges were Sean Isroelit (our new Prez and former Rookie of
the Year recipient), Susan Pinsky (past Prez, 2004 Year End
Honor Slide recipient for View of the Bridge, and SCSC
Lifetime Achievement Award), and Lynn Wyett a former
award winning NSA show presenter and excellent 3D shooter
of astronomy, nature, and Hollywood film sets.

Although our judges this month are very experi
enced, I do welcome new judges who are club members and
have seen at least 2 club competitions. In the A Group
Conventional category scores of 22 or higher were needed for
Honorable Mentions. They went to Abe Perlstein for Sand
Spit Tracks, to Ray Zone for Mirror Antique, an interestingly
formed stacked image of 2 statues appearing to mirror each
other, and to Chris Olson for the colorful and enchanting
Emerald Lake luring you in behind the trees, and for the
monochrome study Where is Everybody?

The Award went to Derek Cowie for Figure Study
#4 which garnered 25 points for a portrait of sheer beauty and
light. In the B Group HMs went to Jan Adams for Mama
Mia, John Hart for Replica ofSanta Maria Barcelona, and
Chuck Bernhardt for A Lake for Tite Ducks. Jan Adams
took the Award with Lonely at the Top, an amazing image
(worthy of 25 points!) of a penguin overlooking thousands of
his peers below.

There was a strong showing in the Non-
Conventional category with 5 slides eaming 23 or more points
from the judges. Honorable Mentions were given to James
Comstock for Suspension, a rear view of a male nude sus
pended on a jungle gym at Burning Man, to Lawrence
Kaufman for Portland Sunset and it's wonderfully captured
light, and to David Starkman for Bolton Abbey and it's very
deep Z axis space down a beautifully exposed corridor.

The Award in this category went to James
Comstock for Captivating, an ominously lit meat eating
flower craftily mounted to leaf off the screen well out of the
window, and to Kathy Day for Tofa and Swallow, which cap
tured the bird in flight amidst the stunning afternoon light of
Kathy Day's Mono Lake. For the record, when James makes

an appearance in September SCSC competitions, he seems to
always Award us! Last year this time, his only entry, he won
the Award for both Fallen Skylight and A Maze in Lights.

In our Digital category the Award went to Barry
Rothsteln for Cold Tavern, a well executed cha-cha style
image made with his digital camera.

We encourage more participation, especially newbies (we
have a B category if you shoot with the vintage Realist format
cameras). We also welcome more participants in our exciting
Digital category! Exhibitors can submit any image they have
manipulated with a computer, or shot with a digital camera, so
long as they output a stereo pair to slide film, www.col-
orslide.com can output your digital file to a slide for SI and
mail it to you. What are you waiting for? Jump in ;-)

Special thanks to our projectionists David Starkman and Ed
Ogawa, and to our scorekeeper, Kathy Day, with whose grace
the evening is enjoyable for all. Below are the point totals for
the first of 5 SCSC exhibitions. Look for lots more entries in

the November, January, March, and May upcoming competi
tions.

A Group Conventional
Derek Cowie 66

Ray Zone 65

Chris Olson 63

Abe Perlstein 62

Robin Burks 57

Lawrence Kaufman 56

B Group Conventional
Jan Adams 64

Chuck Bernhardt 57

Randy Koenig 57

John Hart 57

Dave Washbum 56

Non-Conventional

Kathy Day 69

James Comstock 68

George Vidacovich 66

David Starkman 65

Abe Perlstein 65

Lawrence Kaufman 64

Philip Steinman 63

Dave Washbum 20

Jim Batemin 18

Digital

Barry Rothstein 59

First time entrant

and new member

Barry Rothstein
scores in his first
club competition
with an HM

in the new SCSC

Digital Category.



Abe Perlstein discusses his Stereo Photograph
Peeps and Seals

Winner of the 2004 All Creatures Great & Small Award

This photograph was taken as part of the 2003-2004 Morro Bay
National Estuary Stereo Photo Survey. I used an electronically and physically
matched pair of Nikon F5's along with an optically matched pair of Nikkor zoom
lenses all mounted on a specially designed twin-rig mounting bar (designed and con
figured by YoursTruly) in a hyperstereo separation of about eight to ten inches. This
new bar system will soon be commercially available through a U.S.-based company
I collaborated with on design and configuration. The electronically and physically
optimized cameras were joined for simultaneus shutter release via a Nikon ten-pin
connecting cord.

The lenses were two optically-matched Nikkor 70-300mm zoom lenses,
shot with manual focus (using zone focusing techniques), manual shutter speed and
f/stop selection. Both were hand held, shot from a moving kayak, most likely at the
long end of the 300mm focal length, at a 500th of a second or faster, and at an f/stop
of 5.6 or 8. As for film stock. Peeps And Seals was shot with Agfa Scala 200 rated at
200.

All 2003-2004 Morro Bay National Estuary shots are very challenging,
especially those shot from a moving kayak. In the above instance, I was paddling
my kayak and fighting drift due to both wind and substantial 1.5 to 2.5 knot incom
ing/outgoing estuary tide conditions.

Often, this kind of situation requires a number of things to fall perfectly
into place. You must line your camera(s) up for the right composition while trying
to stop drifting, which is nearly impossible. Originally, I tried anchors to stay in one
place, but anchors are extremely cumbersome when paddling and having a beast of
a 20-pound twin-camera system around your neck.

Furthermore, this kind of shooting requires constant adjusting ofboth cam
eras' side-to-side mounting bar alignment, twin zoom focal lengths, f/stops, and
focus...the same time as paddling and trying to hold position. An audio recording of
my relentless cursing and screaming during choice moments would make a great
case for never doing this kind of assignment in the first place.

I would have used a dedicated twin-lens stereo camera (such as the various
RBT cameras), but there is not enough interocular separation for the tasks at hand.
Hence, "the beast." The ability to see wildlife in dynamic, you-are-there stop action
stereo imaging is the best way to understand how these creatures are, other than actu
ally being there in person.

The best images from the survey will begin appearing this month in a per
manent public outreach and education exhibit as part of the Morro Bay Estuary
VisitorCenter, 601 Embarcadero, in the town of Morro Bay. A 30-minute projected
stereo slide program will also be featured as part of the prestigious and world
renowned Morro Bay Winter Bird Festival this January.

I am currently seeking a high-profile publisher for the substantial archive
created during the Morro Bay Stereo Survey to support the publishing of a hard-cover
book, two or three anagl3q)h calendars, three or four sets of anaglyph post cards, and
a CD and DVD-ROM title.

^ No 3-D collection
Is complete withou

just
$24.95

The SCSC Mowe DVD
Fkld seqmntid 3-D videos

- Only
,$15.00

TTie SCSC Club T-Shiit
Wit/i 3-D

The
Techrtseai
pages

A mere
$24.00

The Technfcd
neiMmtmB-Df^totor^ence

To order:
Call David Kuntz

at 310-377-5393 cr e-mail

payrrrent@la3dctub.com



The SCSC 3-

D DVD is now avail

able, so this is an appro
priate time to talk about
how 3-D TV works.

Just like movies, a TV
signal consists of a
rapid succession of still
pictures, shown at the
rate of 30 pictures per
second. At this speed,
our visual system men
tally combines the
images to form the illu
sion of motion.

Unlike a

movie, each image on a
TV is composed of a
series of thin horizontal

lines that are written

sequentially. For stan
dard (non-HDTV) TV, Complete Frame
each frame actually
consists of two inter

laced images, called
fields. As shown in the

illustration, the first
field contains every
other line in the image
and takes l/60th of a

second to appear. Field
2, which contains the
other set of horizontal lines, is written in
the next l/60th of a second. Again, the
brain combines these to create the com

pleted frame, shown last.
To make 3-D TV, this scheme

is altered slightly. When the program
material is originally recorded, the first
field in the signal consists of one image
from the stereo pair (say the left, for
example). Field 2 consists of the other
image (the right). This is called "field
sequential 3-D."

In order to channel each image
from the stereo pair to the appropriate
eye, the viewer wears shutter glasses.
These are glasses in which the lenses
can rapidly switch between being either
clear or opaque.

3-D Television
hy David W. Kuntz

Field 1
An electronics box

that can sense when

each field is being
shown is connected to

the TV. This box sends

a signal by wire or
infrared transmitter

that synchronizes the
switching of the glass
es with the images on
the screen. Thus,
when field 1 is shown,
the right eye of the
glasses is dark and the
left is clear. As a

result, only the left eye
sees the left image.
This

arrange

ment is

switched

while field

2 is shown,
as seen in

the illus

tration.

The

advantage
of this

scheme is

that ii is

simple to
implement and that it
delivers images fast enough to keep
flicker to an acceptable level. The
main disadvantage is that it cuts the
spatial resolution of
the image in half
(because only a sin
gle field, rather than
two, is used for each
image).

This process
only works for inter
laced TV images, and
not with progressive
scan systems.

Furthermore, it works
only with certain
types of displays.

Field 1 Field 2

Field 2

8

such as standard tube type TVs.
Assuming that you have the

right type of TV, getting geared up to
watch 3-D TV is fairly simple and
inexpensive. You simply have to pur
chase the synchronization box and
one or more pair of glasses. At the
time this article was written, complete
systems were ranging from $30 to

$60. Many ven
dors offer systems
bundled with 3-D

movies, too.
Once you

get your system,

the next thing you
should buy is the
SCSC DVD, which
contains dozens of

great short videos.
It's available for

only $24.95, plus
$5.00 shipping and
handling (in the
US), from Club

Treasurer David Kuntz. Send a

check, payable to SCSC, or pay by^
PayPal to payment@la3dclub.com.

soit»o«

Here are some on-line sources for 3-D TV hardware:

www.razor3donlme.com/3cividviewsysl.htmt
Complete system,with one pair wired glasses: $29.95

/www.qdiraensional.cQm/products/edroms.htm
:Wireless;box $24.95, wired box:$l9.95.

Glasses not inchided.

www.x3dshop.com/Productpetail/x3dtransmitter.htral
• Complete system, with one pair wireless glasses: $30.95:

: www.vrealities.com/3dtheater.html

||jf3oinplete system, with twopairwireless glasses: $49.00
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RESPONSIBLE 3-D

By
Sean Isroelit

SCSC President

Before my Stereo-enlightenment,my understanding of 3-D was all wrong. I've believed
that 3-D was nothing more than a gimmick - just part of a faddish technology that wouldn't last. I
was under the fallacy that all 3-D movies of the fifties were in anaglyph. I thought View-Masters
were for kids and that old stereo cards were a bore compared to the photojoumalistic shots in the
National Geographic. I also believed that the power to create 3-D was far outside the reach ofmere
mortals.

And then enters the Southem Califomia Stereo Club into my life... I discovered the broad
culture of SCSC members - the historians of 3-D, the custodians of stereoscopic traditions, the keep
ers of the truth, the 3-D film groupies, the stereo card enthusiasts, the View-Master experts, the
stereoscopie technology innovators and the everyday admirer. I learned that a great 3-D image
doesn't need to exploit depth, but rather, leverage the depth to create an esthetie effect. I leamed
that movie audiences of the 50's were treated to glorious full color polarized film projection. I dis
covered bits and pieces of stereoscopic history such as how View-Master took entire families on
location to distant and exotic places and how important stereo cards were in capturing intimate
moments in history through times ofwar, exploration and peace and of various people, cultures and
continents. But the most important discovery I made was that 3-D is within my reach and I could
easily create my own stereoscopic art by simply picking up my first realist and threading my first
roll of Ektachrome onto the spool, and clicking the shutter.

In an instant, I became a stereo photographer and a 3-D enthusiast. But this empowered
feeling came with an implied responsibility to share the 3-D truth and correct the misconceptions of
our art. I now get pleasure from the opportunity to set the record straight on what 3-D is really all
about. And by sharing our knowledge, talent and work - we can ensure a place for photographers
and aficionados to continue to preserve and further the art and science of stereography.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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SCSC Board Members

Calendar of Events

November 18 - 2nd club exhibition/competition
& Unseen Ellis Island 3-D slide program
by Gary Schacker and Sheldon Aronowitz
SCSC ChristmasBanquet tickets go on sale.

December 16 - Armual SCSC Christmas Banquet at Taix
Restaurant

January 20, 2005 - 3rd club exhibition/competition & the PSA
Sequence Competition showing.

Wilshifs United

Methodist Church

1
SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longjim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC Technical Advisor

David Starkman

310-837-2368

Reel3D@aol.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday of every month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

The November Meeting
is our 2nd Competition

of the Club Year

Mount those award-winning
slides now. Remember that our club has

a new digital category that's wide open
for iimovation. The September competi
tion featured some dynamite new work
by our club members. Let's make
November another outstanding display
of great stereo images!

Two Important SCSC
Exhibitions

Coming Up

The 47th Hollywood
International Stereo Slide Exhibition.

Format: Realist mounted stereo slides.

Closing date: February 1, 2005. Philip
Steinman, 11825 Darlington Ave. #1, Los
Angeles, CA 90049. Email: philipstein-
man@verizon.net Fees: US - $8, Outside
USA-$10.

The 7th Hollywood International
Stereo Print (Card) Exhibition. Format: 3.5
x 7-inch stereo cards. Closing date: Febmary
1, 2005. Lawrence Kaufman, 1607 Mariposa
Drive, Corona, CA 92879. Email: kauf-
man3d@earthlink.net Fees: US - S8, Outside
USA-SIO.



Unseen Ellis Island - Our November Program

Sheldon Aronowitz and Gary Schacker by an abandoned building on Ellis Island

At this year's National Stereoscopic Convention (NSA) the prize-winner
for overall best Stereo Theatre presentation went to Gary Schacker and Sheldon
Aronowitz for "Unseen Ellis Island". The show is truly 'World-Class' and should
not be missed by anyone. Sheldon also wrote an extended article for NSA's Stereo
Worldmagazine entitled "Unseen Ellis Island: Island of Hope, Island of Fear". The
article is illustrated with at least 38 unbelievable stereopairs from the show. The
article also won the Lou Smaus Award for Best Stereo World Article on Modem

Stereoscopy.
At least 50 percent of all Americans have relatives who came to this coun

try by passing through the immigration center at Ellis Island. Gary Schacker will
present this fabulous show for us at our November meeting. Please invite your
friends and relatives to this show. It is an unbelievably well produced and moving
stereo slide show.

SCSCAuction Photo Gallery

Ed Ogawafreeviews the 3-D goods Our veteran auctioneer David Starkman

The runners prepare to shlep the goods Youreditorfreaks out (again)

Last Month's Meeting
(aka you should've been there)

OCT2K04

By JeffAmaral
SCSC Vice-President

Although there are no slides projected, the
much celebrated annual auction meeting has lots
and lots to see. Like the turning over of the garden
topsoil each Autumn, the auction gives the mem
bership the opportimity to go through their collec
tions, see what still catches the eye, and clear out
some room for next years' 3-D crop.

Surprisingly, even if club members only
have time to attend one or two meetings each year,
they always make the auction. I was delighted to see
so many faces brand new to me. One older member
confided that he comes back just to see Auctioneer
Starkman in his "very distinctive hat," as it lent an
"air of respectability" to the auction proceedings,
and reminded him of his childhood when "every
picture show was seen through a lady's rig.".

As my own collection of 3-D treasures is
quite small, I'm grateful to the members who part
ed with some very cool stuff. I lost out on the col
lection of Stereo World back issues, but I was able
to get some back issues of our own SCSC newslet
ter, a great opportunity to see where we've been as
a club. My biggest score of the night was Wim van
Kuelen's great book, 3D Imagies. An excellent
overview of the history of3D image making, It also
came with 12 View-Master reels that illustrate the

stereoscopic past with vintage special effects.
I've always loved getting a new set of

reels. When I was a boy, my parents attended a busi
ness convention in Southem California and brought
back my first View-Master from the Universal
Studios Backlot Tour. 25 years later, I'm here work
ing on Hollywood movies, and eagerly looking for
ward to the slideshows at our SCSC monthly meet
ing.

As for that vintage View-Master stereo
projector that came on the block, although it was
beyond my 3-D budget for this year, I can't wait to
see if one shows up at next years' auction. I'd like
to get one for sharing my growing collection of 3-D
viewmaster reels with all the kids at our family hol
iday parties. Who knows how they'll change the
world after they've begun to see in 3-D?
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The Seen Ellis Island

Cassie and I had a lovely visit in the
Big Apple. We didn't load up much film,
because we wanted to make a trip to B & H
Photo in person. We weren't disappointed, this
photo store is an entire city block and is just
busting with everything you might need to
take a picture. Plus the best prices on film!
They were going to be closed for two days for
a Jewish holiday, but we made it to there just
before they closed. We bought 40 rolls and
came back with at least 600 stereo pairs. Now
we're looking forward to mounting them all!

We had a little trouble with some of

our digital shots; we lost some in a computer
glitch and some in an in-camera error. We did
n't shoot much digital video, but did try a little
while we were there.

We found out (too late) that if you
are from out of town, you can check in at
Macy's 2nd floor and get a 20% discount
coupon at Macy's - We'll have to try that next
time. After our trip to White Plains on the sub
way/train/shuttle combo, we decided to rent a
car for our trip back to Newark airport - which
worked much better.

We had a lovely time, even with a
couple days of rain to dampen our trip and
keep the sun from shining on our subjects. We
ended our trip with a three-day trip thirty miles
North of NYC for a Howdy Doody conven
tion. But the highlight of our trip was our ferry
ride to the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island.
We planned our Ellis Island trip for the Ellis
Island premier of "Unseen Ellis Island".
Sheldon Aranowitz presented the stereo slide
show and Greg Dinkins of the New York
Stereoscopic Society projected the show. The
show was a one-day, three screenings open to
the public, but also a chance for all the Ellis
Island employees to see this fabulous 3-D
work of art.

The theater was almost sold out

(even though it was free) for all three shows
and was a big hit with not only the public, but

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

especially with the employees. The show
has been invited back and there are hopes
that is will someday play they permanently.
Don't miss your chance to see it on the west
coast at this months SCSC meeting!

A Lovely Note
from Jim Long

To all myfriends at SCSC.
Thank you for the beautiful

arrangement of flowers sent to the memorial
service on the 17th of September. I'm sorry
to have to go through this or to share such
painful news with all of you. However, my
heart was lifted to see such an expression of
thoughtfulness and beauty during this time. I
took several stereo pictures of your flower
arrangement, along with all the others, to
enjoy in the days ahead. The vibrant colors
were a good test for my digital camera, sat
urating the entire color spectrum! Though I
didn't have the macro stereo ability of Jim
Comstock's flower show, they are nice to
look at, long after the life of the flowers. I
am looking forward to being with all of you
very soon; sooner than you might expect. I
count you all among my closest and most
supportive fnends. So, looking forward to
"coming at ya" very soon; I'm even getting
my November slides ready,;-).

Thanks again,
Jim, Daniel and Rachel Long.

This was enclosed inside a "Thank

You" card that read "A Friend loves at all

times" Proverbs 17:17, with "thank you for
your thoughtfulness,' written in.

Meeting Nights

Just another reminder that mem

bers are welcome to arrive early and help set
up the meeting room. The earlier the meet
ing gets started the more we have time to see

and enjoy. We often times have open pro
jector slides or short shows that we just
can not get up on the screen, because we
are expected to be out of the meeting
room at 10:00 PM. The janitor cannot go
home to his family until we have exited
the building. In the past we have met at
local restaurants to continue our sharing
and discussions. But we must be out of

the building at 10:00 PM.

3-D Movie Boom

Is the third big 3-D movie
boom happening right now? Is it so slow
that we don't realize it? More large-for
mat films are coming out, we're seeing
more DVD's and there are more and

more applications on the horizon for 3-D
movies. We'll look further into this in the

months ahead, but here are some more 3-
D films coming soon.

An Intemet rumor confused us

about who actually did the anaglyph con
version of "Santa Vs. the Snowman" for

the DVD release. Months ago we heard
that Dan Symmes would be doing the
anaglyph conversion for "Santa VS. the
Snowman" for the DVD release. We

assumed that it would be red-right. But
Dan only did tests for the studio.

It is red-left and we now know

that Jim Carbonetti and 3DBlast, Inc. did
the work. 3Dblast also did work for the

Las Vegas Borg 4D attraction.

Underwater 3-D

Adventure Picture setfor
Spring 2006

IMAX Corporation and Warner
Bros. Pictures Inc. announced that they
would jointly produce their second origi
nal IMAX(R) 3D film. Denizens of the
Deep (working title). This is Wamer
Bros. Pictures' sixth film commitment to



IMAX(R) theatres in the past 18 months, and
follows on the successful release of

"NASCAR 3D: The IMAX Experience"
which set opening weekend box office records
for an original IMAX film, and has already
grossed more than SIB million.

Award-winning
Director/Cinematographer Howard Hall, pro
duced by Toni Myers, executive produced by
Graeme Ferguson and Brad Ball, and co-pro
duced by Michelle Hall, will helm "Denizens
of the Deep." The film will offer audiences
astonishing, up-close encounters with some of
the world's most exotic undersea creatures.

Hall, Ferguson and Myers were all part of the
accomplished filmmaking team behind
IMAX's first underwater 3D adventure. Into
The Deep, which has grossed more than $70
million since its 1991 release. "Denizens of

the Deep" is scheduled for worldwide release
to IMAX theatres in 2006 and production will
begin on September 18, 2004, in the Sea of
Cortez.

House of Wax (2005)

We had been told that "House of

Wax (2005)" would be released for Halloween
2004 in 3-D. The 3-D was dropped and we
still expected a Halloween release.
http://movies.hsx.com/servlet/SecurityDetail?
symbol=HOWAX

They changed the release date to
June 2005 after a fire on the set in Australia,
but it is finally set for a 04/29/05 release date.
I don't expect much from this 2-D remake.
The story has been changed to pretty much a
teen-slasher flick, but I still want to see it and
think what could have been.

http://www.upcominghorrormovies.com/movi
es/houseofwax.php

Sanyo Develops 3-D Car
Navigation System Display

Sanyo Electric Co. has developed a
three-dimensional stereoscopic display for use
in car navigation systems.

Using its own proprietary technolo
gy combined with a high-resolution liquid
crystal display, the firm created a device capa
ble of showing high-quality images in 3-D.
Because the display creates the illusion that
images are floating on top of it, car navigation
system users are said to be able to easily grasp
their current surroundings, such as the loca
tions of buildings and intersections.

Sharp 3D Software
Developers Program
Showing Incredible

Growth

Sharp Systems ofAmerica, a divi
sion of Sharp Electronics Corporation,
reports that following the introduction of the
LL-151-3D LCD flat panel monitor. Sharp's
3D Display Developer Program has more
than doubled its size with the amount of par
ticipants increasing to over 100 participants
through September.

"There is a growing feeling of
excitement in the software developer com
munity about the potential that 3D display
technology presents and an increasing
amount of very talented and creative soft
ware developers have been jumped on-board
to explore the possibilities," said Ian
Matthew, 3D Business Development
Manager for Sharp Systems ofAmerica. "3D
is the next evolution of LCD technology,
and it's only a matter of time before it finds
its way into the mainstream. These early
adopting developers will prove to be valu
able resources at every step of the way and
will be a credit to the market as 3D technol

ogy finds its way into the mainstream."
"Sharp's advanced 3D display

technology allows users to interact with 3D
scenes in stereo without needing glasses, on
both a portable laptop and a desktop moni
tor," said Mike Heck, Chief Technical
Officer, 3D Visualization Group, Mercury
Computer Systems, Inc. "With the resources
of Sharp's 3D Developer Program, adding
support for the Sharp 3D Display technolo
gy was easy. As a result of this collaboration,
application developers using the latest ver
sion of the Open Inventor(TM) toolkit as
their graphics platform can now take full
advantage of Sharp's stereo display technol
ogy without having to change their code."

The majority of participants in
Sharp's 3D Developer Program consist of
developers in the medical industry, includ
ing drug development and medical imaging
applications such as surgical preparation and
diagnosis. Other participants in the program
include developers in orthodontics, map-
ping/GIS, oil & gas, CAD and other com
puter aided design applications, entertain
ment, education, government, and others.

"There is an increasing amount of
inquiry about the potential for gaming that
3D technology presents," said Matthew. "3D

display technology offers the ability to
present a more genuine interaction in the
gaming environment, and some creative
game developers are pouncing on the
opportunity to stake their claim as a
leader in 'real' 3D gaming. Sharp is
excited to see a steadily growing enthu
siasm for 3D display technology. We're
committed to supporting these develop
ers through our 3D Display Developer
Program and will do what we can to pro
vide them the tools to success."

Sharp's 3D Display Developer
Program is a free program designed to
assist software developer's support of the
new 3D display technology that allows
'out of the screen' 3D visualization with

out 3D glasses. The developer program
is open to all software developers who
wish to write or modify existing soft
ware to support the Sharp 3D display
and offers the following benefits:

More information on the pro
gram can be found at
http://www.Sharp3D.com.

I'll see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

STEREO
WORLD

Only $32 a year
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION

1»0. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



SCSC Treasurer David Kuntz happily
handles the cash at the annual auction

The Annual SCSC

Equipment Auction

by David Kuntz

Just as anthropologists can
infer many things about a bygone cul
ture by studying excavated artifacts,
much can be deduced about the current

state of 3-D imaging by examining the
results of this year's SCSC equipment
auction. With a total of75 lots sold, the
2004 auction continued the upward
trend of the last few years in terms of
unit volume. However, the move away
from camera gear, and most especially
Realist format 3-D cameras, was more
pronounced than ever this year.
Specifically, only three Realist format
cameras were sold, and these went at
bargain prices. A single Red Button
Realist Viewer was offered, and a TDC

116 projector failed to receive any bids
at all.

On the other hand, several
computer produced anaglyph phan-
tograms and lenticular views sold, in
addition to numerous 3-D books and

magazines. Thus, the emphasis this
year was more on images than on imag
ing. I believe that this is all Just anoth
er indicator of the movement we've

observed in the Stereo Club over the

last few years. This is the drift away
from Realist format 35mm film cam

eras towards digital imaging and com
puter output.

The auction itself ran like an

extremely well oiled machine under the
expert guidance of auctioneer David
Starkman. Equipment runners Steve
Berezin, Christopher Olson, Oliver
Dean and Lawrence Kaufman kept
things moving while I manned the
Cashier's table.

While overall sales numbers

were down substantially from years
past, the Club still reaped a tidy profit,
thanks in no small part to the generous
contributions of Susan Pinsky, David
Starkman and Tom Koester.

Thanks to all those who par
ticipated in the 2004 Stereo Club of
Southem Califomia equipment auction.

Auction Results

Rollei 35mm Cameras $200.00

TDC Colorist Stereo Camera $100.00

Lenticular Artwork $86.00

Stereo Realist Camera $75.00

Stereo Realist Camera $75.00

Red Button Realist Viewer $50.00

Stereoscopic Guide Book $48.00
Baja Slide Storage Case $46.00
Hitler 3-D $45.00

V-REX VRSurfer Shutter Glasses

$40.00

Baja Slide Storage Case $31.00
Arcadia Viewer $30.00

Stereo World Magazine $30.00
Civil War in Depth Book $29.00
Civil War in Depth Book $27.00
Realist Slip-in Mounts $25.00
Chinese Stereo View Book $25.00

Grab Bag $22.00
Lenticular Artwork $22.00

Dell 19" CRT Monitor $22.00

Minolta SRTMC 35mm Camera

$21.00

Loreo Camera $20.00

3-D Glasses (17) $20.00
Stereo Views Books $18.00

10 Drawer Slide Storage Unit$ 16.00
10 Drawer Slide Storage Unit$ 16.00
10 Drawer Slide Storage Unit$ 16.00
10 Drawer Slide Storage Unit$16.00
Aviation Week Magazine $15.00
Pan Vista Viewer $ 15.00

Nudist Colony 3-D CD $15.00
Stereo Viewer $15.00

Phantogram $13.00
Lewis & Clark 3-D CD $12.00

10 Drawer Slide Storage UnitSll.OO
Stereoscopic Drawing Book $11.00
Star Trek Anaglyphs $11.00

New York Stereo Views CD $11.00

Hi8 Camcorder $10.00

Baseball Cards $10.00

Stereoscopic Drawing Book $10.00
Stereoscopic Drawing Book $10.00
Stereo Views CD $10.00

View-Master Viewer $10.00

Phantogram $10.00
View-Master 2-D Projector $10.00
Revere 3-D Camera Lens Board

$10.00

Realist Format Mounts $10.00

Aviation Week Magazine $9.00
3-D News Collection $9.00

Stereo Card Mounts $9.00

View-Master Model A Viewer

$8.00

View-Master 2-D Projector $8.00
Revenge of the Creature VHS Tape
$8.00

Phantogram $7.00
Tripod Carrying Case $7.00
Aviation Week Magazine $6.00
Phantogram $6.00
Carrying Case $6.00
Phantogram $6.00
Phantogram $6.00
Cardboard Foldover Mounts $6.00

LA Marathon Stereo Slides $6.00

SCSC Stereo Cards$5.00

Phantogram $5.00
Nudist Stereo Cards $5.00

Busch Verascope Handbook $4.00
EZ View Slide Sorter $4.00

Stereo Views Book $4.00

TDC 2-D Projector $3.00
TDC 2-D Projector $3.00
3-D Calendars $3.00

Vivitar Slide Trays $2.00
16mm Keystone Movie Projector
$2.00

Grab Bag $2.00

Total $1,549.00

Club's Proceeds $447.00



3-D Cinematographer SeanPhillips Ster,eophoto by Ray Zone

3-D Cinematographer Sean Phillips to appear at
SCSC Outing to Bugs! 3D November 21

Sunday, November 21 at 12 noon, SCSC members will meet at the
California Science Center IMAX Theater (700 State Dr., LA, CA 90037) for a
screening of the award-winning Large Format film Bugs! 3D. Accompanying SCSC
members to the screening will be Sean Phillips, the stereoscopic cinematographer
who photographed Bugs! After viewing Bugs! 3D with SCSC members, Phillips
will participate in a discussion about the numerous innovations made to create the
film. Phillips is a Kodak Vision Award-winningdirector of photography whose 3D
films also include Friday the 13th Part III, Sensorium, The Magic Box, Encounters
in the Third Dimension, Misadventures in 3D and WildAfrica 3D

Ifyou plan on attending please notify Robin Lim-Zang at 323-401-3001 or
email: meowful@yahoo.com

Announcing The Fourth Ever
3-D Movie/Video Competition

Sponsored by the 3-D Movie/Video Division
ofthe Stereo Club ofSouthern California

Chairmen: John Hart (movies3d@aol.com)
Lawrence Kaufman (kaufman3d@earthlink.net)

Closing Date for Entries: April 30, 2005
Judging (commencing at noon): May 14, 2005

^Exhibition Dates (to be announced) June, July, 2005
Witmers notified by June 1, 2005
Awards and Catalog sent by August 1, 2005

JUDGES:

Ray Zone, Chris Condon, Dan Symmes
Fees and Mailing:

USA: $10.00 US (no return entry); $15.00 US for surface mail return.
ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: $15.00 US (no return entry); $25.00 US for
return. Send films/videos with entry fee and application to: John Hart,
3-D Video/Movie Competition, 8730 Wyngate Street, Sunland,
California 91040 USA.

Conditions of Entry and complete information on the club's
website: www.la3dclub.com

No 3-D collection

is complete without...

Just
$24.95

The SCSC Mo^ne DVD
Fxld seguentiai 3-D videos

V

V

Only
$15.00

The SCSC Club T-Shirt
With3-D ana^fdis

The
Technical
pages

A mere
$24.00

..bVi
Charles 7

Pipert

The Technlad F^es
TJjeultmate 3-D photo re^ence

To order:
Call David Kuntz

at 310-377-5393 ore-mail

payment@!a3dc!ub.com



Choosing a 3-D Slide Camera Format
by David W. Kuntz

If you consider all the various
slide, print, digital and antique stereo
cameras that can currently be pur
chased, there are probably more equip
ment choices now available to the 3-D

photographer than ever before. For
those just getting started in stereo pho
tography, choosing the right camera
from this wide array of choices can be
a bit daunting. This article provides
some guidance in choosing a format
for those interested in using the medi
um of 35mm slide (transparency) film.

There are three commonly
available 35mm 3-D slide formats.

These are View-Master, Realist and
fiill frame (2x2).

View-Master Camera and Reels

In the View-Master format,
seven stereo pairs are contained in a
single reel, which can be viewed in vir
tually any of the View-Master viewers
produced over the past 65 years. The
wide availability of viewers and the
flat, compact reels are probably the
most attractive elements of this format.

Photographs for this format
are typically made using either the
View-Master Personal Camera, or the
less common View-Master Mark II

(other View-Master format cameras
were made but are fairly rare). After
film has been exposed in the camera, a
specialized punch is used to cut the
individual images from the film strip.
The individual chips are then inserted
by hand into the blank reel.

The View-Master Personal

camera is simple and easy to use.
However, this simplicity also limits the
camera's capabilities. For example.

the camera is fixed foeus, so it can't
readily be used for elose-ups without
specially made lens attachments.
The camera also doesn't have a stan

dard hot shoe or flash connector,
though products are available to
address this issue.

The View-

Master system also
includes a projector,
which works amazing
ly well, eonsidering the
small size of the origi
nal images. As in the
case of the camera, projector opera
tion is relatively simple. For exam
ple, focus and horizontal alignment
are coupled.

For those interested in using
the View-Master system today, the
biggest practical problem is that the
blank personal reels are no longer
being made. While these can still be
obtained from various sources, the
supply is limited.

Quite a number of Stereo
Realist format cameras (I'm includ
ing both 5 perforation and 7 perfora
tion formats in this category) were
made, and can still be obtained used
at reasonable prices. There were also
several different types of high quality
viewers for this format produced
over the years. Currently made prod
uct is also available. Several types of
projectors, both new and used, can
also be readily obtained.

Realist format cameras have

traditionally offered the most per
formance for the money of any 3-D
format, which explains their popular
ity. The cameras offer many of the
capabilities needed for a wide range
of photogra
phy.

The

biggest draw
backs of most

Realist format

cameras are 2x2 Camera

the lack of interchangeable lenses
and the unavailability of shutter
speeds above 1/200 of a second.
Another problem that has emerged
with Realist format cameras over

the past few years is the dwindling
choices for slide mounts. Only a

few processing labs
still do stereo mount

ing. Inexpensive
cardboard mounts

can be used for slides

seen in a hand view

er, but high precision
mounting is required for projection.
There's really only one current
source for high precision mounts
(RBT), and these are fairly costly.

The custom made 2x2

cameras currently available are
quite expensive, although it is not
diffieult to construct a dual camera

rig, assuming one has an identical
set of camera bodies and lenses.

This format offers all the quality and
capabilities of modem cameras,
including interchangeable lenses,
zoom lenses, fast shutter speeds,
automatic exposure and the like.
Furthermore, film shot in this for
mat can be processed and mounted
by any commercial lab that does
slide film. Various products to
enable precision mounting for pro
jection are also readily available.

The major negative of this
format, aside from camera cost, is
the scarcity of high quality, lighted
hand viewers. There are also no

integrated 2x2 stereo projectors.
Projecting 2x2 requires mounting
two Kodak Ektagraphic projectors
on a stand with polarizers. Given

that Kodak is no longer
producing Ektagraphic
projectors, the long term
fate of this approach is
questionable.

Stereo Realist
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SEAN'S

TOP 10 LIST

By
Sean Isroelit

SCSC President

Yourpresident Sean Isroelit is seen here recruiting
new guests for SCSC at Hooters in Hollywood.

Top10 reasons to bring a guest who knows nothing about 3-D to a club meeting:

10. The red "Guest" name stickers get lonely.
9. Two eyes = 3-D. Four eyes = 6-D?
8. Need extra help to carry Kathy Day's awards to her car.
7. Increase your standings in local social circle by using big words like

"interaxial" and "Orthological."
6. Sometimes jaded stereo club members forget to say "WOW" at awesome

3-D images.
5. Might need help driving home after Ray Zone's show "Extreme Retinal Rivalry"
4. Need visual aids to help explain why Stereo Club has nothing to do with Hi-Fi

equipment.
3. NBC show Joey is on Thursday nights.
2. Two words: Sucker!

And the number one reason to bring a guest
who knows nothing about 3-D to a club meeting:

1. We always need newJudges!

The Stereo Club of Southern Californiawas founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annualsubscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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December 16 - Annual SCSC Christmas Banquet at Taix
Restaurant. Tricks & Treats. 3-D Sharing and
Surprises!

January 13 - 3-D Movie Meeting at Columbia Se hool in Tarzana

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC House Director

Ed Ogawa
310-578-1080 x210

ed5ogawa@dslextreme.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division %

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3 d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz

Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

wwwJa3dclub.org

January 20 - 3rd club exhibition/competition & the PSA
Sequence Competition showing.

Map to
Taix Restaurant

1911 Sunset Blvd.

North side ofSunset
1/2 block east ofAlvarado

The Stereo Club of Southern

California meets at Taix Restaurant for its

annual Christmas Banquet. Taix is located
one half block east of Alvarado on Sunset

Boulevard on the North Side of the Street.

Convenient Valet Parking is provided.
Cocktails at 7:00 pm..

Dinner at 7:30 pm.

SHARE

IN THE CHRISTMAS FUN!

SHARE YOUR

FAVORITE SLIDES

AT THE SCSC XMAS PARTY

Thursday, December 16 at 7:30 pm
TAIX FRENCH RESTA URANT

$25 prepaid or $30 at the door
includes soup, salad, entree of chix, beef, or

veggie and dessert
CALL ROBIN @ 323-401-3001

Or

Email: meowful@yahoo.com

Two Important SCSC
Exhibitions

Coming Up

The 47th Hollywood
International Stereo Slide Exhibition.

Format: Realist mounted stereo slides.

Closing date: Febmary 1, 2005. Philip
Steinman, 11825 Darlington Ave. #1, Los
Angeles, CA 90049. Email: philipstein-
man@verizon.net Fees; US - $8, Outside
USA-$10.

The 7th Hollywood International
Stereo Print (Card) Exhibition. Format: 3.5
x 7-inch stereo cards. Closing date: February
1, 2005. Lawrence Kaufman, 1607 Mariposa
Drive, Corona, CA 92879. Email: kauf-
man3d@earthlink.net Fees: US - $8, Outside
USA-$10.

n



Unseen Ellis Island 3-D Slide Program

Gary Shacker prepares to show his and Sheldon Aronowitz's 3-D slide program
Unseen Ellis Island for the November SCSC meeting as former club president
Steve Berezin looks on. Digital Stereophotograph by David Starkman.

Tricks & Treats: The Power ofHumor &
Creativity BEFORE the Age of Computers

•li'

•Af

Three-Dimensional Painting, a "Stereolusion " by Tommy Thomas

A 3-D Slide Compilation
by Susan Pinsky & David Starkman

If you're attending the SCSC Christmas Banquet a real treat
awaits you. A very special program compiled by SCSC Life Members
Susan Pinsky and David Starkman will showcase 3-D trick photography
as it was done before the age of the computer.Multiple exposures, mask
ing of the lenses, physical cut-and-paste manipulationand other external
trickery was used to produce magical stereo images with methods that
were often detailed, time consuming and required considerable planning.

Featured in this very special show are the "Stereolusions" of
Tommy Thomas, a good fiiend of Susan and David's and to whom this
3-D program is dedicated. Also featured in the show are special effect
stereo images of Ted Lambert, Tim Cardinale and Steve Aubrey.
Whimsical music accompanies each of the individual segments.

This program premiered at the NSA Regional Meeting in San
Rafael, California on April 8, 2000. It had a second showing presented
to the New York Stereoscopic Society on April 14, 2000 and a third
showing for the Stereoscopic Society of Great Britain in York, England
on May 5, 2000. This will be the Los Angeles premiere of a wonderful
stereo slide program of historic importance. Don't miss it.

Last Month *s Meeting
(aha you should've been there)

NOV2K04

By JeffAmaral
SCSC Vice-President

Ever interested in flexing my stereoscopic
muscles, November's meeting provided me with two
great opportunities to focus my attention, both in
front of and behind the window.

The November program. Unseen Ellis
Island, provided me with the opportunity to meet and
talk with Gary Schacker of the San Diego club. Part
of the two man stereo team that documented Unseen,
Gary was kind enough to not only share this award
winning, world class slideshow, but also to answer
all of our questions afterward.

Contrasting "Then and Now" views have
always interested me, and this show was truly inspir
ing to see. After revisiting a number of shots from
stereographers of the past century. Unseen contrast
ed them with new views, providing a unique glimpse
into Mother Nature's work to reclaim the island.

Although I greatly enjoyed sinking into that
world behind the screen, I leamed so much from the
Q and A with Gary afterwards that I'm not certain
which part I enjoyed the most.

More importantly, I've been inspired to
consider what then-and-now view I can create to

enter into our next club competition. Any ideas? I'll
be searching for a subject on both sides of the win
dow at the next meeting.

The tireless SCSC Board Members convene at Chez 3-D,'
the home ofSusan Pinsky and David Starkmanfor thefirst
meeting ofSean Isroelit's term. Believe it or not the board
members are actually paying attention to Sean.
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50 Golden Years!

An amazing couple of anniversaries
are coming at us very quickly. One seems per
sonal, but it is shared with the World's Best
Stereo Club. Eighteen days prior to my moth
er giving birth to her fourth child (that would
be me) stereo fans from Los Angeles met for
what would be the first meeting of the PSA
Stereo Club of Southern California. That

meeting was held on July 21, 1955. It took
several business meetings to finalize the club's
organization and elect the first officers, but by
the end of 1955 the club was rolling along.

My interest in stereo took a few
years before it got started and it was a few
decades before SCSC and I joined forces.
Stereo certainly has been a fulfilling hobby,
thanks in a large part to SCSC!

Get ready for 2005 - it's the Stereo
Club of Southem California's 50th anniver

sary AND we're going to celebrate it every
chance we get.

Live 3-D Surgery

A live, real time, 3-D transmission
of a surgery from Henry Ford Hospital to a
medical meeting in Mumbai (Bombay) India
took place on November 1st. The images were
transmitted on Monday, at 8pm from Henry
Ford Hospital and received in Mumbai at 6:30
am, Tuesday, November 2, in India.

The robotic prostatectomy operation
was transmitted from the hospital by fiber
optic cable to Singapore, then via satellite to
India, where the signal was fed to a large
screen at a medical convention.

1,500 physicians wearing special 3-
D glasses at the World Congress of
Endourology being held in Mumbai viewed
the surgery.

The operation was shown as a teach
ing tool for urologists. It was the first time ever
that an operation had been transmitted across
the globe in 3-D, which required developing
new transmission standards.

by Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

The robotic procedure is a com
puter-enhanced, minimally invasive surgery
that provides many benefits over conven
tional surgery. Doctors use a robotic arm to
perform surgery while looking at an image
magnified 35 times. This improves control
over the instruments and increases the abili

ty to identify areas where cancer may have
spread. Patients who choose robotic surgery
over other options have less pain, fewer
complications, shorter hospital stays, faster
recovery, earlier return of urinary control,
improved sexual function and less internal
scarring.

The special, one-of-a-kind operat
ing room at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit,
Michigan was designed and built with 3-
dimensional technology and is enhanced by
two 60-inch by 80-inch flat projection
screens, advanced lighting, and a data mon
itoring and intercom system.

The entire surgical team wore spe
cial polarized glasses during surgery. The
benefit of everyone seeing in 3-D is that they
were all synchronized.

New 3-D Book and

View-Master Reel

"The Incredibles" is doing incred
ibly well at the box office. Disney books has
released 3-D adventure books for several of

the Pixar films. "The Incredibles" is no dif

ferent. I saw the book at the local bookstore;
it is the same as the Toy Story & Finding
Nemo 3-D adventure books. The lenses are

cheap plastic magnifying-type and the draw
ings are very pixilated.

The Incredibles Amazing 3-D
Adventure! should be called: The Incredibly
Amazingly Awful 3-D Pixelated Cartoon
Drawings Adventure! It is available from
Amazon.com:

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/det
ail/-/0786834978/qid=I 101006945/sr=I -
2/ref=sr_l_2/l 02-5722420-
8475361 ?v=glance&s=books

QUISG

The Finding Nemo Amazon link is:
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/AS
IN/0786834692/ref%3Dpd%5Fecc%5Fr
vi%5F4/103-7357491-3314206

Reports about "The
Incredibles" View-master Reel Set, avail
able from Toys-R-Us are that two of the
pairs are reversed and appear Pseudo,
isn't that just incredible?

Another 3-D Book Front

Harold Lloyd's Estate

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/
detail/-

/1579123945/qid=1091468776/sr=I-
5/r ef=sr_l_5/l 03-735749 1 -
3314206?v=glance&s=books

Suzanne Lloyd spoke about her
grandfather and signed her new book
"Harold Lloyd's Hollywood Nudes in 3-
D" recently: Tuesday, November 9th at
Book Soup, 8818 Sunset Blvd., West
Hollywood and Wednesday, November
10 at Book Soup, 333 Bristol Street, suite
2400, Costa Mesa, CA 92926

The Lloyd book is 40% off at
Amazon.com, with no taxes and no

postage (order over $25) it seems like a
bargain. The 3-D seems minimal and
leaves a little to be desired. But it is a lov

ing tribute to Lloyd, which seems to per
fectly balance the inevitable camp with
true appreciation.

The PSA Journal Does It

To 3-D Again!

PSA is the Photographic
Society of America, one of the largest
amateur photography organizations in the
world. PSA has a strong Stereo Division.
The September 2003 PSA Joumal was to
be a salute to stereo photography. Many
were excited to see it featuring stereo on
the cover, until they tried to view it.



The annual Stereo issue and all

stereo pairs from A1 Sieg's article, including
the one on the cover, were printed flat. An
apology followed in a couple issues, with
reprints of the photos. Non-stereo people put
the magazine together and procedures were
put into place to see that this mistake would
n't happen again.

This worked fine (since there
weren't any stereo pairs again), until the
November 2004 PSA Journal came in the

mail. They had a nice spread of all the PSA
Gold winners at the 2004 PSA International

Exhibition. The stereo slide and stereo card

PSA Gold-Best of Shows were published
(both were in black and white and both were
labeled stereo slides!). The stereo slide Best
of Show was pseudo. Chances are the vast
majority of PSA members reading the Joumal
won't even notice.

Photo Tours

Jim Cline, a San Diego photogra
pher offers several different photo tours each
year. His trips get rave reviews and might be a
relaxing adventure for you to concentrate on
your stereo photography. Here are some sam
plings:
Ensenada Day Trip, January 15, Cost: $95
Ensenada 2-Day Trip, Jan 29 - 30, Cost: $215
Colonial Mexico, Land of the Aztecs, Feb 19-
26, Cost: $1595.
Baja Gray Whales, Mar 9-14, Cost: $1395.
The Wonders OF Baja CA, Apr 17-25, Cost:
$1695.

Peru, Machu Picchu & the Sacred Valley of
the Incas, May 12-21, Cost: $1975
Day of the Dead in Oaxaca, Get 28-Nov 4,
Cost: $1795.

Yucatan, The Mayan World, February 7-15,
2006; Cost: $1895.
For Information call Toll Free 877-350-1314

or check the website:

http://www.jimcline.com/PhotoTours/tours.ht
m

PSA Image ofthe Year

Entering competitions is fun AND
rewarding. At this years PSA conference one
ofmy images even was awarded an Honorable
Mention. At the 2004 PSA conference there

were lots of wonderful programs and compe
tition results to see. As usual the Stereo Photo

of the Year was judged at the conference. Our
own Susan Pinsky won this prestigious award
in 1981! The 2004 judges were the accom

plished stereo photographers Marilyn
Hindman, Bob Leonard and Harry Atkinson.
They had the job of selecting the best from
award winners of PSA recognized
Exhibitions in 2003 that were sent in for this

competition.

This year's competition had a total
number of 47 entries, 26 slide and 21 prints.
One entrant sent his photos from Australia, 2
sent theirs from England and the 10 remain
ing entrants were from the USA. 1 was one
of thirteen entrants, entering three slides.
The judges selected from the slides in front
of a live audience. The prints were selected
the day before since watching prints being
judged isn't as interesting for spectators.
After the judges selected the best print and
slide they decided which was best of the
two.

Here are the results of the Stereo

Photo of the Year competition conducted at
the PSA Minneapolis/Bloomington armual
conference held in 2004.

Stereo Photo of the Year - Awarded 2004

Jelly Dream by Bob Bloomberg

Runner-up slide
Waiting For His Solo by Bob Bloomberg

H.M. Slides

Road Canyon Ruins #3 Cecil "Stonie" Stone
Jonathan by Lawrence Kaufman
Framed Sierras by Pauline Fredrickson
Barn Owl Chick by Bob Bloomberg

Runner-up Print
Tahoe Sunset by Bob Bloomberg

H.M. Prints

Frozen Beauty by Ron Fredrickson
Owls Head Light by Pauline Fredrickson
Ms. Sari by James Roy
Fireworks by A1 Sieg

Closing Dates and
Contactsfor Upcoming

Stereo Exhibitions:

Oakland International 50th Anniversary.
Formats: Slides and Cards. Closing Date:
January 19, 2005 James Johnston, 2399 E.
14th St. #84, San Leandro, CA 94577, USA.
Fees: US and Canada: $6.00 US$,
0verseas:$8.00

Rocky Mountain International Stereo
Salon. Format: Stereo Slides. Closing
Date: February 17, 2005. David K.
Morison, APSA, PO Box 1786, Grand
Junction, CO. 81502-1786. Entry forms
posted to the PSA Stereo Division web
site's exhibition pages: http://home.com-
cast.net/~psastereo and also available on
Dick Frieders' Exhibition Forms web

site: http://exhibitionforms.com/ Fees:
$7.00 domestic, $8.00 overseas.

SCSC is a member club of

the National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) http://stere-
oview.org/, the International
Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) http://psa-photo.org/.

I will see you at the meet
ing.

the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

WORLD
Only $32 a year

from

•5^1 STEREpSCOPiCNATIOW.
STEREOSCO
ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



Competitions Report
by Philip Steinman

A Spirited November Showing

The November SCSC exhibi

tion was a small but spirited showing of
some great 3D photography. We had
16 entry cards filled out which made
for a terrific evening of stereo images.
The judges, Lawrence Kaufman (SCSC
Librarian, SCSC past prez, NSA VP),
Gary Schacker (his projected 3D show
"Unseen Ellis Island" this very evening
delighted everyone!), and first time
judge Ed Ogawa (a veteran on focusing
our SCSC shows) gave high scores of
22 to only 2 slides in the A Group
Conventional category! Well, okay,
there were only 3 participants for 9
slide entries (no HMs given), so per
haps that's pretty good. Where is
everyone in the once populous A
Group? Doesn't anyone still have their
Realist camera?

Anyhow, sharing the Award
on this November night were John
Ford Wagon, the beautifully composed
monochrome by Chris Olson and
Forum Ruins by Derek Cowie. In the B
Group Conventional category Chuck
Bemhardt walked away with both the
Award and HM which went to Bridge
Over the River, and A Field ofFlowers,,
respectively (thanks for participating
John Hart;-).

In the Non-Conventional

category we had 7 strong participants
and 21 amazing images. By amassing

r

twenty-three points, HMs were given to
Philip Steinman for both Moonrise
Over Lake Powell and Houseboat &

Campfire, to David Starkman for Sir
John Soane's Museum, and to James
Comstock for Frilled Wonder. James

has been working on his majestic
macro flower imagery (and may have
complete participation on his mind this
year!).

Awards for images gamering
24 points in the Non-Conventional
Category went to James Comstock for
Bejeweled, and Kathy Day for both
Inyo Craters and Black Giant. Kathy
has been making the most of retirement
as she housesits the Ansel Adams dogs
while studying nature with her 3D cam
era. All stunning images this evening,
yet the judges were hoarding their 9s
(once given to any image worthy of an
Award) for the digital images, where
they finally found a few images they
deemed worthy as they cranked up the
knobs to 8s and 9s. In the Digital
Category the HM went to Jim Long's
Mirror Lake (25 pts), a hyper-stereo
conversion of this amazingly colored
lake, and the Award went to Iron Gate
(26 pts), which Jim said has been his
most difficult conversion ever because

of the complexity of the converging
arches that give the image stunningly
deep space on a grand scale.

Below are the current SCSC

2004-5 Season Standings after 2 com
petitions. Do not forget to submit
makeup slides ifyou have not kept pace
by showing 3 slides in each of the last
2 exhibitions. And do not be discour

aged by points and scores and things
like that, participation counts most.
(This season our judges have given out
about 10 points less total than where we
have been traditionally at this time of
year., it's a seasonal thing perhaps?,
because your photography is exhibition
worthy., let's see some more!)

A Group Conventional
Derek Cowie 127

Chris Olson 125

Abe Perlstein 122

Lawrence Kaufman112

Ray Zone 65
Robin Burks 57

B Group Conventional
Chuck Bemhardt 117

John Hart 113

Jan Adams 64

Randy Koenig 57
Dave Washbura 56

Non-Conventional

Kathy Day 139
James Comstock 137

David Starkman 130

Abe Perlstein 130

Philip Steinman 128
Lawrence Kaufman* 128

Steve Berezin 118

George Vidacovich 66
Dave Washbum 20

JimBatemin 18

Digital
Jim Long 136
Barry Rothstein 122
Jeff Amaral 24

* judges receive their average

Novemberjudges Ed Ogawa, guest judge Gary Schacker and Lawrence Kaufman preparefor the exhibition ofthe evening as
former SCSC President Susan Pinsky looks on. Lawrence is ready with anaglyph glasses. Digital stereo by David Starkman.



Bugs 3-D! Movie Outing with Sean Phillips

Your editor interviews Bugs! 3-D cinematographer Sean Phillips after a screening of
the film attended by SCSC members on a 3D Movie Division outing to the California
Science Center IMAX theater on November 21. 3-D Movie members videotaped the
interview in 3-D as an installment in an ongoing project to build an archive of stereo
scopic interviews with important stereographers. The next interview will take place
at the January 14 meeting of the 3-D Movie Division at Columbia School in Tarzana.

I The Fourth Ever 3-D Movie/Video Competition

i Sponsored by the 3-D Movie/Video Division
ofthe Stereo Club ofSouthern California

Chairmen: John Hart (movies3d@aol.com)
Lawrence Kaufman (kaufman3d@earthlink.net)

Closing Date for Entries: April 30, 2005
Judging (commencing at noon): May 14, 2005

Exhibition Dates (to be announced) June, July, 2005
Winners notified by June 1, 2005

Awards and Catalog sent by August 1, 2005
JUDGES:

Ray Zone, Chris Condon, Dan Symmes
Fees and Mailing:

US.A: SIO.OO US (no return entry); $15.00 US for surface mail rcuira.
ALL. OTHER COUNTRIES: $15.00 US (no return entry); $25.00 I S for:

return. Send films/videos with entry fee and application to:
John Hart,

3-D Video/Movie Competition, 8730 Wyngate Street
Sunland, California 91040 USA.

Conditions of Entry and complete information on the club's website:
www.la3dclub.com

No 3-D collection

is complete without...

just
$24.95

The SCSC Movie DVD
Re/d sequential 3-D videos

Only
$15.00

The SCSC Club T-Shirt
Mt/i 3-D mq^ihs

The
Technic®*
pages

by
Charles

piper

A mere
$24.00

The Technic^ Pag^
The ultimete 3-D photo r^eremx

To order:
Call David Kuntz

at 310-377-5393 ore-mail

payrTtent@la3dcIub.com



Choosing a Realist Format Camera
hy David W. Kuntz

If you've decided that you
want to shoot stereo photographs using
a Realist format camera, then your
next decision is which particular cam
era model to use. The Realist format

camera produced in the largest quanti
ty was the eponymous Stereo Realist,
followed closely by the Kodak Stereo
camera. The Revere (including its
near twin, the Wollensack) comes in a
distant third to these two. Since these

are the cameras a buyer is most likely
to find available, this column will give
an overview of the operating charac
teristics and features of each.

The name Stereo Realist actu

ally refers to a number of slightly dif
ferent models of cam

eras. Not only were
there f/3.5 and f/2.8

versions, but each of
these was made using a
variety of different
lenses over the course

of their original production.
The construction of all Stereo

Realist models is essentially the same.
Film winding is accomplished with a
knob, while shutter cocking is a totally
separate mechanism, actuated by a
lever. In "the earliest Stereo Realist

cameras pro

duced, this
arrangement

made it possible
to accidentally
double expose a
frame, so a dou
ble exposure
prevention but
ton was eventu

ally added to the camera. It's advanta
geous to get a camera with this double
exposure prevention feature, as an
intentional double exposure can still be
made, but accidents are prevented.

All Stereo Realist models

have a built in rangefinder and focus
adjustment from about 2.5 feet to
infinity. Later models added a depth of

I

field scale around the focus knob,
and this was even available as an

affermarket product for older cam
eras at one time.

There is quite a bit of dis
cussion about which particular lenses
used on the Stereo

Realist are the sharpest.
In general, the f/2.8 cam
eras are sharper than any
f/3.5, and are thus more
desirable and, hence,
expensive. In addition,
the f/3.5 models exhibit some

vignetting (darkening at the comers
of the image) at high f-numbers. If
you're serious about photography,

then one of the various

f/2.8 models is the one to

get.

The Stereo Realist

is constmcted mostly from
metal, and is sturdy and
mgged - another reason

why so many have survived to this
day. Plus, it is still possible to get
some service on these cameras.

The major negatives of the
Stereo Realist are its somewhat poor
human engineering. The shutter
release is on the left, the viewfmder
is on the bottom, and the separate
rangefinder is also on the bottom. All
these are the opposite of nearly every
other camera ever made. Holding the
camera in the most natural position
puts your fingers directly over the
rangefinder windows. Simply stat
ed, the camera takes some getting
used to, but will certainly deliver
results once you've mastered it.

The Kodak Stereo, in con
trast, is very user friendly. Film
advance and shutter cocking are inte
grated, and a
manual shutter

cock lever is

included for

producing dou
ble exposures. Kodak Stereo

The shutter release and viewfinder

are located in their more traditional

positions. The viewfinder includes
a built in level, and can easily be
used by eyeglass wearers. There is
no built in rangefinder, but the

focusing knob does
indicate focusing range.

The lenses used in

the Kodak are probably
a slight notch down
from those found in the

f73.5 Stereo Realist,
although they do not vignette at any
f-number. Probably the biggest dis
advantage of the Kodak Stereo is
that part of the body is made ofplas
tic, so it is less durable than the
Stereo Realist.

The Revere stereo camera

is a solidly built unit, which oper
ates just like most traditional 2-D
rangefinder cameras. It has inte
grated advance and shutter cocking,
plus a manual shutter cock lever for
multiple exposures. The rangefind
er is integrated into the viewfinder,
which even includes a level.

However, the viewfmder is small,
and can be difficult to see through.
Furthermore, its off center placing
does introduce some parallax (a
lever is present to correct for this).
The Wollensack is essentially the
same camera as the Revere, except
that it comes with lenses that are

typically sharper. Typically, the
image quality of a Revere is equiva
lent to that of a f/3.5 Stereo Realist,
while the Wollensack is nearly as
good as most of the ^2.8 Stereo
Realist variations.

Overall, the Revere is an
excellent and easy to use camera

that delivers good results.
However, because it was not
produced in high volume,
repair and spare parts may be
difficult to obtain.

Revere

Stereo Realist

Double Exposure
Prevention
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SCSC is Golden

By
Sean Isroelit

SCSC President

January 2005

2005 marks the 50th year for the Stereo Club
of SouthernCalifornia. Wayback in 1955a group of
stereo-minded enthusiasts including Dr. Harold R.
Lutes, John C. Stick, Ina Lank, and Max Bruensteiner
got together and formed what was then known as the
PSA Stereo Club of Southem California. All mem

bers were required to belong to the Photographic
Society ofAmerica, and be "ofgood character." After
a majority member vote, and payment of your five-
dollar dues, you were part of the elub. The PSA

membership requirement was dropped in 1959and the letters were dropped from the club's name.
Early meetings were organized to share slides and special programs. I wouldhave loved

to be in attendance at the 1957 show "Harold Lloyd PresentsStereo" or the 1961 Fred L. Brown
travelogue of New Zealand "Yonder Beckons the Sun". How about attending a mounting work
shop from Dr. Harold Lutes? Iwonderhow different theses meetingswould have been?

Club competitions began in March of 1957. Slides were evaluated for stereo technique,
composition, and interest. As always, finding a judge was a challenge. Over the years, as main
stream interest in stereo photography ebbed and flowed, the club continued to fulfill its mission;
to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. And as some things changed,
other things stayed the same. After all, when the lights flick off and the first slide of the evening
is projected,somethingmagicalhappens. Timestops and you are transportedto anotherplace and
another time. You are there - seeing the depth the way the camera saw it. And images bound off
the screen and into your imagination. And while camera equipment and techniques may change
over time, this unique visual experience connects all Stereo Clubmeetings; past, present and
future.

While we embrace new challenges with respect to the ever-changing technology ofcap
turing and displaying dimensional images, and watch as Kodachrome gives way to digital mem
ory cards, we carry the tremendous legacy of fifty years of the Stereo Club of Southem California.
Many of the rich ideas of the past remain intact - timeless and important - our future and our past.

Now, fifty years later, a strong Stereo Club of Southem Califomia continues these tra
ditions, preserving our collective knowledge, and encouraging new generations of stereo explo
ration.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded In 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally Include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/slngle
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News Is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate In club activities Is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news Items, art or photos and articles. Deadline Is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthllnk.net
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Calendar of Events

January 20 - 3rd club exhibition/competition & the PSA
Sequence Competitionshowing.

January 29 - 3-D Movie Division Meeting4:00 pm at Sabucat
Productions, 39215 15th Street, East Palmdale

February 1 - Closing for 47th Hollywood International Slide
Exhibition and 7th Hollywood Stereo Print
Card Exhibition

February 5 - Judging for Hollywood Exhibition - 11:00am
Palermos Italian Restaurant, 1858 N. Vermont

Ave, L.A.,CA 90027

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

i.

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
long_jim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC House Director

Ed Ogawa
310-578-1080 x210

ed5ogawa@dslextreme.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels 8l Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

wwwJa3dclub.org
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Two Big Events at January

SCSC Meeting

The January 20 meeting of SCSC
will feature the 3rd club exhibition/competi
tion so get out those brand new slides now. A
lot of excellent new work has been entered in

the current club year and the 3rd exhibition
promises to uphold these exciting standards.

Also on the program is the PSA
Sequence Competition showing. This varied
show features sequences of stereo images
assembled by a variety of top 3-D photogra
phers from around the world. Lee Pratt of
Alabama as Sequence Competition Chair
always assembles a great program with an
amusing mix of sound and pictures.

ior^

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

Hollywood Exhibitions
Coming Up

The 47th Hollywood
International Stereo Slide Exhibition.

Format: Realist mounted stereo slides.

Closing date: Febmary 1, 2005. Philip
Steinman, 11825 Darlington Ave. #1, Los
Angeles, CA 90049. Email: philipstein-
man@verizon.net Fees: US - $8, Outside
USA-$10.

The 7th Hollywood International
Stereo Print (Card) Exhibition. Format: 3.5
x 7-inch stereo cards. Closing date: February
1,2005. Lawrence Kaufman, 1607 Mariposa
Drive, Corona, CA 92879. Email: kauf-
man3d@earthlink.net Fees: US - S8, Outside
USA-$10.
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JeffJoseph ofSabucat Productions infront ofhis twinprojector set
upfor showing 3-D movies at his Palmdalefacility.

3D Movie Meeting on January 29 to feature
Single-strip 35mm Stereoscopic Motion Pictures

- Interview with Filmmakers

The January 29 meeting of the 3D Movie Division of SCSC
will be held at 4:00 pm in Palmdale at the Sahucat Productions screen
ing room. Acting as host will be Jeff Joseph, the man who presented the
World 3D Expo of 1950s 3D movies at the Egyptian Theatre in
September 2002.

Featured screening will be Sensorium, a 14 minute single-strip
35mm 3D film made for Six Flags in Baltimore by producer/cine-
matographer Steve Schklair, directed by Keith Melton with special 3D
effects by Sean Phillips. These 3D filmmakers have been invited to
attend and after the screening of Sensorium will be interviewed about
the making of this highly unusual stereoscopic motion picture.

As part of an ongoing project to archive interviews with
stereoscopic filmmakers on 3D videotape, members of the SCSC 3D
Movie Division will document the interviews using a variety of 3D for
mats including NuView, Toshiba 3D camcorder and twin mini DV.

Other short 3D films in 35mm single-strip to be shown include
Dimensions ofOldsmobile Quality, outtakes from Jaws 3D, clips from
Prison Girls, Parasite, the famous "beer tray" sequence from The
Bubble and other rarities.

Directions:

North on 5 (Golden State Fwy) to 14 (Antelope Valley Fwy).
North on 14 (40 miles) to Palmdale Blvd.
Turn right (East) on Palmdale Blvd., towards town.
Go 1 1/2 miles to 15th St. East - Turn Left.

3 blocks up (north) on the left (west) side of the street.
A big yellow building surrounded by empty lots.

For information: 323-662-3831

Last Month *s Meeting
(aha you should've been there)

DEC2K04

By JeffAmaral
SCSC Vice-President

Stereo Pictures, stereo movies, and stereo
phonic sound made the annual Holiday Banquet at Taix
restaurant a triple success. Although a small but dedi
cated group of members turned out for the event, a fab
ulous 3D rendition of My Favorite Slides was sung by
all. The night was made even more fabulous for wiimers
ofBanquet Chair Robin's numerous door prizes, includ
ing multiple Viewmaster Reels and chubby Santas. (Did
anyone not take home a prize?)

Although the new, instant digital machinery
seems to be on everyone's mind of late, I was really
impressed by the Tricks and Treats show, courtesy of
life members Pinsky and Starkman. This show high
lights a variety of pre-computer age techniques for
image manipulation, and the collected images were out
standing. These photographic master works are an
excellent 3 dimensional tribute to the photographers
who took the time and energy to handcraft them. If this
show should come around again at a future club meet
ing, it is not to be missed!

As I continue my search for interesting "Then
and Now" subjects, President Isroelit's call for "My
Favorites Slides" turned into an excellent potpourri of
great shots, including both ancient and modem SCSC
history. I certainly never dreamed of seeing slides from
club meetings 20+ years ago, with a baby-faced
Treasurer Kuntz, or a dangerously young and svelte 3D
Zone. Perhaps there is a "past SCSC presidents THEN
and NOW" slide to attempt? Where will we ever find
all those bellbottoms and ultra wide Lapels?

~~A Messagefrom Robin—

Thank you so much to everyone who partici
pated and shared in the fun at the Holiday Banquet. The
song,"My Favorite Slides" was a great hit and I hope we
can make it a traditional sing-a-long every Holiday
Banquet.

Happy Holidays to all of you! Both Sean and I
wish all of you a blessed new year! I look forward to see
ing all of you for another exciting 3D Club Year!

All the best,
Robin Lim-Zang
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SCSC Members in the News

It's always great to see our members

mentioned in print. In December it seemed
that everywhere I looked there were SCSC
members be recognized. The Stereo World
Magazine (vol. 30, #4) had the Portland NSA
convention write up and many of our members
and subscribers were mentioned, including
Jim Long, Ray Zone, Ron Labbe, Susan
Pinsky and David Starkman to name a few.

The September Issue of ISU's
Stereoscopy arrived late, but this special
'macro' issue featured Jim Comstock, Robert
Bloomberg and Susan Pinsky.

Abe Perlstein reports that The
November 17th opening dedication to DIS
COVER THE ESTUARY IN 3-D was well

attended and comments were all positive. And
the Califomia State Parks is interested in dis

playing an expanded version of the original
exhibit. Abe's exhibit is receiving some posi
tive press, which is good for him and very
good for stereo photography. We hope to see
further coverage, maybe even an in depth arti
cle on the Morro Bay National Estuary Stereo
Photo Survey for Stereo World.

Check out the December 16th article

on Abe in the San Luis Obispo, Califomia
NEW TIMES. It is online at:

http://www.newtimesslo.com/index.php?p=art

50 Golden Years - SCSC

is growing

Remember 2005 is the Stereo Club

of Southern California's 50th anniversary
AND we're going to celebrate it every chance
we get. Any ideas?

In January 1997 I wrote "The
Incredible Shrinking SCSC Membership". A
review of the current SCSC membership list
shows SCSC's membership is finally increas
ing. SCSC membership had leveled off in

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

recent years, but once again the membership
rolls are rolling in the right direction. But I
still think each of us should stop and ask
ourselves "What have I done to get new
members?"

We must continue to attract new

members, if we are to remain a vital pres
ence. Pick up some SCSC flyers and pass
them around. Take them to local camera

shops or anywhere people interested in 3D
might find them.

It is up to each and every one of us
to spread the word; we all need to be Stereo
Missionaries.

Internet 3-D discussion

groups

From time to time there is a little

confusion about the different 3-D lists. The

SCSC list is actually an Intemet list for
announcing 3-D events in the Los Angeles
area, including reminders of the Stereo Club
of Southern Califomia meetings. Which is
explained on the Yahoo Groups main page:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/3dphoto/

You can check the list at Rocky
Mountain Memories for an almost complete
list of groups, with easy sign up:
http://www.rmm3d.com/misc/3d-photo-
lists.html

The main Photo 3-D group does
restriet image posting to limited time photos
or files. Another group:
http ://groups.yahoo.com/group/3d-photo/
was started for posting files and photos. But
check the RMM site for what groups might
be of interest to you.

Congratulations SCSCfor
Your ISCC Results

Stereo clubs are invited to com

pete against each other in the International
Stereo Club Competition. Managed by Steve
Dudley for the Photographic Society of

America, there are usually three competi
tions a year. The final results from the
November International Stereo Club

Competition round are in. There are 9
clubs participating this year.

Here are the results:

Sydney Stereo Camera Club - 54
Stereo Club of Southem Califomia - 53

Cordova Camera Club - 49

Cascade Stereoscopic Club - 47
Puget Sound Stereo Camera Club - 45
Detroit Stereographic Society - 43
San Diego Stereo Camera Club - 39
Chicago Stereo Camera Club - 39
Atlanta Stereo Camera Club - Host

They are eurrently looking for
a host club for the Febmary/March judg
ing. SCSC is set to judge in May.

Congratulations to the SCSC Individual
Awards winners:

3rd Place - Jan Adams,
"Lovely at the Top"

4th Place - Kathy Day,
"Tufa and Swallow"

Honorable Mention -

David Starkman,
"Bolton Abbey"

3-D Motion Pictures On

the Comeback?

It is with real pleasure that I
point out that during the month of
December the Variety magazine's top 60
box office movies listed six 3-D films!

Of course "Polar Express" (PEX) was in
the top three (the 3-D box office isn't
being reported separately). By the end of
its second week, PEX had beat the atten
dance record for the entire mn of the last



"Harry Potter, The IMAX Experience" at
many IMAX locations. Most weekend shows
are sold out weeks in advance, with the
evening weekday shows selling out the day of
the show. And the school groups are filling up
the morning shows.

The top 60 films also include "Santa
VS. The Snowman" (Season 3), "Space
Station", "Bugs!", "Haunted Castle" and
'TSIascar". Isn't it great that 10% of the top
films are 3-D films?!!

3-D Films on DVD

Now available for the first time in 3-

D on DVD: "The Creeps (1997)" directed by
Charles Band. Genuine 3-D, shot with Chris
Condon lenses, with a transfer supervised by
SCSC member John Rupkalvis: www.3dfory-
ourtv.com

Also "Transitions" the first 3-D

IMAX film is available on 3-D DVD.

http://www.cwonline.com/store/view_prod-
uct.asp?Product=l 253
A Basic film presentation in 3-D, plus a mak
ing of feature from the original release.

Smallest Full Frame

Stereoscopic Video Camera

21st Century 3D announced the
immediate availability of the 3DVX, a newly
developed stereoscopic 3D motion picture
camera. This marks the latest addition to 21st

Century 3D's line of innovative stereoscopic
products, and raises the bar for live action 3D
video recording devices. With the 3DVX, a
cinematographer will be able to hold a 6 CCD
progressive scan, digital video camera in the
palm of his/her hand - an industry first. The
high resolution stereoscopic viewfmder
allows the operator to view shots in 3D as they
are being photographed, and the built-in 3"
flat LCD screen allows for additional hand

held shooting flexibility. At only 8.5 lbs with
tapes and batteries, the 3DVX is the smallest
and lightest professional quality 3D motion
picture camera ever developed.

Using two entirely discrete chan
nels, the 3DVX records high quality progres
sive scan 3D imagery at 30 frames per second
per eye. Doubling the spatial resolution of tra
ditional interlace NTSC systems, the full
frame progressive format offers 720x480 res
olution for each eye view simultaneously. This
ensures the highest possible quality available
from standard definition sources while main

taining compatibility with off the shelf play

back and recording devices as well as com
puter editing and special effects software.
Left and right eye images are recorded onto
low eost industry standard miniDV tape. The
3DVX features dual on board left and right
recorders and is an entirely self-contained,
battery-powered unit.

Many previous 3D camera sys
tems were limited to recording on a single
tape in a field sequential 3D format that
drastically reduced resolution and frame
rate. In addition, non-simultaneous image
capture introduced a noticeable temporal
error into 3D recordings. These systems pro
vide a half resolution, inaccurately synchro
nized, flickering image, or a jagged demulti
plexed image that ultimately diminishes
stereoscopic quality.

Other dual channel systems
employ much larger cameras with beam
splitters and other optical modifications.
These arrangements increase weight and
complexity while making the cameras
ergonomically challenging to operate. By
avoiding the use of any additional optics, the
3DVX maintains maximum portability,
ease-of-use and low light sensitivity.

At the core of the 3DVX lies the

highly advanced Panasonic AG-DVXIOOA,
famous for its 24p operating modes. 21st
Century 3D has taken the DVXIOOAinto the
next dimension with several proprietary
modifications. Two DVXIOOA cameras

have been linked and electronically synchro
nized for frame accurate stereoscopic
recording; perfect sync is a critical compo
nent to recording accurate stereo 3D. The
high-speed shutters are also locked allowing
stereographers to stop fast action with fully
synchronized electronic shutter speeds up to
1/1000th ofa second. Critical body parts and
controls have also been adapted to facilitate
3D recording.

Also announced: 21st Century 3D
has developed a new wireless 3D video tap
for the 3DVX. This 2.4ghz device can run
for more than six hours on a full charge. The
video tap and its batteries occupy the space
of a small backpack. The unit can easily be
carried by an AC and allows the DP, director
and other viewers to see what the 3DVX

sees in real time and in 3D.

The system helps eliminate the
guesswork from the most complex shots.
Using a 3D head mounted display and
advanced wireless video technology, it
allows for field sequential stereo to be
broadcast from the camera directly to the
pack. The unit has a range of approximately
700 feet in imobstructed landscape.

The 3DVX is available for

rental only, exclusively through 21st
Century 3D in New York. 21st Century
3D is a leader in stereoscopic live action
video production and animation, and an
innovator in stereoscopic technology.
For more information:

http://www.21 steentury3d.com.

The SCSC Club Library

Did you know that SCSC has a
club library of stereo slides? Well it does
and it is incredibly easy to check out
boxes of slide sets. All you need to do is
check in with the SCSC club librarian

(hey that's me) and for a $20.00 deposit
you can check out a box of really cool
stereo slides. Retum the box the follow

ing month and you can check out anoth
er box. You can go like that until you've
seen all the slides and then start over.

SCSC is a member club of the

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) http://stereoview.org/, the
Intemational Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the Photographic
Society of America (PSA) http://psa-
photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

STESm

Onl> $32 a year
irotn

NATIONAL
STIREOSCOPtC
ASSOCfATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



Getting Started in Digital
Camera 3-D Photography -

One User's Report
by David Starkman

Recently I got started in stereo dig
ital 3-D photography with a pair of Sony DSC
P43 4.1 megapixel cameras that have been
electrically synchronized for both on/off and
shutter firing functions. They are neatly
mounted on a very accurate aluminum frame,
one camera right side up, and one upside
down. With slotted tripod serew channels this
allows for 3 easy- to-set lens bases as follows:
Close: 54mm (2 1/8"), (cameras closest
together). Medium: 70mm (2.75") (one cam
era moved to outer position), Distant: 85mm
(3.35") ( both cameras moved to outer posi
tions).

This rig has been created by Jacob
van Ekeren in Holland, who has been well
known in recent years for the excellent custom
3-D slide viewers that he has been making.
His viewers, and his new digital camera 3-D
rigs (there are several different camera models
available) are marketed in the USA by 3D
Concepts ( www.make3dimages.com ).
Outside the USA they may be purchased by
contacting Jacob directly atj.ekeren@wxs.nl.

For many years I've watched my
partner, Susan Pinsky, enjoy the benefits of 2-
D digital camera photography, but have per
sonally been holding out on doing more than
just dabble in digital photography until I could
make or find a 3-D digital rig that would sat
isfy my basic requirements. (More on those
basic requirements later). I'm pleased to say
that with the acquisition of this rig my search
has ended (at least for now).

How did I find these cameras?

Interested in learning more about digital 3-D
photography, I was pleased to find that at the
National Stereoscopic Association annual
convention last July in Portland, Oregon there
was a Digital 3-D workshop. I attended this
workshop, which ended up lasting about 3
hours, and learned a lot about how other peo
ple have been doing digital 3-D.

After a lot of talk about the basic

requirements needed, the bottom line of the
workshop was that the best system (they
claimed) is a rig that uses 2 Sony digital cam
eras (Such as the DSC-Vl or DSC-V3 mod
els) that have LANC output connectors, and a
LANC/Shepherd "box" which basically s)m-
chronizes turning the cameras on, firing the
shutters, and synchronized zoom. An LCD

display indicates the number of milliseconds
that the shutters will fire within each other

on the two cameras. However, the box does
not actually synchronize the cameras, but by
synchronizing tuming the cameras ON at the
same time, the shutter firing will be in close
synch, and the display will indicate the
degree of synch. If it is not close enough, one
powers the cameras off and on again for bet
ter synch. The purpose of this article is not to
explain this system, as full details are avail
able at the following web site:
http ://pages.sbcglobal.net/rcrock/lancshep/

Because the Sony cameras that
have the LANC jacks are "higher end" cam
eras one would assume that these would the

most professional and highest quality cur
rently available for digital 3-D. However, the
LANC controller does not assure or control

synch, so the higher end cameras offered by
van Ekeren offer an attractive alternative.

The main advantage of the LANC controller
system is that of not requiring ANY modifi
cation of the cameras themselves, and it

allows zooming in synch. Instructions note
that shutter synch can drift, and zoom should
be reset after a number of repetitions. For the
Do-It-Yourself (DIY) fans, this possibly
offers an attractive combination. (More on
DIY later).

The LANC-connected cameras did

NOT satisfy a couple of my personal basic
requirements (at least for MY first digital 3-
D camera rig). These are: 1) simplicity, and
2) compactness (which includes light in
weight). (See the cover of2004 Stereo World
Vol. 30, No. 4 to see exactly the sort of rig
that I did not want!).

However, I leamed a lot from this

workshop, which helped me to decide to
order the Sony P43 rig, which was on dis
play as a prototype at the NSA convention in
Portland. I leamed that one of the key fea
tures in synching two digital cameras is to
have them power on simultaneously. The
second feature is to fire simultaneously.
Some test photos of moving subjects, taken
with the prototypes, convinced me that the
P43 rig would satisfy me.

By direct wiring, the Sony P43 3D
rig is connected to achieve just these two

features only ~ without the use of a separate
electronic box. (The only visible modification
is the addition of s)mch wires to the cameras).
My experience so far is that the synch has been
so good that having a display to tell you how
far out of synch the cameras are is simply not
necessary.

Without a separate synch box, and
with a compact aluminum frame to hold the
two cameras, this rig also satisfied my require
ment of compactness and lightness. The P43
cameras have turned out to be quite simple to
use. By use of a wide multi-pattern sampling
area for focus and exposure, I have found that
the image matching of two otherwise com
pletely separate cameras is simply excellent
when the cameras are left in their full auto

modes (in keeping with the simplicity require
ment). The basic P43 cameras themselves are
relatively low cost, so the final rig, while a bit
more than double the price of the cameras
alone, is still reasonable, and well worth the
cost (in my opinion) of the electrical and
mechanical work done to create the completed
camera assembly.

I won't explain all of the features of
the Sony P43 camera, as these can be looked
up doing a Google search on that camera
model. For more details on all of the 3-D mod

els available contact 3D Concepts (USA) or
Jacob van Ekeren (for the rest of the world).

(Note - for those of you who find
the P43 too basic, or want more Megapixels,
Jacob offers several other models based on

more sophisticated, and more expensive, cam
eras, the Sony PlOO and P150. Check out the
Dutch website http://home.hetnet.nl/~wolk-
ersl960/3digitaal/index.html for more details.
If you paste the URL into the Alta Vista trans
lations page, it will be translated into English -
almost.)

Once I got the cameras I found that,
as a beginner in this digital world, there were a
number of things that I had to leam just to get
started. In this I was helped greatly by a series
of articles by Paul Richard that appeared in the
last several issues of the "Stereoscopic Society
Journal of 3-D Imaging" (available from
http ://www.stereoscopicsociety.org.uk/).

(to be continued)

Jacob van Ekeren looks through microscope to connect two digital cameras



New Groupfor twinned digital cameras

John Hart, as those of you know who saw his show at the NSA in
Portland, has had great success with two Sony VI digital cameras
mounted on a "Z bracket" of his own design and controlled with a Lane
Shepherd. With the introduction of the Sony V3, John watched the
price of Vis plummet and encouraged stereographers interested in
getting into digital to take the plunge. He offered to supply Z
brackets and instructions for assembling the digital setup for little
more than the cost of the materials. About fifteen photographers
responded to John's offer, recently received their brackets and are
in the process of putting together their Sony VI outfit. The
excitement of these photographers is contagious and John is now
hearing from other stereo people who are disappointed that they
didn't get in on the action. John has indicated that he might be
willling to do another run of the brackets if there is sufficient
interest.

To see John's design, visit his site:
http://www.crystalcanyons.net/Pages/3DGuidebook/digital3D.shtm.

Meantime, wanting to foster communication between those of us
who are teaming to use the new digital rigs, I opened a new Yahoo users
group: www.SonyV13Dusersgroup@yahoogroups.com. However, the
group would welcome users of other digital stereo rigs as well. Join and
partipate if you are interested.

(the other) John Hart
(movies3d@aol.com)

The Fourth Ever 3-D Movie/Video Competition

Sponsored by the 3-D Movie/Video Division
ofthe Stereo Club ofSouthern California ^

Chairmen: John Hart (movies3d'i/aol.com)
Lawrence Kaufman (kaufmanJdV/caiiliiink.net)

Closing Date for Entries: April "0. 2005
Judging (commencing at noon): Mav 14,2005

Exhibition Dates (to be announced) June. July. 2005 ^
Winners notified by June 1, 2005

Awards and Catalog sent by August 1, 2005
JUDGES:

Ray Zone, Chris Condon, Dan Symmes
Fees and Mailing:

US.A: SI 0.00 US (no return entry); $15.00 US for sui liicc nail rcui n
[|aLL OTHER COUNTRIES: S15.00 US (no return entry); $25.00 I:S lbr|

return. Send films/videos with entry fee and application to:
John Hart,

3-D Video/Movie Competition, 8730 Wyngate Street
Sunland, California 91040 ('SA.

Conditions of Entry and complete information on the club'.N website:
www.la3dcliib.eom I

No 3-D collection

is complete without.

•i-j -jjJ

Just
$24.95

The SCSC Movie DVD
Held sequenticd3-D videos

Only
$15.00

TTie SCSC Club T-Shiit
With3-D tme^^ths

ehartes

A mere
$24.00

The Technkal
TTre uidmate 3-D photo reference

To order:
Call Da\fld Kuntz

at 310-377-5393 or e-mail

payrT^nt@la3dclub.com



Choosing a Stereo Print Camera
by David W. Kuntz

Over the years, several differ
ent stereo cameras designed to work
with print film have been produced. In
addition, a number of adapters and
accessories have been made that

enable standard 35 mm cameras to pro
duce stereo prints. This article pro
vides some advice on how to choose

the right 3-D print equipment for your
particular needs.

The first major decision to
make is to choose an image format.
The classic stereo cards, meant for
viewing with a Holmes Stereoscope,
are 3.5"x 7". Many other viewers that
utilize this format have been produced
over the past 150 years or so.

Holmes Stereoscope

Unfortunately, there's not
really any camera that produces these
standard stereo card sized images auto
matically. Therefore, working in this
format requires some effort by the pho
tographer in terms of combining the
left and right stereo images on to a sin
gle card of the proper dimensions.
There are a few cameras that produce
3-D prints that come back from the
photofmisher complete and ready to
view. Typically, these use the standard
4"x6" print format, which isn't directly
compatible with Holmes type stereo
scopes. As a result, these systems usu
ally include both a camera and a view
er.

One of the most popular sys
tems of this type is the Loreo. The
original Loreo camera produces prints
in which the left image is on the left,
and vice versa. This allows them to be

viewed with any of the readily avail-

able lorgnette or other print viewers,
in addition to the various Loreo view

ers. Mounts are

even available that

allow these 4"x6"

prints to be adapt
ed for viewing in a
Holmes

Stereoscope.
The

Loreo system is
one of the most inexpensive and sim
ple ways to get into 3-D print pho
tography. However, it doesn't pro
vide the image quality or creative
control available from Realist format,
standard 35 mm, or digital cameras.

Loreo produces another 3-D
print camera, also marketed under the
Vivitar brand name, which offers
more functionality and features than
their original model. These features
include DX coding (for automatically
reading film ASA), motorized
advance and a built-in electronic

flash.

The caveat on this model is

that it produces transposed stereo
prints (left image on the right, and
vice versa). Thus, the prints must be
used with the corresponding Loreo
viewer. This means you can't use
one of the multitude of cheap stereo
print viewers available if you want to
give one away with the print (unless
you want to cut-apart and transpose
the prints).

Loreo also produces an
attachment that mates directly with
many different makes of35 mm cam
era that use interchangeable lenses.
This attach

ment splits
a single 35
mm frame

in two.

Images
produced
using the

Lens in a Cap" have all the advan
tages of those produced using the

original Loreo camera. They
also offer access to the fea

tures found on many SLR
cameras, such as through the
lens metering.

Another simple way of
producing 3-D prints is to use
negative film in a Nimslo
camera. The Nimslo takes

four images simultaneously. Each
image is essentially half the width
of a standard 35 mm frame, and
slightly
reduced

i n

height.
The pho
tofinish- Nimslo Camera
er can

print two adjacent images on to a
single print, and then they can be cut
apart and mixed and matched as
needed.

Finally, stereo prints can be
produced using standard format 2x2
stereo cameras, twin 35 mm camera
rigs and digital cameras. The prints
are produced by traditional means
and then manually combined for use
with either a Holmes Stereoscope,
or with one of the various types of
print viewers. It's also possible to
scan 35 mm prints or transparencies,
and then output the final results to a
print. A 5"x7" print can be trimmed
to the dimensions of a standard

stereo card.

Print film can be used in a

Realist format stereo camera,
although it is difficult to
find a photofinisher that can
accommodate this format.

In this case, it's probably
easier to shoot slide film and

then scan it into a computer
for subsequent output in one
of the print formats previ-

Loreo Camera

Loreo "3-D 3_p StereO Attachment ously described.
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Stereo Camera Puzzle

Across

1. German medium format camera

8. Similar to the Severe

7. Czech out this one!

8. Binocular viewfinder feature
10. Seton Rochwite's Baby
13. In /larterlca, that sounds like our
i^sident

Answers on bottom of page 7

Down

2. Three lens 3-0

3. Spirited rangefinder
4. 7p Gem
5. Contemportary half-frame print
camera

9, Quad view lenticular
11. It was a Tower at Sears

12. Produced by a division of Bell &
Howell

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are heid monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to; r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

February 1 - Closing for 47th Hollywood International Slide
Exhibition and 7th Hollywood Stereo Print
Card Exhibition

February 5 - Judging for Hollywood Exhibition - 11:00 am
Palermos Italian Restaurant, 1858 N. Vermont
Ave, L.A., CA 90027

February 17- Stereo Club meeting at 7:30 - Showing of the
Hollywood Exhibition and showing of award-
winning Jim Long "Art in Depth" 3D slide
program.

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

f

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC House Director

Ed Ogawa
310-578-1080 x210

ed5ogawa@dslextreme.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

Wilshire Blvd.

Two Great Shows at February

SCSC Meeting

Two GREAT programs this month
at SCSC (February 17, 2005):

The 47th Hollywood Exhibition
showing & Jim Long's "Art in Depth:
Paintings Converted to Stereo" slideshow.
We have been lucky enough to see Jim's
work at every club competition and at least
one show from him in the past. Jim's "Art in
Depth: Paintings Converted to Stereo"
slideshow won a third place award at the
2004 National Stereoscopic Association
Convention's stereo theater and thrilled audi

ences at the Portland 3-D Center.

These are two great programs,
invite your friends!

New Members

Larry Coleman
Mission Hills, CA

Brian Gardner

Glendale, CA

Deborah & Stephen Watson
Santa Clarita, CA

Stephen Gibson
Hollywood CA

Fred & Jennifer Talisman
Marina Del Ray, CA

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.



Competitions Report
by Philip Steinman

A Jumping January

The January SCSC exhibitionwas a super showing ofour LA
based 3D photography community. The inspired judges, Cassie
Kaufman (veteranexhibitor), JeffAmaral (our VicePrez), and Norm
Codd (enthusiastic first time judge) gave scores of 23 or more to 8
slides in the A Group Conventional category. Mike McKinney and
Franklin Londin organized their slide collections and came prepared
with plenty of makeup slides. This strong showing delivered
Honorable Mentions to: Derek Cowie's beautifully lit waterway
Venice #2; Mike McKinney's portrait of kids viewing the LCD of a
digital camera in Digital Bliss; Lawrence Kaufman's Cactus Flower
and his bird teeming mise-en-scen in Flamingo Playground: Robin
Burks' imaginative and playful floating Soap; and to Franklin
Londin's Airborn child thrown high above the water. Eaming the
Award was Franklin Londin's smooth body paints glowing in
Blacklight Magic.

In the B Group Conventional category the Award went to
John Hart for the shining geyser in Yellowstone and to Randy
Koenig's smooth round rocks in Alabama Hills. We need more new
comers to bringtheir3D photosand sharethemwithus in the B Group
Category.

Participants in the Non-Conventional Category showed up
with some of their best work as 8 images were awarded 24 points.
Honorable Mentions went out to Lawrence Kaufman's dream-like
almost digital composition of people Walking to the Sky, Mike
McKirmey's landscape River of Gold, Abe Perstein's beautiful bird
telephoto Marbled Godwits Fly, Susan Pinsky's fisheye London
Friends, David Starkman's flashlight fun scene Xmas Mailbox, and
Philip Steinman Campfire at Lake Powell. The Award went to Kathy
Day's beautiful sky hues of Mono Lake in End of Day; to Mike
McKinney's nighttime industrial train yard landscape LA Yard, and to
David Starkman's cozy snugglingcat portraitSisters.

In the digital category Jim Long dazzled us with his sensa
tional2D-3Dconversions; RogerDeliveringAngelica won the HMand
Lady of Shallet won the Award. There were also some nice digital
images from Franklin London and BarryRothstein. Special thanks to
those who make the show happen: our projectionistDavid Starkman,
score keeper Lynn Wyett, focuser Tom Koester and
Vertical/Horizontal aligner Ed Ogawa.

Below are the currentSCSC 2004-5 SeasonStandingsafter 3
(of 5) competitions. Each of our 3 judges award each slide a score of
5-9, for a possible point range totaling between 15-27. After 3 SCSC
exhibitions, full participation by submitting 9 slides thus far means
you'll have at least 135 points! (3 images x 5point min x 3judges x3
competitions=135).

So please submitmakeup slides if you have not kept pace by
showing3 slides in each of the last 3 exhibitions, as this will boostyour
point total. Complete participation is an award everyone can win at the
year end summer banquet! Wewelcome a landslideof images for our
March & May Competitions.

Right: Norm Codd was an enthusiasticfirst-
timejudge in the January SCSC Competition.

A Group Conventional
Derek Cowie 190

Mike McKinney 188

Lawrence Kaufman 185*

Robin Burks 183

Abe Perlstein 183

Franklin Londin 177

Ray Zone 126

Chris Olson 125

B Group Conventional
John Hart 174

Chuck Bemhardt 117

Randy Koenig 114

Jan Adams 64

Dave Washbum 56

Non-Conventional

Kathy Day 204

David Starkman 198

Mike McKinney 197

Abe Perlstein 197

Philip Steimnan 196

Lawrence Kaufman 194*

James Comstock 137

Steve Berezin 118

George Vidacovich 66

Susan Pinsky 65

David Washbum 20

Ray Zone 19

Jim Batemin 18

Digital
Jim Long 208

Barry Rothstein 187

Jeff Amaral 24

Ray Zone 23
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The SCSCSchedulefor 2005

This schedule is subject to change,

with shows being added when they become
available or when they can be booked. Check
the 3-D News or la3dclub.com for updated
information.

March 17, 2005 - 4th club exhibition/competi-
tion & another stereo show.

April 21, 2005 - 48th PSA Traveling
Exhibition and another show:

May 19, 2005 - 5th club exhibition/competi-
tion and the International Stereo Club

Competition (ISCC) final-round selection.
June 16, 2005 - The annual View-Master
Exhibition selection.

*31StNSA - Wednesday July 13, 2005 through
Monday July 18, 2005, Dallas/Ft. Worth area
(Irving, Texas) http://2005.nsa3d.org/
July 21, 2005 - Movie Night.
August 18, 2005 - Awards Banquet & Slide of
the Year. Taix Restaurant, 1911 Sunset Blvd.
(one block east of Alvarado on Sunset). LA,
Phone:(213) 484-1265

International Stereo

Exhibitions

To me the perfect plan is to enter my
better slides into the SCSC stereo competitions
every other month and from there pick my best
images and enter them into the international
exhibitions. It gives me a reason to keep trying
to take better stereo pictures and it's a lot of
fun competing. Most exhibitions are PSA
sponsored and I have the chance to win awards
and get 'credits' for my acceptances. I would
like to see more of our members entering, if
you missed your chance to support SCSC at
the Hollywood, there are still a number of
chances each year to get recognized at an
international stereo exhibition.

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

The Photographic Society of
America (PSA) is an organization that puts a
"seal of approval" on certain stereo exhibi
tions. PSA has other functions also, plus
branches for all photographers. Visit the
PSA website at: http://psa-photo.org/

If you are not a Photographic
Society of America (PSA) member, you
should really think about joining. Members
receive the monthly PSA Journal full of
photo tips, informationon upcomingexhibi
tions and other helpful advice. PSA
approved means that acceptances eamed in
these exhibitions count towards PSA Star

ratingsand the PSA Stereo"Who'sWho" list
(for PSA members).

The PSA Stereo Division's web

site: http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/
has a number of current Exhibition entry
forms.

NASCAR 3D: The IMAX

Experience DVD

By the end of 2004, Warner Bros.
Pictures' "NASCAR 3D: The IMAX

Experience" had raced past the $20 million
mark milestone. The high-octane film is the
second highest grossing documentary of the
year, set box office records for an original
IMAX production when it was released in
March 2004, and had played in more than
100 IMAX® theatres around the world -

including engagements in Japan, Australia,
and Poland. The movie is the first original
Wamer Bros. Pictures' IMAX® 3D produc
tion and has been well received in both

commercial and institutional venues, help
ing to increase awareness of NASCAR (The
National Association of Stock Car Racing),
as well as lead-sponsor America Online.

Wamer Bros. Pictures and IMAX

are underway on another IMAX 3D produc
tion, Denizens of the Deep (working title),
considered a sequel to the "Into the Deep".

Narrated by Kiefer Sutherland,
"NASCAR 3D: The IMAX Experience"

provides an insider's perspective of
America's number one spectator sport.
Throughthe magic of IMAX 3D technol
ogy, audiences are transported into the
driver's seat as they experience the heart-
pumping action on the track, in the pit
and behind the scenes. The film is being
presented on specially designed screens
that stretch beyond the audiences' periph
eral view, with crystal clear images and
up to 14,000 watts of pulsating digital
surround sound.

SENSIO and Tweeter

team-up

SENSIO, maker of the SEN
SIO™ 3D stereoscopic video processor,
and Tweeter Home Entertainment Group,
the nation's premier specialty retailer of
entertaining consumer electronics solu
tions, will join forces to bring the ulti
mate 3-D home theatre experience to
Tweeter Entertainment Architects cus

tomers in Las Vegas.
Beginning in January, the

Tweeter Entertainment Architect concept
store in Las Vegaswill offer the SENSIO
3-D experience. Since 2003, SENSIO's
dealer base has grown to over 180 outlets
in more than 30 countries. Tweeter's new

Las Vegas concept store represents a rev
olution of retail entertainment, and also
adds one more customer touch point to
SENSIO's growing network.

Winner of the CES 2003

Product Innovation Award and a "Best in

Show" finalist at the 2004
ElectronicaUSA show in San Francisco,

the SENSIO™ 3D stereoscopic video
processor is a giant leap forward in home
theatre viewing. SENSIO'"''*^ 3D produces
brilliant digital images that burst into life
with the help of small, wireless LCD
glasses that are synchronized with the
film, feeding separate images to the left
and right eyes so quickly the brain is



fooled into seeing a single spectacular full-
resolution three-dimensional scene.

James Cameron's 2nd 3-D

IMAXfilm

Dive into the depths of the ocean
with "Aliens of the Deep 3D," James
Cameron's "Aliens of the Deep" opened at
Theaters Friday, January 28.

Join the search for life below the

ocean's surface in director James Cameron's

newest documentary Aliens of the Deep. This
3-D IMAX experience takes you more than
two miles below the ocean's surface into the

alien world of the deep sea.
"Aliens of the Deep" presents the

dramatic and visually stunning highlights of
more than 40 dive expeditions to deep-ocean
hydrothermal vents, where super-heated, min
eral-charged water gives life to some of the
strangest animals on earth. This deep-sea
adventure brings the audience face to face
with what it might be like to travel far into
space and encounter life on other worlds.

Cameron combines his talents as a

filmmaker with his passion for exploration in
all forms in "Aliens of the Deep," an
Earthship Production presented in IMAX 3D
by Walt Disney Pictures and Walden Media.
Inspired by concepts from the field of astrobi-
ology, the study of life on other worlds,
Cameron explores the idea that the bizarre
creatures living in the extreme environments
found on the ocean floor might provide a blue
print for what life is like elsewhere in the uni
verse. The director is joined in the journey by
a team of young marine biologists and NASA
researchers who share his interests and excite

ment as they consider the correlation between
life under water and the life we may one day
find in outer space.

Stereo Space Combat adds
perspective

A new fi'ee arcade game has been
released - and best of all: it's in Stereo! Stereo

Space Combat is a arcade game where you fly
your space ship through an asteroid field
defeating enemies and collecting power-ups.

If you have 3D glasses (red-blue)
you'll really get into the game as asteroids and
enemies jump out ofyour screen and into your
face! Included is a non-stereoscopic mode.
For more information, please visit
http://www.clic.net/~poirb/

Closing dates and contacts
for upcoming Stereo

Exhibitions:

Rocky Mountain International
Stereo Salon. Format: Stereo Slides. Closing
Date: February 17, 2005. David K. Morison,
APSA, PO Box 1786, Grand Junction, CO.
81502-1786. Entry forms posted to the PSA
Stereo Division website's exhibition pages:
http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo and also
available on Dick Frieders' Exhibition

Forms website: http://exhibitionforms.com/
Fees: $7.00 domestic, $8.00 overseas.

Ninth Delaware Stereo Print

Exhibition. Two Sections: General and

Human Activity. Closing Date: March 21,
2005. Janet Webb, 407 Brandywine Blvd,
Wilmington, DE 19809-2953 E-mail:
uncoveredangel@juno.com Fees: $7.00 for
one entry returned to U.S. address, $8.00
Canada, $9.00 for an entry of 4 prints air
mailed to an overseas address. $5.00 addi

tional for all entries of 4 prints in second
section.

25th Southern Cross International

Exhibition of Stereo Photography
(2005). Format: Stereo Slide in Realist type
(41 X 101mm) mounts up to 8 sprocket-hole
- Unglassed RBT mounts preferred. Closing
date: March 23, 2005. Nancy Moxom,
Address: 46 Glenayr Ave, West Ryde, NSW
2114, AUSTRALIA Entry fee:- US and
Canada: US$8.00, Other countries: US$8.00
E-mail address: 3d@tpg.com.au Website for
results: http://www.oz3d.info
Forms: http://home.comcast.net/~stere-
opix/pdf/SouthemCross2005 .pdf

The Fourth Ever 3-D

Movie/Video Competition (Not PSA spon
sored). Format: 3-D Stereo movies/videos.
Closing Date for Entries: April 30, 2005.
Chairmen: John Hart (movies3d@aol.com);
Lawrence Kaufman (kaufman3d@earth-
link.net) Send films/videos with entry fee
and application to: John Hart, 3-D
Video/Movie Competition, 8730 _ Wyngate
Street, Sunland, California 91040 USA.
http://www.la3dclub.com/
Fee: USA: $10.00 US (no retum entry);
$15.00 US for surface mail retum. ALL

OTHER COUNTRIES: $15.00 US (no
retum entry); $25.00 US for retum.

The 35th Cordova Intemational

Stereo Slide Exhibition, 2005 and The 10th
Cordova Intemational Stereo Print

Exhibition, 2005. Format: Stereo Slides and
Cards. Closing Date: Not yet announced

(April?). Info: Ron Fredrickson, 1567
Heredia Dr., Roseville CA 95747 e-mail:
rlf3d@jps.net or Mary Bury, APSA,
6525 Sunrise Blvd. #52, Citrus Heights,
CA 95610 USA. Entry fees have been:
U.S. and Canada - $6, All others - $8.

Stereoscopic Society of
America 10th Int'l Stereo Card

Exhibition. Format: Holmes format

stereo cards. Closing date: Not yet
announced.

PSA Sequence Competition.
Format: Stereo slide sequences from two
to eighteen images. Closing date: June
17,2005 (Judging on the following day).
Lee Pratt, FPSA, Stereo Sequence
Competitions Director, 107 Kipper
Lane, Madison, AL 35758-7706 USA.
E-mail: leepratt@knology.netTel: (256)
325-1854 evenings. Fees: $10.00 in U.S.
funds for first Sequence entry, $5 for
second entry, $5 for third entry (from all
countries)

SCSC is a member club of the

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) http://stereoview.org/, the
Intemational Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the Photographic
Society of America (PSA) http://psa-
photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World
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3-D Imaging;
Past & Present,

in
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from

. ,.'^1 STEREOSCOPIC
J ASSOCIATION
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Portland, OR 97286

NATIONAL



Getting Started in Digital
Camera 3-D Photography -

One User's Report
(Part Two)

by David Starkman

As a beginner in this digital world,
there were a number of things that I had to
leam just to get started. In this I was helped
greatly by a series of articles by Paul Richard
that appeared in the last several issues of the
"Stereoscopic Society Journal of 3-D
Imaging" (available from http://www.stereo-
scopicsociety.org.uk/).

First, Paul explains how he built a
rig that mechanicallys)mchs two simple digi
tal cameras. I've seen Paul's rigs at the
Stereoscopic Society's annual convention, and
they are quite amazing. They are also quite
beyond my mechanical skills as a Do-It-
Yourselfconstructor. I don't really recommend
this method, however, if you want to take on
the job of mechanically synchronizing two
digital cameras, Issue Number 163 of the
"Stereoscopic Society Journal of 3-D
Imaging" covers this in detail. Four consecu
tive issues from Number 162 to 165 (Autumn
2003 to Summer 2004) contain a complete
series of articles by Mr. Richard for the DIY
(Do-It-Yourself) digital 3-D enthusiast.

Paul's writings in issue Number 164,
pages 27 to 30, dealt with the subject of what
to do with the separate right and left digital
image files, once you have them. At first I
thought that some ofhis suggestions seemed a
little bit complicated, but I could not come up
with something simpler, so I have used his
methods, and am pleased enough to want to
pass along the basic ideas for you to take
advantage of.

First, within the My Documents/My
Pictures folder of your computer (PC is
assumed - if you have a Mac, you can modi
fy this to whatever folder you normally put
pictures in) create a subfolder file named
"Stereo Incoming". Within that folder make
another subfolder named "Template". Within
the template folder create 4 folders named:

Right, _Lefl, Merged, and Edited.
These will all be used later, when

you have taken right and left digital stereo
photos, and need a place to logically store the
files.

When you have shot pictures with
the digital 3-D rig, and are ready to upload
them, note that you still have separate right
and left memory cards for the image files.

Before uploading the image files,
you fu-st have to create folders to put the files
into. This is where Paul's article proved
invaluable in getting organized in this
regard. Without organization and the use of
folders it becomes very difficult to keep
track of where your images are!

Paul suggested using the date, but
I prefer a combination of description and
date for eachfolder. For this exampleI'll pre
tend this is a group of family pictures and
will use the name Family12004. (for Family
photos shot in 12/2004 - you get the ideal).

First I create the Family 12004
subfolder folder in the My Documents/My
Pictures/Stereo Incoming folder. Then I go
to the Template folder that is in the same
Stereo Incoming folder and highlight and
copy the 4 file names that have been left
there. Then I go back to the Familyl2004
folder and paste the 4 folder names into it.
Then it's back to the name of the

Family12004 folder and highlight and copy
the name Familyl2004 and then open the
Family12004 where there are now the 4 fold
ers labeled Right, Left, Merged, and
_Edited. By highlighting each name until it
is white in its name box (it takes 3 clicks on
each name) I then paste the filename in front
of each of the 4 template names, so I end up
with 4 subfolders named as follows:

Family12004_Right, Fami ly12004_Left,
Familyl2004_Merged, and
Family12004_Edited.

As I previously stated, this may
seem a bit complicated, but once you've
done it a few times it is actually quite quick
and easy to do, and helps keep the files
organized for 3-D work.

Once these folders have been cre

ated, you are ready to upload the images
from the memory cards. I highly recommend
getting a low-cost memory card reader,
rather than uploading through the camera
connecting cables. It just seems a lot simpler.
The latest model computers all seem to have
multi-format card readers built-in, too!

I start with the right memory card,
as these images are right side up, and it is
easier to view the thumbnails and decide on

selecting image groups if there are more than
one folder name group of images on a single
card. For this example, I will upload all the
images on the right card to
Family12004_Right.

Once this is done I repeat the
process and upload all of the images from
the left card to Familyl2004_Left.

One can choose to use the Copy or
Move features. I normally MOVE the files.

as this removes them from the card, leaving it
emptied for putting back into the camera for
more shooting.

Now I have the sets of right and left
image files stored in their respective folders.
The next step is what to do with the files once
you have stored them!

To combine the Left and Right files
I open one of the wonderful programs that
have been created for the manipulation of dig
ital 3-D images. Many of these are available as
free downloads, and can be found at

http://www.stereoscopy.com/downloads/index
.html .

I have to admit that I have several of

these programs, as each has different features
that I like. Once of the best of the free PC pro
grams is Stereo PhotoMaker (SPM), available
at http://stereo.jpn.org/eng/ and described on
the web site as follows: StereoPhoto

Maker (be sure to get the LATEST Version! -
2.22 as of this writing)

StereoPhoto Maker (SPM) is one of
the best freeware Stereo-Photo Editing pro
grams around and functions both as a versatile
stereo image editor and stereo image viewer. It
is supportive and fnendly to most stereo view
ing methods (Freeviewing [Parallel-eyed or
Cross-eyed], Anaglyphic [color anaglyphs or
grayscale anaglyphs], Liquid Crystal Shutter
Glasses [Interlacing or Page Flipping]).
Position, Angle, Size and Darkness of the left-
right image can be adjusted very easily. Other
functions: Zoom In/Out (operated with mouse
wheel), Left-Right Image swap. Trimming,
Resize, Print etc.... Requires Windows™
98SE, 2000, Me or XP. Both Japanese and
German Versions are also available.

MOST IMPORTANT. Thanks to the

responsiveness of the author Masuji SUTO,
the latest version of SPM supports INVERT
ING the Left image as you import the separate
Right and Left image files into the program.
Since the Left camera is mounted upside down
in this configuration, this simplifies the align
ment process considerably!

All of the other programs I use are
available from the Stereoscopy.com download
page, except for Pokescope Pro, which is
available atwww.pokescope.com (and is NOT
free).

Pokescope Pro has one feature I like
that I have not yet found in the other programs.
It has attractive templates for easily making
side-by-side pairs on standard 4" x 6" print
paper, or classic 3.5" x 7" cards (with a choice
of straight or curved tops) printed on 5" x 7"
paper.

(to be continued)



SCSC Stunning Images
Jim Long, Digital category, Award

Briefly describe your image.
This image was chosen solely due to the striking image content.
The Lady of Shalott, or Elaine of Astolat, is a magical being who

lives alone on an island upstream from King Arthur's Camelot. Her business
is to look at the world outside her castle window in a mirror, and to weave
what she sees into a tapestry. She is forbidden by the magic to look at the
outside world directly. The farmerswho live near her island hear her singing
and know who she is, but never see her.

The Lady sees ordinary people, loving couples, and knights in pairs
reflected in her mirror. One day, she sees the reflection of Sir Lancelot rid
ing alone. Although she knows that it is forbidden, she looks out the window
at him. The mirror shatters, the tapestry flies off on the wind, and the Lady
feels the power of her curse.

An autumn storm suddenly arises. The lady leaves her castle, finds
a boat, writes her name on it, gets into the boat, sets it adrift, and sings her
death song as she drifts down the river to Camelot. The locals find the boat
and the body,realize who she is, and are saddened. Lancelotprays that God
will have mercy on her soul.

This is one of Tennyson'smost popular poems. The Pre-Raphaelites
likedto illustrate it. Waterhouse madethree separate paintings of "TheLady
of Shalott". Agatha Christie wrote a Miss Marple mystery entitled "The
Mirror Crack'd From Side to Side", which was made into a movie starring
Angela Lansbury. Tirra Lirra by the River, by Australian novelist Jessica
Anderson, is the story of a modem woman's decision to break out of con
finement.

What equipment did you use to capture or make yourphoto
graph? Include any brieftechnical stats here (Camera, film, type, shutter
speed, aperture, tripod?, lighting,post-processing, etc.)

This is strictly a digital conversion that was output to a film
recorder on Ektrachrome 100 slide film. All my conversions use Corel
PhotoPaint and approximately 164 shifts for a full rendering. The original
image size is 4096 x 2732 pixels.

What challenges did you have in getting this shot or making this
picture?

The grass and weeds in the front of the boat were a little trouble
some.

What worksfor you in this image? (What are you proud of?)
The single candle flickering in the front of the boat and the quilted

tapestry flowing over the edge of the boat, as well as her hair.
Can you tell us about anotherphotographer's image exhibited the

same night as yours and what you admired about it?
The Spiderman digital image by Franklin Londin was stunning and

vastly under-rated. That one deserved 9's in my book. Guess I'll have to
judge sometime! :)

Stereo
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Choosing a 2x2 Format Stereo Camera
hy David W. Kuntz

Stereographers interested in
twin, full frame 35 mm photography
(called 2x2 format) are usually faced
with the option of either building their
own rig from two separate camera bod
ies, or purchasing one of the few inte
grated 2x2 stereo cameras currently in
production. Each of these approaches
has advantages and disadvantages.
Systems constructed from two separate
cameras offer tremendous operational
flexibility, such as variable interocular
distance. Typically, both cameras are
mounted on to a single bar, to ensure
optical alignment. For proper stereo,
it's essential that both cameras point at
the same thing.

Side-hy-side mounting pro
duces a "landscape" format image that
is visually pleasing and compatible
with most 2x2 viewers. However,
because of the physical size of most 35
mm cameras, it usually isn't possible
to obtain the standard interocular sepa
ration of 65 mm to 70 mm with side-

by-side mounting. This makes twin
camera rigs generally better suited to
producing hyperstereo images rather
than normal stereo images.

Bottom-to-bottom mounting
can be used to achieve standard inte

rocular separation, although it results
in vertical format images.

Separate cameras are either
mounted sIde-by-side
or bottom-to-bottom

Putting together a twin cam
era rig from individual cameras gen
erally requires some effort by the
user. Specifically, depending upon
the type of photography to be per
formed, various operating character
istics of the two cameras must be

matched.

First, for any type of pho
tography besides still life, the two
shutters must synchronized so that
they fire simultaneously. Obviously,
this requirement becomes more criti
cal when photographing fast moving
objects.

Quite a number of mechani
cal, electromechanical (e.g. sole
noids) and electronic methods have
been developed to accomplish this
synchronization. Over the past few
decades, many cameras have been
produced that utilize electronics,
rather than purely mechanical meth
ods, for shutter firing. Remote shut
ter firing on these cameras is per
formed by a cable release that is just
a switch. In general, it is easier accu
rately synchronize these types of
cameras, since relatively simple cir
cuitry can be constmcted to introduce
a variable delay into the firing of one
of the shutters. This allows the user

to precisely adjust the synchroniza
tion without any performing any
modification inside the camera.

Next, the two separate cam
era lenses must also be matched for

focal length and exposure (f-num-
ber). In general, two randomly
selected lenses of the same model

will not be close enough in either of
the characteristics. Getting a
matched set usually involves testing
several lenses and selecting out two
that are closest. This typically
requires a cooperative lens vendor.
It's difEcult to adjust zoom lenses
accurately enough to match their
focal lengths, so twin camera rigs are
mostly restricted to fixed focal length
lenses.

8

In use, the focus and f-
number of each camera must be

adjusted individually, which can be
cumbersome. 3-D Concepts offers a
service to link the aperture, focus
and zoom functions of lenses to

eliminate this problem.

RBT manual (top) and
automatic (bottom) cameras

The only integrated, fixll
frame 35 mm cameras currently in
regular production come from RBT,
based in Germany. They offer a
number of different models, based
on various manual and automatic

cameras, with a variety of lens and
interocular spacing configurations.
One option produces film that uti
lizes standard 35 mm processing
and mounting.

By sacrificing the ability to
vary interocular distance, RBT can
produce a camera that is relatively
compact. Most importantly, they
address all the shutter synchroniza
tion and lens matching issues for the
user. This makes it the simplest way
to get into 2x2 stereo photography,
though not necessarily the cheapest.
The RBT cameras are even able to

use zoom lenses because they are
mechanically linked. This combina
tion of features makes the RBT a

good, general purpose stereo cam
era, suited for a wide variety of
shooting situations.
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Who

Introduced You

to 3-D?

by
Sean Isroelit

SCSC President

March 2005

SCSC PresidentSeanIsroelitwith hisfather RonIsroelit, a 3-D afi-
cianado and collectorofmotion pictures in a varietyofformats.

Do youremember the firsttimeyou sawa 3-Dimage? Now, I'm not talking about
whenyoulooked through a Viewmaster andclosed one eyesoyoucouldseeit better. Rather,
I'm talking about the first time youperceived that extra hidden dimension. Was there a per
son who introduced it to you?

Forme, it was my dad. I remember finding a pair of anaglyph glasses tuckedinside
an old,yellowed 1950'scomic bookthat I found whilethumbing through a stackof my dad's
old magazines. I donned the glasses and something extraordinary happened: Mighty Mouse
leaptoff the flatpage. He left the confines of hispaperprisonandzoomed intomy bedroom.
And throughout the years my father continued to introduce me to all kinds of 3-D.

In 1978, I was twelve years old and my dad rounded up the family to see an
anaglyph presentation of The Creaturefrom the Black Lagoon, which was double billed with
It Camefrom Outer Space. The double feature blurred into one "super-movie" with 3-D
invaders emerging fromaboveandbelowthe earth. I was blownawaywith this presentation
and quickly became hooked. 3-Dmovie experiences continued aftermoving fromSanDiego
to Los Angeles. My dad gathered us kids up again and off we went to Westwood to watch

(Continued on page three)

TheStereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3Dslide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or$40/dual (send to Membership Director). The3DNews is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those notwish
ing to participate in clubactivities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouragedto sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

March 17, 2005 - 4th Club Exhibition/competition &
"Stereographica Eclectica" program

April 21,2005 - 48th PSA Traveling Exhibition and surprise show.

AprU 30, 2005 - Closing 3-D MovieATdeo entries.

May 14, 2005 - Judging for 3-D MovieA^ideo Competition

May 19, 2005 - 5th club exhibition/competition and the
International Stereo Club Competition (ISCC)
fmal-round selection.
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f
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www.la3dcluh.org

Wilshire Blvd.

4th Club

Competition/Exhibition

Get out those award-winning

slides now. The March SCSC meeting
features the 4th competition and exhibi
tion of the club year and you will want
to be prepared. This is your next to last
chance to make out like a winner.

So, whether your stereo metier
is twin digital, stereo conversion, RBT,
Stereo Realist or Kodak, mount up
those slides for competition today. Did
you know that SCSC is one of the only
stereo clubs in the entire world that

offers a 2 X2 (twin 35mm) platform for
competition and exhibition? It's a par
ticularly beautiful format for stereo and
offers many options for unique mount
ing and apertures.

Stereographica Eclectica

The second program for 3-D in
March is a world premier called
"Stereographica Eclectica," featuring
an incredibly diverse selection of slide
images that range from Machu Picchu
to vintage nudes, magical 3-D Comics
to Bicameral Puzzlers, Deserts and
Mountains to 1950s views of Southem

Califomia. Don't miss this highly
unusual 3-D program which offers
many never-before-seen stereo views
by a variety of world-class stereogra-
phers.

li
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If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Cluh of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thmsday of every month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Chmch at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Pljnnouth
Blvd.



(Continuedfrom page one)

some 3-D greats like House of Wax and Dial M
for Murder where I experienced the full color
wonder of polarized projection.

3-D was now a fully digested and inte
grated part of my life. As I reached my 20's, I
gathered up my friends to see Surfer Girls at
the Vagabond Theater. In my 30's I went on
my fust date with Robin to the Califomia
Science Center to see Galapagos in IMAX 3-
D. My role was now transformed. 1became the
initiator, now ushering family and friends to
these 3-D experiences.

It's been thirty years since my dad
first introduced me to 3-D. And when 1 show

someone a 3-D slide, or an anaglyph print I try
and recall the enthusiasm and passion that my
dad displayed when he fust shared 3-D with
me. When were you first introduced to 3-D?

Which 3-D movie was your first? Who have

you introduced to 3-D?

COMICS
Svery P«<f®

SCSC President Sean Isroelit received hisfirst intro
duction to 3-D when he discovered a Mighty Mouse
"Three Dimension Comics" in a stack of his dad's
old magazines.

Last Month's Meeting: (akayou should've been there)
FEB 2K05

By JeffAmaral
SCSC Vice-President

The arrival of the first digital-slides from my new, twinned Sony digital
camera heralded an incredible day of inter-oculargymnastics.After a flurry ofrbt
mounting activity, 1 headed to the SCSC meeting to see what else might leap out
at me.

New House Director, Ed Ogawa, arrived early to organize the projector
set up, and take stock ofour overcrowded storage locker. If you suspect the lock
er might hold something of yours, the March meeting is a great time to find it
again before it is lost forever during ED'S SPRING CLEANING...

Lawrenee Kaufman set up a few outstanding polarized vectographs in
lightboxes, including his award-winning slide from the CA Science Center. This
vectograph process really intrigues me, as 1 was able to clearly view them from
across the room. Wow. Thanks to LK for bringing them in.

Franklin London brought in his brand new twin Sony digi-cam, making
him the second member to follow in Trendsetter D Starkman's footsteps, and pur
chase the hottest new digi-snap machine on the market. Interested? Contact Ion
Golden of 3d Concepts(http://www.stereoscopy.com/3d-concepts/)

Although there were some outstanding slides projected from the
Hollywood Competition, by far and away the most amazing presentation was lim
Long's award winning show Art in Depth. Although I've been collecting the
cards of lim's Fine Art Conversions a few at a time, I sprung for the entire col
lection on CD. It not only contains JPEGs of all ofhis conversions, but also con
tains an Anaglyph MS PowerPoint Slideshow that works with both PC and MAC.
Jim's hundreds of hours of work and research have successftilly shifted of my
perception of fine art! I wonder what David Hockney would say about Jim's Old
Masters? Too bad he missed the meeting...

SSM? ,js-y

A TwinDigital Camera Rig - Note conventional interocular

RlMSWESeeMlM
PECatT SffiWRV...

onsuwit®
PEWopMtece

aaU. 1 IJtTBSPHW?ewM
moPS. sygpior.
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SCSC Meeting Nights

Just another reminder that members

are welcome to arrive early and help set up the
meeting room. The earher the meeting gets
started the more we have time to see and enjoy.
We often times have open projector slides or
short shows that we just can not get up on the
screen, because we are expected to be out of
the meeting room at 10:00 PM. The janitor
carmot go home to his family rmtU we have
exited the building. In the past we have met at
local restaurants to continue our sharing and
discussions. But we must be out of the budd

ing at 10:00 PM.

National Academy of
Sciences Honors

The National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) has selected 17 individuals to receive
awards honoring their outstanding scientific
achievements. The awards wiU be presented
on May 2 at a ceremony in Washington, D.C.,
during the Academy's 142nd annual meeting.
Among this year's recipients are two scientists
doing research related to stereoscopic vision.

The "Troland Research Awards" - a

research award of $50,000 given annually to
each of two recipients to recognize unusual
achievement and to ftrrther their research with

in the broad spectrum of experimental psy
chology - go to Gregory C. DeAngelis, assis
tant professor of neurobiology, department of
anatomy and neurobiology, Washington
University School of Medicine, St. Louis, and
to Jacob Feldman, associate professor, depart
ment of psychology and Center for Cognitive
Science, Rutgers, The State University of New
Jersey, Piscataway.

DeAngehs was chosen "for his fun
damental contributions to understanding the
neural mechanisms underlying stereoscopic

by Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

vision: the discovery of a disparity mecha
nism and how it contributes to depth percep
tion." Feldman was chosen "for his advance

ment of mathematical and computational
approaches to perceptual organization in
human vision and human concept learning."
The research awards were established by a
bequest from Leonard T. Troland and have
been presented since 1984.

The Next BIG 3-D D VD

(or not)

Actually this will probably be the
shortest 3-D DVD ever! After playing a lim
ited city run last year, the current version of
"Spike & Mike's(r) Sick & Twisted Festival
of Animation" is now available on DVD.

http ://www.spikeandmike.com/festival-
tour.htm. In newspaper ads they had an
image of the 3-D anagl5q)h glasses you are
given when you purchase yom ticket. The ad
reads "Free 3D Glasses! For use in Dr.

Tram". It does not state "in 3-D", but since
the film is a compilation of shorts, you are
left to assume that "Dr. Tran" is in 3-D.

Looking at the program you read,
"Here Comes Dr. Tran" is 7 minutes and 45

seconds. "Dr. Tran" is actually a spoof of a
spy flick preview. At over seven minutes it
might be a httle long, but it is one of the fun
nier sick and twisted cartoons in the pro-
gram:

http://www.beyondgrandpa.com/drtranymai
n.html (but that might not be saying very
much). The program states "3-D Souvenir
Glasses Included with Every Show." "FREE
3D GLASSES!!! For use in a segment of
"Dr. Tran" unless you're baked, then you
can wear them during the whole damn
show!"

I can almost picture animators
Breehn Bums and Justin Himt sitting around
writing this cartoon. One says to the other
"Wouldn't it be fimny if we had a gag where
we teU the audience members to put on 3-D

glasses, we show a two second clip print
ed out of register in blue and red, then we
flash the title card to now take off the 3-

D glasses. If you haven't figured out by
now, that gag is the only purpose for the
audience members to receive 3-D glass
es.

As I predicted last year, the
hmited city tour ended and with luck
Spike and Mike has made this version
available on DVD. "Spike & Mike's(r)
Sick & Twisted Festival of Animation:

Caught in the Act!" was released on
Febmary 8th with the same artwork on
the cover as they used for the theatrical
release poster. Mike and Spike are wear
ing anaglyph glasses. American Paper
Optics, Inc. received screen credit (but
none on the glasses). They had shipped
over 70,000 glasses for the theatrical
release.

The DVD also includes an

ironic making-of documentary for "Dr.
Tran". Don't be fooled by sick and twist
ed 3-D imitations!

December Was the 3-D

Season

At your local market in
December, these 3-D items were jumping
off the shelves:

The TV Guide cover for

December 12-18,2004 had four different
animated (not 3-D) lenticular covers
from "The Simpsons". The lenticulars
peel off and become special-effects orna
ments to hang on your Christmas tree.
Santa wiU be looking for these on his
yearly visit, so please don't disappoint
him. Check out the TV Guide homepage
to see the animation:

http://www.tvguide.com/
Check out specially marked

packages of Betty Crocker's Fruit By the
Foot for Free 3-D glasses on the pack.
Plus six collectible 3D X-Treme trading



cards on the side of the box. You'll also find

3D X-Treme adventures on every roUof fruit
hy the foot. There are thirteen different flavors
listed on their website: http://www.gen-
eralmills.com/corporate/brands/product.aspx?
catID=49#

3-D Glassesfor 2-D Movies

Some 3-D collectors have 3-D

glasses with the logo from the 1989 'Weird Al'
Yankovic movie "UHF", but of course this
film wasn't in 3-D. So where did the glasses
come from and what was their purpose?

The existence of 3-D glasses does
n't really mean that a film existed in 3-D.
There are 3-D anaglyph glasses (circa 1951)
that say "Coming Soon! STRANGE DECEP
TION A Major Motion Picture in 3-
Dimension". Strange Deception was to be a
"girlie" production (that never happened). The
glasses were for viewing cheesecake still pix
(set of several pix) that were sold via mail
order from c. 1951 through perhaps '55. Based
in HoUjrwood, and later North Hollywood
rmder several names.

Lenticular Gift Cards

Many stores have gift cards avail
able with some cute lenticular images. These
can be found at the cash registers at numerous
retailers. K-Mart has an amazing wavy
American flag backgrormd, with the Statue of
Liberty in the foreground. Best Buy and
Target also have some cool ones to pick from.
One collector I know feels that these have no

value, so they are free. Others feel a cash
value must be added before the card can he

purchased, which can be as Httle as 1 cent.
Whatever your view, they make wonderful
collector's items.

CD Lenticular

Check out the CD release by rock
guitarist Steve Vai entitled "Steve Vai: The
Elusive Light And Soimd Vol. 1". The cover
features a very well done portrait lenticular of
Steve and some through the window effects.
Vai's CD cover works well and the music isn't

had either, aU are soundtrack cuts that he has
composed for films up to June 20, 1998.
Songs are from "Crossroads", "Dudes", "BiU
$ Ted's Bogus Journey", "Encino Man" and
"PCU".

Local Man Has 3-D Hobby

Last year I was featured in the
Corona-Norco Independent on the front
page with a full eolor picture about my
hobby of taking 3-D photos. The cool
part was a few days after the story ran,
the reporter contacted me and told me a
local lady had a 3-D camera that had
belonged to her late husband that she
wished to give to me. It was nice meet
ing her and seeing some of her old

slides and memories.

National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA)

Convention And Other

Future Stereo

Conventions:

"•Jlst NSA - Wednesday July 13,
2005 through Monday July 18, 2005,
Dallas/Ft. Worth area (Irving, Texas)
http ://2005.nsa3d.org/
'''32nd NSA - July 2006, Miami, Florida.
*33rd NSA Convention - Tuesday July 10,
2007 - Sunday July 15, 2007
(Possible additional days on the 16th and
17th for field trips). Boise, Idaho; Joint
ISU/NSA meeting - contact David W.
Kesner, drdave@dddphotography.com

International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
Congresses
New website: www.ISU3D.org (was
http://stereoscopy.com/isu/):
*2005 (15th) in Eastbourne, UK; September
14-19, 2005.

*2007 (16th) in Boise, Idaho, USA
(ISU/NSA - see above).

PSA Intemational Conference of

Photography (http://www.psa-photo.org):
2005 - August 29th - September 3rd. Salt
Lake City, UT. Sheraton City Centre Hotel.
2006 - September 4th - 9th. Baltimore, MD.
Hunt Valley Iim.
2007 - September 3rd - 8th. Tucson, AZ.
Starr Pass Marriott Resort & Spa.

The Stereoscopic Society (UK) Annual
Convention

(www.StereoscopicSociety.org.uk): This
year the Stereoscopic Society Convention

will be combined with the 15th ISU

Congress in Eastbourne, UK; September
14th- 19th, 2005.

SPIE - Stereoscopic Displays and
Applications Conference and Demo
Session: Usually the 4th week in January
in the San Jose, Cahfomia
area. The link www.stereoscopic.org
contains the latest info,

eighteen images. Closing date: June 17,
2005 (Judging on the following day).
Lee Pratt, FPSA, Stereo Sequence
Competitions Director, 107 Kipper
Lane, Madison, AL 35758-7706 USA.
E-mail: leepratt@knology.net Tel: (256)
325-1854 evenings. Fees: $10.00 in U.S.
funds for first Sequence entry, $5 for
second entry, $5 for third entry (from aU
countries)

SCSC is a member club of the National

Stereoscopic Association (NSA)
http://stereoview.org/, the Intemational
Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the Photographic
Society of America (PSA) http://psa-
photo.org/.

1 will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World
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WORLD
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Oi NATIONAL
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Getting Started in Digital
Camera 3-D Photography -

One User's Report
(Part Three)

by David Starkman

I will not do a step-by-step tutorial
on using any of the 3-D image editing pro
grams. Each one has it's own help files and
tutorials. The advantage of these programs is
the way that they easily let you open your left
and right image files and then align them, set
the stereo window (the convergence point of
the images), crop them as a pair, and do vari
ous manipulations (such as adjust brightness,
rotate not level images, match image size, fix
height errors, etc. ~ only if needed of course!).

Once you have cropped and adjust
ed the stereo pair to your liking, these pro
grams offer a choice of how you want to save
them, such as anaglyphs, or side-by-side pairs.
Another option is to save the separate right
and left image files, and this is where the
" Merged" folder is used. For example, let's
say that I have just finished cropping and
aligning the first Test Picture. In StereoPhoto
Maker, if I choose the Save LeflyRight Image
option it wdl take the name I give the image
and create separate files with this name and _1
and _r extensions for the left and right images.
These separate Left &Right image files locat
ed together are handy to have for doing later
work with the images, and makes it easier to
fmd and use them with the 3-D editing pro
grams. For this example I put the named L/R
pairs into the Testl2004_Merged folder.
(Theoretically, once you have saved ALL of

the Left/Right images that you want to keep
into the Merged folder one could consider
deleting the original separate Left and Right
folders to save space.)

The 3-D editing programs also
allow you to save the manipulated image pairs
as an anaglyph or side-by-side stereo pair, and,
in this case, I would save them to the

Testl2004_Edited folder, as ready-to-view
images.

Naming your images can be a great
descriptive help. For example, I use
NAMEanag.jpg for anglyphs,
NAMEsv4x6.jpg for 4" x 6" side-by-side print
stereoviews, and NAMEsv5x7.jpg for classic
3.5" X7" stereoviews printed on 5" x 7" paper
(and trimmed after getting them back fi-om the
lab).

Most of these programs seem to be
one-author programs, and being updated with

some regularity as feedback from users
comes in. (So check periodically for updates
on whatever ones you are using.)

Pokescope Pro has one feature I
like that I have not yet found in the other
programs. It has attractive templates for eas
ily making side-by-side pairs on standard 4"
X 6" print paper, or classic 3.5" x 7" cards
(with a choice of straight or curved tops)
printed on 5" x 7" paper. Again, I won't do a
tutorial on this, as full information may be
found at www.pokescope.com . However, I
will show an example of a curved top classic
stereo card that I was able to create in just a
few minutes with this program.

Once the print files are adjusted
and sized for the size prints that you want,
they may be copied onto a CD, or back onto
a memory card, for taking to a lab that does
prints from digital files. As an example, at
my local Costco lab, I'm getting 4" x 6"
prints for $0.19 each, and 5" x 7" prints (that
I trim to 3.5" x 7" later) for about $0.60 each.

As of this writing I have not yet
converted any of my digital images into
slides, hut I have seen shdes made from dig
ital image files at our local stereo club, and
at the Stereoscopic Society.

Unless you own an expensive film
recorder, the only way to get slides from dig
ital files is to send them (by email attach
ment) to a service bureau such as www.col-
orslide.com or www.shdes.com . The web

sites of these companies explains the process
of getting slides made from digital files.

If 3-D slides are your main goal,
you may want to pass on digital 3-D photog
raphy for the moment, as the cost is around
$2.50 per sHde, and that's 2 slides for each
stereo pair! Ifyou'd be happy with on-screen
viewing, and mostly anaglyph or side-by-
side prints, with occasional shdes, then digi
tal 3-D has a lot of advantages to offer!

Rigs like the ones being made by
Jacob van Ekeren, and those using the
LANG Shepherd box now make this an easy
possibhity.

We can only hope that in the not-
too-distant future that one of the big camera
manufacturers might consider making a true
all-in-one digital 3-D camera. Unlike a 3-D
fihn camera, a 3-D digital camera would be
much simpler and cheaper to construct.

With a number of 3-D image edit
ing programs available, it would be easy to
envision one that is dedicated to a sequential
Left/Right series ofpictures from a single 3-
D digital camera, and which could automati
cally convert them for viewing as anglyphs
or prints with just a chck or two!

As digital flat photography is rapidly
replacing traditional film photography, it may
be just a matter of time until we see a similar
revolution in 3-D imaging.

Just as I was completing this article I
was made aware of a superb online article by
John Hart that was just posted at
http://www.crystalcanyons.net/Pages/3DGuide
book/Digital3D.shtm

This article covers many of the same
topics that 1 have, and in much more technical
detail. John has taken the DIY route using the
LANG Shepherd controller, and a beautifully
self-made aluminum bracket. For those of you
who want more camera features, and have DIY
constructing skiUs, this article will tell you aU
you need to know.

John Hart's article also includes a

great ILLUSTRATED tutorial on using
StereoPhoto Maker, as weU as other useful tips
on processing your stereo digital images, and
concludes with what you can do with all of
those stereo images once you have taken and
processed them with SPM.

Another last-minute bonus! When I

got these digital cameras my only thought was
to create still 3D pictures. However, the cam
eras are also capable of taking MPEG videos. I
didn't consider this, as I assumed that preparing
them to view would he difficult. Thanks to

Masuji SUTO, the latest version of
StereoMovie Maker (SMM), available from
the same wehsite as StereoPhoto Maker, wiU
support Inverting the left camera movie. This
program will allow you to import Left and
Right MPEG or AVI files, aUgn them, and then
play them back in several formats, including
side-by-side, anaglyph, or interlaced. Then you
can store the final movie as an AVI file that can

be viewed easily on any computer. (Warning!
These take up a lot of memory!).

With the cost of digital equipment
dropping, and the power and capabilities
increasing daily, this offers a fun and EASY
way to create 3-D images without the process
ing and moxmting obstacles of making 3-D
slides or traditional trim-and-paste stereo
cards!



SCSC's Hollywood Exhibitions
The Stereo Club of Southern California recently hosted its annual

Hollywood Exhibitions. This was the 7th Annual Stereo Card edition, and
the 47th Annual Stereo Slide Exhibition. Lawrence Kaufman did his usual

fine job as Chairman of the Card Exhibition and, for the fust time, the Slide
Exhibition was Chaired by Philip Steinman, SCSC Competitions Director.

Winning Best of Show in the Card Exhibition was Dale Walsh of
Quebec, Canada and the SCSC Member Award was taken by David Saxon
of Sherman Oaks, California. Best of Show for the Slide division went to
Dennis Hanser ofImlay City, Michigan. Robert Bloomberg ofForest Knolls,
California won the SCSC Member Award with a slide titled Bam Owl Chick.

Lawrence Kaufman of Corona, Califomia won the new Spirit ofHollywood
Award sponsored by the Hollywood Sign Trust with a colorful slide titled
IMAX & Science Center Courtyard. Kathy Day, Ed Ogawa and Philip
Steinman were additional SCSC Members who garnered acceptances in the
Hollywood Exhibitions.

Serving as judges for both Hollywood Exhibitions were Chris
Olson and David Thompson. David Kuntz was third judge for the Slide
Exhibition and Jim Long served as third judge for the Card Division. The
Hollywood Card and Slide Exhibitions were presented February 10 at the
Pasadena Stereo Club, Febraary 17 at the SCSC meeting and February 23 to
the San Diego Stereo Camera Club. Color catalogues for both Hollywood
Exhibitions have been mailed out to all participants.

Lawrence Kaufman's IMAX & Science Center Courtyard took the Spirit of
Hollywood Award sponsored by the Hollywood Sign Trust.

The Fourth Lver 3-D .Mo\ie.'N ideo Coinpeiitioii
Closing Date foi L-.mnc>: .A;mi1 ^0

Chairmen: John Hait (mo\ ic^^d a nol ciim)

Laurence Kaufman (k.iuriiMii n) u eaillilirik net)

will

'I

No 3-D collection

is complete without..

The SCSC Movie DVD
setTuenficrf 3-D videos

Only
$15.00

The SCSC Club T-Shirt
With3-D ana^^lAs

A mere

Technical
pages
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The Technicai Pages
The uKinnite3-D phoO) re^rence

To order:
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Choosing a Slide Bar for Close-Ups

Over the last several months,
I've described many different types of
stereo camera. However, it is also pos
sible to take 3-D pictures with a single
2-D camera. This is accomplished by
simply taking one exposure, moving
the camera, and then taking a second
exposure. Exactly how this maneuver
is performed depends upon factors
such as the distance to the subject
material, the focal length of the lens
used, and the presence or absence of
any movement in the subject.

Close-up photography
requires fairly small movements of the
camera between exposures. In addi
tion, it is important that the direction in
which the camera is pointing not be
changed between images. Otherwise,
there will be large differences in how
the subject is framed between left and
right exposures, making the final
stereo image difficult to mount arid
view.

Exposure 1 position

Top plate

Exposure|2 |osition

-Base

Camera Is movedbetween exposures

Base is stationary
between exposures

h\j David W. Kuntz

Because of these require
ments, it is usually necessary to use
some sort of precision movement
device to translate the camera

between the left and right exposures.
Such a mechanism is usually called a
slide bar.

The first figure shows how a
slide bar works in practice. The cam
era is attached to a plate that moves
relative to a base. The base is usual

ly mounted to a tripod. This arrange
ment enables the camera to be moved

a precise amount in a direction per
pendicular to that in which it is point
ing. If the slide bar is well made,
there should be virtually no twisting,
fuming or tilting ofthe camera during
this movement.

Slide bars

There have been quite a
number of different style slide bars
made over the years, and there is cur
rently a wide selection ofnew models
to choose from. Two of these are

shown in the next figure. When
selecting a slide bar, important con
siderations include mechanical sta

bility, movement range, the move
ment actuator type, and presence or
absence of a fiducial scale.

Mechanical stability is how
much unwanted camera movement

the slide bar allows. A good quality
slide bar holds the camera virtually as
securely as if it were mounted direct
ly to the tripod, and only allows
motion perpendicular to the direction
in which the camera is pointed.
Some slide bars have a locking fea
ture to hold the camera once a posi
tion is set. If your camera setup
includes a long or heavy lens, or any
other equipment that is cantilevered
off the front of the camera, then is it

8

important to make sure that the slide
bar permits no tipping motion.

Movement range is the
maximum distance that the slide bar

allows between left and right expo
sures. For a slide bar intended sole

ly for close-up work, a movement
range of up to the standard stereo
camera lens spacing of about three
inches is more than enough.
Typically about two inches total
range is fine. If you want a multi
purpose slide bar, useful for botlT
close-ups (hypostereos) and hyper-
stereos, then a longer travel model,
with maybe six to 10 inches of trav
el, would be preferable.

The actuator is the mecha

nism that drives the motion.

Usually this is just the photograph
er's hand, but some slide bars use a
screw drive or a crank. The advan

tage of having some type of screw
or gear driven mechanism is that it
usually allows for greater precision
in positioning the camera. This can
be especially valuable for extreme
close-up work, in which the total
camera movement might only be a
few millimeters. It is difficult to

accurately make such a small move
ment by hand. Some slide bars also
feature detents, or click stops, at cer
tain positions, such as every inch or
half inch. This not only allows for
very accurate positioning, but also
enbales the movement to be per
formed very quickly.

A fiducial scale is simply
some type of an indicator, often a
series ofmarks that look like a ruler,
that indicate the position of the
upper plate. This makes it easy to
know exactly how much you have
moved the camera between expo
sures.

A slide bar is a very useful
tool for the stereo photographer's
camera bag and can last a lifetime.
It's worth making the investment to
get a good quality unit.
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Hollywood Looks Twice at 3-D!
By Sean Isroelit, SCSC President

With the recent press coverage 3-D movies have heen getting, you might think
we're on the verge of a stereoscopic renaissance. You're wrong. Look a little closer and
you'll find that the opposite is true. At a professional conference I attended last month, I
overheard a discussion about a new technology aimed at converting 3-D films to 2-D. A flat
out attack on some of our most revered stereoscopic treasures is afoot. Imagine watching
House of Wax and when it gets to the paddleball sequence - nothing, the ball stays on the
screen!

OK. April Fools day is over. And the truth is that it indeed appears that the public
and Hollywood have renewed interest in 3-D. Lucas will convert the Star Wars saga to 3-
D, Rodriguez and Cameron will continue to shoot twin-view 3-D, Imax will enjoy its giant
screen stereoscopic successes. And the Stereo Club of Southern California will be here to
aggregate this new wealth of news, information, and techniques for all stereo enthusiasts.
What will our place be in the new 3-D-savvy world? The same as it's always been. We will
educate, enlighten and encourage the enjoyment of the stereoscopic arts. I look forward to
watching Star Wars3-D in 2007, but until then, I look forward to our next meeting, where
I can see some great 3-D work done by our club members.

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to; r3dzone@earthlink.net
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Calendar of Events

April 21, 2005 - 48th PSA Traveling Exhibition and Morro Bay
3-D Slide Program by Abe Perlstein.

April 30, 2005 - Closing 3-D MovieA^ideoentries.

May 14, 2005 - Judging for 3-D MovieA^ideo Competition

May 19, 2005 - 5th club exhibition/competition and the
International Stereo Club Competition (ISCC)
final-round selection.

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC House Director

Ed Ogawa
310-578-1080 x210

ed5ogawa@dslextreme.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3 d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

www.la3dclub.org

torn

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

fWi shtre Blvd.

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday ofevery month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

PSA Traveling Stereo
Competition in April

For April, SCSC has booked
the 49th Photographic Society of
America (PSA) Traveling Stereo
Competition. For 48 years this stereo
slide show has first been presented at
the PSA annual convention in

September.
The show is then judged by

stereo camera clubs across the United

States and it includes the accepted
slides from the competition. Each club
picks their own award winners and after
a year on-the-road the entrants receive
their entries and any medals they may
have been awarded.

Visitors to SCSC in March

SCSC was very pleased to
welcome the following individuals at
the March 2005 meeting:

Perry Hoberman
Los Angeles, Califomia

Marcus Thiebaux

Marientina Gotsis

Veniee, Califomia
TedHarper

West Covina, Califomia
Michael Sherman

Irvine, Califomia
Thomas Jane

Los Angeles, Califomia



March 2005

Competitions Report
by Philip Steinman

Marvelous March

The March SCSC exhibition

was a smaller but still delightful show
ing of some great 3-D photography.
We had two new judges, Garth Weser
(always dazzling us with his lenticulars)
and Gwen Fornato (our Vice Prez's
fiancee), and the veteran stereo photog
rapher Jack Laxer (architectural 3-D
guru).

In the A Group Conventional
category Abe Perlstein won an
Honorable Mention for the sun bathing
beauties in Shell Creek Nymphs and the
Award for the stunning rainbow land
scape Spring Shower Rainbow.

In the B Group Conventional
category the Award went to John Hart
for the the always beautiful Lake
Louise. An Honorable Mention went to

Randy Koenig's Pt Dume Beach. We
encourage newbies to pick up a 3D
camera, and submit your favorite
images in our B Group.

The Non-Conventional

Category continues to inspire us this
season. Honorable Mentions went out

to George Vidacovich's fim and won
derfully composed Flasher, Kathy
Day's beautifully lit Cattails; and
Philip Steinman's Campjire Sparkles
and Fidel Martinez's 49 Marathon

Medals. There is a dramatic story
behind this picture that I took of Fidel
the day before the LA Marathon that
you can read at www.fidelmartinez.com
The Award went to Kathy Day's
Backpacker Descending to Woods
Creek.

In the digital category Ray
Zone picked up an HM for his 2D-3D
conversion of Prometheus, as did Jim
Long for Agony in the Garden. Jim
Long also won the Award for both
Kansas Twister, a spellbinding tornado
image and Twin Hearted Oak, a richly
detailed monochrome. Special thanks

to those who make the show happen: our
projectionist David Starkman, score keeper
Kathy Day and Rohin Lim-Zang, and
Vertical/Horizontal aligner Ed Ogawa.
Special thanks to Tom Jane for manning the
all-important focus control.

Below are the current SCSC 2004-

5 Season Standings after 4 (of 5) competi
tions. Each of our 3 judges award each slide
a score of 5-9, for a possible point range
totaling between 15-27.

After 3 SCSC exhibitions, full par
ticipation by submitting 9 slides thus far
means you'll have at least 150 points! (3
images x 5point min x 3judges x4 competi-
tions=150). So please submit makeup slides
if you have not kept pace by showing 3
slides in each of the last 3 exhibitions, as this
will boost your point total.

Complete participation is an award
everyone can win at the year end summer
banquet! We welcome a landslide of images
for May Competitions as many of you gath
er makeup slides to add to your May entries.

A Group Conventional

Derek Cowie 249

Abe Perlstein 247

Lawrence Kaufman 241*

Mike McKinney 188**
Robin Burks 183**

Franklin Londin 177**

Ray Zone 126
Chris Olson 125

B Group Conventional

John Hart 233

Randy Koenig 172**
Chuck Bemhardt 117

Jan Adams 64

Dave Washbum 56

Non-Conventional

Kathy Day 271
Philip Steinman 262
Abe Perlstein 256

Lawrence Kaufman 252*

David Starkman 198**

Mike MeKinney 197**
James Comstock 137

George Vidacovich 126
Steve Berezin 118

Susan Pinsky 65
David Washbum 20

Ray Zone 19
JimBatemik 18

Digital

Jim Long 283
Barry Rothstein 251
Franklin Londin 105

JeffAmaral 46

Ray Zone 45

*judges receive their average for one
exhibition event

** these exhibitors are within easy strik
ing distance of Complete Participation if
they submit a set of makeup slides.

Exhibitors above the line are on pace for
Complete Participation

Special guests at the March SCSC meeting
were (left to right) Perry Hoberman, Marcus
Thiebaux and Marientina Gotsis, seen

here viewing the phantograms of SCSC
member Barry Rothstein. Hoberman is an
instructor in new media at USC where he

teaches a class on interactive media and

stereoscopy. Gotsis is a student in the
class which is held at the Zemeckis Digital
Media Center. Each student completes a
3-D project as a course requirement.
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Hollywood Jumping on
Digital 3-D Bandwagon

I don't know how many times I
have heard someone say something like
"3-D needs a really good film like 'Star
Wars' to catch on". Well it looks like we

will finally get oiir 3-D "Star Wars. The
big news fi^om the movie industry's annu
al ShoWest Convention was not only that
James Cameron and Robert Rodriquez
were behind regular digital theaters pre
senting 3-D films; but that George Lucas
wants to convert all six "Star Wars" films

to 3-D and re-release them one per year
starting in 2007.

Some Upcoming 3-D Films

"Wild Safari 3D" A South American

Adventure" large format (LF) film from
nWave Pictures (May 2005)
"The Adventures of Shark Boy and Lava
Girl" (June 10th) the latest from Robert
Rodriquez (Spy Kids)
"Tom Hanks Presents Magnificent
Desolation" September IMAX release
"Denizens of the Deep" (2006 - working
title) IMAX (sequel to "Into the Deep")
"Everything" (2006) LF film from the
National Film Board of Canada

"Dinosaurs From Patagonia 3D"
(December 2006) LF film from Sky High
Entertainment Canada

"Super Bowl to the Max" (2007) NFL
Films

"Battle Angel" due 2007 from James
Cameron

"Bugs! 2" (2007) LF film
"Man Eating Sharks" (2007) LF film
"Wings Over the Wildemess" LF film

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

Real D Acquires
StereoGraphics

Corporation

One month prior to ShoWest
this acquisition seemed to open the door
for James Cameron's dream ofdigital 3-
D theaters. Lenny Lipton announced
that his company StereoGraphics was
under new ownership:

"StereoGraphics is now under
new ownership — a beneficial change
for our customers and partners - and to
me personally. I will be active with the
company as the Chief Technology
Officer".

Check out the press release at:
http://www.reald.com/about.html

Real D's principals are no
strangers to 3-D. Michael V. Lewis, Co-
Founder & Chairman had played a piv
otal role in shaping the landscape of
modem 3D cinema during his tenure as
eo-founder and CEO of L-Squared. L-
squared had produced the incredible
dinosaur footage for "T-Rex: Back to
the Cretaceous" and also produced the
under-appreciated "Siegfried and Roy:
The Magic Box". Funny, when you go
to L-Squared's old website:
http://www.lsqr.com/ You get
'reald.com'

Joshua Greer's (Real D's co-
founder & chief executive officer) pas
sion for 3-D was ignited while working
with Academy Award® winner James
Cameron on "Ghosts of the Abyss"
when Mr. Greer designed the first all-
digital 3D projection system for Walden
Media, an entertainment studio

co-founded by Mr. Greer and backed by
Phil Anschutz. Based on the audience's

,4,

amse

enthusiastic response to the film, Mr.
Greer decided to focus on the devel

opment of stereoscopic digital pro
jection systems, ultimately leading to
the creation of REAL D (The
Cameron coimection).

StereoGraphics has an
impeccable track record ofdelivering
best-in-class stereoscopic technolo
gies to leading companies world
wide. REAL D will harness

StereoGraphics' vast scientific and
manufacturing expertise to introduce
new solutions for content creators

and exhibitors who are seeking a
competitive advantage in a rapidly
changing entertainment industry.
Unlike traditional 3D projection
technology that requires two projec
tors, the REAL D solution allows a

single digital projector to play the
highest quality stereoscopic content
while remaining fully compatible
with existing and future 2D digital
formats. This model offers exhibitors

the maximum flexibility in the types
of content they wish to exhibit.

For decades, the scientific,
medical and manufactirring indus
tries have relied on StereoGraphics'
patented teehnology to advance their
research and development. Now,
REAL D is applying these advance
ments achieved by StereoGraphics to
architect the unparalleled visual
experiences for audiences every
where. StereoGraphics, based in San
Rafael, Calif, was founded by Leimy
Lipton, the foremost pioneer in
stereoscopic technology and prolific
inventor holding patents in virtually
every area of stereoscopic display
technology. In 1996 Lipton received



an award from the Smithsonian

Institution for his invention of

CrystalEyes®, the first practical electron
ic stereoscopic product for computer
graphics and video applications.

Processing Nimslo Stereo

For some labs that do lenticular process
ing, check the online resource;
http ://www.stereoscopy.com/faq/lenticu-
larprocessing.html

There are not many choices left.
You could try asking at the Yahoo lentic-
ulargroup:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lenticu-
lar3D/

Lenticular printing is available
from 3D creations in the UK. Their URL

is www.3dcreations.ukcompanies.org.
They handle lenticular printing for 2, 3,4
or more lens cameras. (The 2 lens is a
newly available option).

Reprints and enlargements are
all available. The site has detailed info on

the processes used as well as hints and
tips etc. They also sell new single-use and
reloadable cameras (all 3 lens).

Orasee Corporation, 4850 River
Green Parkway, Duluth, OA 30096 no
longer offers processing. They do have
software on their website and a link to

offering processing still. You can contact
them as (770) 497-0727 or download
order forms from their website:

http://www.orasee.com
I believe Clik 3D bought

Orasee's equipment, but they are not
encouraging people to send in film for
processing. They are having some prob
lems converting from a photographic
process to digital prints and have a large
backlog: http://www.clik3d.com/

Prepackaged "3D4U" software,
instructions and lenticular material for

creating your own prints are available
from Mediabop, 46560 Fremont Blvd.
#117, Fremont, CA 94538

http://www.mediabop.com/
Faramarz Ghahremanifar

<iran_3d@yahoo.com> asks us to please
see www.3d-lenticular.20m.com He

offers 3 LENS STEREO FILM PRO

CESSING & LENTICULAR PRINT

ING, 4 LENS STEREO FILM PRO
CESSING & LENTICULAR PRINT

ING, NEW 3D LENTICULAR CAM
ERAS, 3D/FLIP/ANIMATED
LENTICULAR BUSINESS CARDS,
FUN PLATES - FUN ANIMATED

NUMBER PLATES, 3D LENTICU
LAR POINT OF SALE SIGNS.

Igor Kurchavov has a free
downloadable lenticular printing
instruction book and sells lenticular

materials: http://www.3dpictures.biz/
Igor www.3DPhotoPro.com recom
mends: You could subscribe on free

"Lenticular Tips and Tricks" newsletter
from the website:

www. 3dphotopro.com

Dimensions Three

The stereo division of the

Photographic Society ofAmerica (PSA)
has its own newsletter; Published for
many years by Stan White and more
recently hy George Themelis. It has
been a couple of years since an issue
was published, while PSA has been
searching for a new editor.

The PSA stereo division web

master David Thayer has begun editing
the next issue. Dave would love contri

butions of articles or information for

future issues; email Dave at: davethay-
er@comcast.net

D3 is the Newsletter of the

Stereo Division of PSA (Photographic
Society of America). It was published
three times a year: January, May and
September. The preferred distribution of
D3 is electronic, in the form of a PDF
file. The back issues are available

online:

http://home.comcast.net/~psastereo/
Some of the regular features in

D3:

- Short news from the Stereo Division.

- Announcements of various stereo

activities.

- Summary of Stereo Exhibition and
Circuit results.

- Interviews with Stereo Division

Members

- Highlights of Stereo Club activities
(summary of Stereo Club info)
- Tutorials on stereo photography.
- Historical articles

The advantage of the elec
tronic distribution is the availability
of color for the readers and also the

reduced expenses for the Stereo
Division. Printed copies (in B&W)
are kept on file by the Editor. These
can be mailed (while supplies last) to
those who do not have access to the

Internet, but you must supply the
Editor with self-addressed and

stamped (one first-class stamp)
envelopes for one or more years.

SCSC is a member club of the

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) http://stereoview.org/, the
International Stereoscopic Union
(ISU) http://isu3d.org/ and the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) http://psa-photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging;
Past & Present;

in

STEREO
WORW
' -Only $32 a year

from

NATIONAL
WM STBtEOSCOPIC
» 7«J ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



SCSC member Abe Perlstein with the custom twin 35mm rig used to shoot the Morro Bay
National Estuary Stereo Photo Survey

Morro Bay 3-D Slide
Program at April SCSC

Meeting

Long-time SCSC member Abe
Perlstein, currently a resident of the
Central Coast will be making a rare
appearance April 21st at the SCSC
monthly meeting with his 30-minute nar
rated 4-projector show, "WINGS ON
AND OVER MORRO BAY, seleetions
from the 2003-2004 Morro Bay National
Estuary Stereo Photo Survey."

Morro Bay is one ofjust twenty-
eight national estuaries and is widely con
sidered by experts to be the most pristine
and vital estuarine environment on the

California coastline south of San

Franeisco Bay.
In the summer of 2003, Perlstein

founded what he believes is the world's

first long-term (15-month) photographic
overview study of an ecosystem using
hyper stereo photography techniques.
This globally unprecedented environmen
tal public outreach and education project
was made possible through funds donated
in part from a San Luis Obispo-based arts
foundation and produeed in cooperation
with the Morro Bay National Estuary
Program (www.mbnep.org).

If you plan to be on the
Central Coast and find yourself in
the Morro Bay area, stop by the
Estuary Visitor Center located on
the water front at 601

Embarcadero. The Morro Bay
National Estuary Program manages
the center featuring it's newest
exhibit, Diseover The Estuary In 3-
D, a permanent binocular slide
viewer display showcasing high
lights from the Stereo Photo
Survey.

The survey was designed
as a loving tribute to the wide
diversity of animals, plants, geo
logical features, human activities,
with special focus given to resident
and migratory bird populations
thriving on the life-giving force and

rhythms of nature.
Hyper stereoscopic photograph

ic techniques provide fantastical perspec
tives as if gazing through high powered
binoculars. Left and right binocular per
spectives are produced by engaging a sin
gle camera shooting a left and right-hand
pair in sequence, or by employing two
cameras mounted on a bar or on separate
tripods. Precision matching lens optics
and twin-camera bar alignment (using a
newly designed bar developed by
Perlstein in conjunction with Really Right
Stuff, Inc. www.reallyrightstuff.com) and
simultaneous shutter release results in

profound you-are-there viewer-perceived
dimensionality from foreground to back
ground and everything in between.

It is important to point out that
95% or more of California's wetlands

have been lost to development since the
early I900's. By sharing the marvels of
Morro Bay and her many life forms
through the magic of stop-action stereo
photography, it is Perlstein's hope that
nature lovers everywhere may find inspi
ration by taking a proactive stanee toward
the conservation, preservation, and stew
ardship of our last vital remaining natural
resources.

Included in the show is a master

ful 2-D to 3-D stereo conversion of a vin

tage black & white aerial photo of Morro
Bay provided by SCSC member, Jim
Long.

A short Q & A will follow the
presentation.

Hie Inm SlKon in hare: uutJltteU with u number uj uijjercnl lenses with varying '
focal lengths. Very long lenses were also usedfor telephoto stereo shots ofarea wildlife.
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The Fourth Ever 3-D Movie/Video Competition

Sponsored by the 3-D Movie/Video Division !
of the Stereo Club ofSouthern California

Information on the club's website; www.la3dcliib.com -•

Chairmen: John Hart (movies3d@aol.com); Lawrence Kaufman (kaufman3d(a;eai1:h-J
link.nct)

. '..sia

Closing Date for Entries: April 30, 2005
Judging (commencing at noon): May 14, 2005

Exhibition Dates (to be announced) June, July, 2005
Winners notified by June 1, 2005

Awards and Catalog sent by August 1, 2005

JUDGES

Ray Zone is a 3-Dfilm producer, writerandhistorian of stereoscopic cineina.j
An SCSC member and former club President, Ray is now editor of the 3-D News. He
has also been a professional and award-wirming stereographer for over twenty years!
and has produced or published over 130 3-D comic books. Zone entered the First Ever
3-D ("ompetition in 1997. Aclip of his entry. Electrical Light Parade is included in the
20 Year Retrospective DVD.

Chris Condon is a pioneer in the design of single strip stereocinematographyi
systems for feature tilms. Chris was the producer of one of the highest earning 3-0-
films ever. TheStewardesses, as well as Capitol Hill Girls, and Surfer Girls. His com
pany. Stereovision,has provided lenses and technical support for many of the 3-D films
shot :n the last thirty years.

Dan Symmes is a director, writer and cameraman who has worked on many,
3-D features throughout the years. He is president and CEO of his own company.
Dimension 3. Dan was a co-founder of Stereovision and a co-founder of 3D Video-

( oiporation, the company that brought 3-D to television. He co-authored the defini-
ti\c CD movie book. Amazing 3-D. Dan was also instrumental in bringing th^
Hollywood World 3-D Film Expo to the silver screen. 3

Fees and Mailing
SlOvOO US (no return entry); $15.00 US for surface mail return.

A1 1 CTHER COUNTRIES: $15.00 US (no return entry); $25.00 US for return.
Send films/videos with entry fee and application to: John Hart, 3-D Video/Movie
Competition, 8730 _ Wyngate Street, Sunland, California 91040 USA.

« Conditions ofEntry
Eligibility: Films/videos must be produced by the entrant. Previous entries are not
eligible.
Formats: We are equipped to project 16mm Bolex/Elgeet, regular 8mm dual, super
8mm Powell/Elmo, pulfrich, anaglyph, S-VHSWHS/DVD (NTSC) field-sequential
video (standard play speed). Please inquire about other formats.

judging Criteria: Submissions will bejudged on image quality within the limitations j
of the format, creativity, 3-D effect, editing and story. Pre-screening will be allowed!

10 minute rule). g

Just
$24.95

The SCSC Movie DVD
He/d sequentiaf 3-D videos

Only
$15.00

The SCSC Club T-Shirt
With3-D ema^fyfdis

The

pages

by

piper

A mere
$24.00

The l^hniccd P^es
The ultimate 3-D photo reference

To order:
Call David Kuntz

at 310-377-5393 or e-mai!
payment@la3dclub.com



3-D Filmmakers Support
Digital Movies

March 17,2005 at the ShoWest
Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada,
Texas Instruments's DLP Cinema pre
sented their prototype digital 3-D plat
form for motion pictures. The images
were shown on a 48-foot white matte

screen, and projected on a Christie 2000
DLP Cinema projector with Dolby sur
round sound. No silver screen was nec

essary because the single projector used
"page-flipping technology" for alternat
ing field 3-D running at 120 fields per
second with no noticeable flicker. The

audience viewed the digital 3-D movies
with liquid crystal shuttering (LCS)
glasses running at the higher field rate.

After showing clips from var
ious films such as Star Wars, Top Gun,
Lilo & Stitch and Spy Kids converted to
digital 3-D by the In-Three Company in
Woodland Hills, California, Doug
Darrow, Business Development
Manager for TI DLP Cinema hosted a
panel discussion, with filmmakers
George Lucas, James Cameron, Robert
Zemeckis, Robert Rodriguez and
Randall Kleiser. Some of their com

ments are excerpted here.
ZEMECKIS; We didn't plan in

the beginning to do Polar Express in
IMAX 3-D, which is one of the beauties

of doing the movie virtually. It was my
intention to do a 2-D movie but it real

ly was very simple ultimately to make it
in 3-D.

CAMERON: If studios get
excited about making 3-D produets for
everyone, then you will have hundreds
and eventually thousands of IMAX 3-D
screens. People will seek out that
IMAX experience. I think it's terrifical
ly advanced. You know they could have
seen it in their local multiplex, but they
drove across town.

As for my next 3-D film.
Battle Angel, we're pretty excited. It's a
science fiction film. We're going to be
blending live action, and CO the way
that Robert did in Spy Kids. We're
going to shoot real sets with CO char

acters, and some live action actors with CO
sets. It's going be a real mix and match;
we're going to take you into that world of 3-
D and, hopefully, it will all be terrifically
exciting.

LUCAS: A real issue with quality,
with digital and movies is to ask if digital is
better than film? Is it a good enough quali
ty that audiences will notice, and that is what
it comes down to. Right now my new movie
is completely digital and it looks the same as
any movie looks, the same as film. In a lot of
cases, the story has a lot more to do with it,
rather than the actual cinematic quality. A lot
of people degrade the image to make it griit-
ter, dirtier, more grainy- to make it the par
ticular way that they want. Whether it's 3-D
IMAX or a little movie screen— it doesn't

matter if the quality is good, and it's good
across the boards.

RODRIGUEZ: It really is hard for
me to go to movie theatres now. I'm used to
such a clear picture at home with DVDs.
Then you go for the actual experience, and
the film comes up, and you think you're
watching a Nickelodeon - with things
scratching and jumping around. You're like
saying "What?! What is this I paid ten bucks
for? This?" This thing just got here, it's
opening day, and it'll be in the theatre for ten
weeks. So 1 think people are really seeing
the difference between their home experi
ence and theatre. It's gotta be better, other
wise why are they hauling their butts out
there?
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I SCSC Presidents
i si

in honor ofSCSC's 50th anniversary, htu ^ a
list of all the past SCSC presidents. Ih'w
many names do you recognize?

2004-present - Sean Isroelit
^ 2002-2004 - Philip Steinman
' 2000-2002 - Steve Berezin

1998-2000 - Lawrence Kaufman

1997-1998 -GregHooper
1996-1997 - Mitchell Walker

1994-1996 - Christopher Olson
1993-1994 - Mitchell Walker

1991-1993 - Susan Pinsky
1990-1991 - Padric McLaughlin

1989-1990 - Bruce Elliott

1988-1989 -Greg Hooper
1986-1988 - Ray Zone

1985-1986 - David Kuntz

1984-1985 -Bob Kneisel

1983-1984 - Tony Alderson
1982-1983 - Marilyn Felling
1981 -1982 - David Starkman

1980-1981 -RickFinney
1979-1980 - Tim Cardinale

1977-1979 - Jerry Walter
1975-1977 - Charles Piper
1974-1975 - Bryan Riggs
1972-1974 - Floyd Garton
1971-1972 - Lester Lauck

1970-1971 -BertLaursen

1969-1970 - Dr. Art Spalding
1968-1699 - Stergis M. Stergis
1967-1968 - Elmer Weidknecht

1966-1967 - Charles Osborii

1965-1966 - Russ Terrill

1963-1964-Lew Butterfield

1961-1963 - Sylvia Sikes
1960-1961 -Merle S. Eweii

1959-1960 - George Pond
1958-1959 - Elya Wenger

1957-1958 - Dr. Duane Smith

1955-1957 - Dr. Harold Lutes

Doing a bit of 3-D fdming of their own are SCSC
President Sean Isroelit (camera) with VPJeffAmaral.
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President

Sean Isroelit

888-266-1654

sean@medialair.com

Vice President

Jeff Amaral

323-969-9543

jamaral@earthlink.net

Secretary
Kathy Day
310-514-1049

highsierra3d@hotmail.com

Treasurer/Membership
David Kuntz

310-377-5393

davidkuntz@cox.net

Banquets/Social
Robin Lim-Zang
323-401-3001

meowfiil@yahoo.com

Librarian

Lawrence Kaufman

951-736-8918

kaufman3d@earthlink.net

3D News Editor/Programs
Ray Zone
323-662-3831

r3dzone@earthlink.net

SCSC Mystery Puzzle
by Sean Isroelit, SCSC President

i

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate in club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news items, art or photos and articles. Deadline is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthlink.net



MAY
Calendar of Events
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May 14, 2005 - Judging for 3-D Movie/Video Competition

May 19, 2005 - 5th club exhibition/competition and the
International Stereo Club Competition (ISCC)
final-round selection.

June 16, 2005 - The annual View-Master Exhibition selection.

July 13, 2005 - 31st NSA - Wednesday July 13, 2005 through
Monday July 18, 2005, Dallas/Ft. Worth area
(Irving, Texas) http://2005.nsa3d.org/

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC House Director

Ed Ogawa
310-578-1080 x210

ed5ogawa@dslextreme.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

wwwJa3dclub.org

10/-'

Wilshire United

Methodist Church

Wi shire Bh/d

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday of every month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

5th Club Competition

Get out those award-winning
stereo slides now. May 2005 marks the
last SCSC competition of the club year.

Here's your chance to catch up
and gamer your place in the competition
spotlight for the current club year.

ISCC International

Competition

May 2005 also brings the final-
round selection of the Intemational

Stereo Club Competition chaired by
Steve Dudley.

So far SCSC has ended up in
2nd place in the overall standings and
with 13 out of a possible 18 participants
is the club with the most participation of
all stereo clubs worldwide!

SCSC members Jan Adams,
Kathy Day, and David Starkman have
all garnered Honorable Mention Awards
in the ISCC Competition.

New Member

Homer Barrera

Los Angeles, California
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Lawrence Kaufman Day at SCSC
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The auspicious April meeting ofSCSC wasfilled with stereo photographers that were all named Lawrence Kaufman.
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President Lawrence Kaufman presented Lawrence Kaufman with Official SCSC Proclamation ofLawrence Kaufman Day.

r "hkiL

Lawrence Kaufman enjoved the festivities ofLawrence Kaufman Day with his proud spouse Lawrence Kaufman.

Digital StereoPhotos hy David Starkman
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Last Month's Meeting

Identity theft ran rampant at last
month's meeting when April 21,2005 was
named "Lawrence Kaufman Day". I was
honored, embarrassed and (pretty-much)
speechless by this very special honor
bestowed upon me during the April get-
together. Cassie was happy that she was
able to change from Mrs. Lawrence
Kaufman to Lawrence Kaufman (she
seemed to really enjoy the mustache).

The Golda Meir quote "Don't be
so humble, you're not that great!" comes
to mind, but 1 do appreciate being appre
ciated. So perhaps another Golda Meir
quote should be mentioned: "Glorious
bouquets and storms of applause are the
trimmings which every artist naturally
enjoys." Thanks for the unforgettable
honor!

Charley Van Pelt

We've missed seeing Charley
Van Pelt at the last several meetings, but 1
think it is due to his many projects and not
his lack of interest. Long-time SCSC
Member and even longer former View-
Master® scenic photographer and distrib
utor has been busy putting the finishing
touches on his next historic endeavor

"The Stories of Chief Joseph and Crazy
Horse". Charley will likely be selling
these at the National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) convention in Texas in
July.

Charley believes he is moving
more and more into the retirement mode,
but he certainly seems busy to me. A new
3-D project had been to re-shoot some
outdated scenes at the famous Meteor

hy Lawrence Kaufman
NSA Regional Director

Crater in northern Arizona. You can

visit his website: http://charleyvan-
pelt3d.com/ and check out his online
newsletter.

The 54 3-D views of Crazy
Horse and Chief Joseph will be in book
let fonn and not on a View-Master reel

set. Charley is a great landscape pho
tographer, which is evident when his
views are produced in large-format
color, 2-D, as in his 2006 Lewis &
Clark: Trail of Discovery calendar.
Charley is still planning a "Classic
Aircraft" set (84 images starting with
the Wright Brothers' "Flyer" and ending
with the latest "Jet" aircraft). Charley
good luck with all of your projects and
keep us posted on your progress. 1 am
still hoping for a slide show from
Charley at a meeting next year!

The 3-D Movie/Video

Night

The July meeting has become
the time for the SCSC 3-D Movie/Video

division to have a presentation at the
regular club meeting. Two years ago,
Dr. John E. Hart had the brainstorm to

present a twenty-year review of what
the 3-D Movie/Video division had been

doing. This became SCSC best-selling
3-D DVD (have you bought your copy
yet?). He recruited a large group of vol
unteers to bring us a very diverse and
entertaining evening of 3-D entertain
ment.

The DVD is a record of the

landmark meeting with some of the best
clips and complete short 3D
movies/videos from the past three
SCSC 3D/Stereo Movie/Video

Exhibitions/Competitions and other
great projects from the past two
decades. Plus included is some

insight (and clips) into some of the 3-
D movie projects that have been
completed over the years. It is about
time for another SCSC 3-D Movie or

Video project. Does anyone have a
script or concept for the 3-D Movie
division's next short 3-D movie?

Not many years ago it
appeared that the movie division was
going to disband, but there is a new
group ofexcited enthusiasts. The 3-D
Movie/Video division meets quarter
ly, but in May will host its fourth 3-D
movie/video competition and present
the winners in July to the enter club.
If you are interested in joining con
tact John Hart at:

movies3d@aol.com.
The movies meetings are

always a lot of fun with great 3-D
discussions, camaraderie and even
some 3-D movie/videos being
screened. May 14 at 12 noon the
judging for the 4th Ever 3D
Movie/Video contest will take place
at the Longley Way School
Auditorium. 2601 Longley Way in
Arcadia, Call (818) 437-2523 for
directions.

NASA Awards Sharp
Actius RD3D "Product

of the Year

Sharp's 3D-Enhanced
Notebook Took Top Honors as Gold
Winner and 2004 Product of the Year.

Sharp Systems of America
announced that the Sharp Actius



RD3D was chosen by readers of NASA
Tech Briefs as the Gold Winner of the

publication's 10th Annual Readers'
Choice Product of the Year Awards. The

award is voted upon by the readers of
NASA Tech Briefs from 12 nominated

Products of the Month throughout the
year. Ian Matthew, 3D Business
Development Manager at Sharp Systems
ofAmerica, was presented with the award
during a special reception at the top of the
John Hancock Center in Chicago, IL.
NASA Tech Briefs is the largest-circula
tion design-engineering magazine, with
more than 190,000 readers.

Sharp recently introduced the
successor to the Actius RD3D. On March

8, 2005, Sharp released their second-gen
eration 3D notebook, the Actius AL3D.
Building on the foundation laid by its
groundbreaking predecessor, the Actius
AL3D represents a significant step up in
power and style for Sharp's 3D notebook
line. Powered by Intel's brand new
Pentium(R) M Processor 750, the New
NVIDIA(R) GeForce(TM) Go 6600
graphics processor with 128 MB Video
RAM, and stocked with 1024 MB of
DDR2 SDRAM the powerful Actius
AL3D is geared for high-end mobile per
formance.

The 3D effect is achieved using
a parallax barrier technique to separate
light signals. Light from the LCD is
divided so that different patterns reach
the viewer's left and right eyes. The direc
tion in which light leaves the display is
controlled so that the left and right eyes
see different images. When centered in
front of the display, each eye receives the
correct visual information for the brain to

process. This makes it possible for the
image on the screen to appear in three
dimensions without the user having to
wear special goggles.

European Large Size 3D-

Display showcased at EXPO
2005

X3D Technologies GmbH Jena
has developed the potentially largest
glasses-free 3D-Display of the world, a

180 inch 3D Projection Wall, for the
Japanese Museum of Emerging Science
and Innovation in Tokyo. The display is
now being showcased at the 2005 World
EXPO in Aichi/Japan in the Japanese
pavilion and will be moved to the
Museum after the World Exhibition.

The Large 3D Projection Wall
is 4 meters wide and 2,25 meters high
and gives three-dimensional "out of the
screen images" for multiple observers
without the need ofglasses. Up to 4 mil
lion people are expected to visit the
Japanese pavilion and see the Large
X3D-Display.

Viking Systems EndoSite
3Di Vision System Provides
Top Swedish Hospital With

Stereoscopic 3D Vision
During Endoscopic

Surgeries

Surgeons Are Testing Viking's
Head-Mounted Display and Vision
System as a Flexible, 3D Visualization
Solution for Minimally Invasive
Surgery.

Viking Systems, Inc., a med
ical products company delivering inte
grated solutions for the digital surgical
environment, today announced that sur
geons at Uppsala University Hospital in
Sweden have begun testing the compa
ny's new EndoSite 3Di Digital Vision
System to perform laparoscopic radical
prostatectomies and other complex min
imally invasive urological procedirres
including donor nephrectomies and
pyeloplasties. A cost-efficient and more
flexible alternative to robotic surgical
solutions, Uppsala's surgeons have used
the EndoSite to perform more complex
surgical procedures minimally invasive-
ly by reducing hospital stays and return
ing patients to their normal activity lev
els more quickly than conventional
open proeedures. The EndoSite 3Di
Digital Vision System provides the sur
gical team with 3D visualization and a
far greater level of comfort than can be

achieved with traditional 2D endo

scopic video systems.
In addition, the EndoSite

3Di Digital Vision System provides
real-time patient information, on-
demand to the surgeon through
Infomatix(TM), the system's digital
information platform. Infomatix
allows voice-activated, picture-in-
picture presentation of existing diag
nostic images and live secondary
video. Easy access to this informa
tion - without the need to divert

attention from the surgical field -
equips surgeons to perform accurate
ly and quickly while facilitating an
infoimed decision-making process
during surgery.
For more information, visit
http;//www.vikingsystems.com

SCSC is a member club of the

National Stereoscopic Association
(NSA) http://stereoview.org/, the
International Stereoscopic Union
(ISU) http://isu3d.org/ and the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) http://psa-photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

Only $32 a year
from

HABONAt
i <mm smrnxmc
» All ASSOCIATION

PO. Box. 86708
Portland, OR 97286



SCSC May Meeting Highlights
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AbePerlsteingets helpfrom Lynn Wyett in settingflash to shoot the SCSCwildlife in theLosAngeles Stereo Survey.
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David Thompson Presents
Stereo Card-Making Workshop

SCSC Stereo Card Chairman David

Thompson ( left) presented invaluable tips in mak
ing stereo cards at the May meeting. Thompson,
along with his wife Linda, comprise "Team
Thompson" and together serve as Circuit
Secretaries for several folios in the Stereoscopic
Society of America (SSA).

For the second year in a row Team
Thompson is also serving as Chair for the SSA 10th
International Stereo Card Exhibition. Acceptances
will be on display July 14-17 at the National
Stereoscopic Association Convention and later at
the 3D Center in Portland, Oregon.

Stereo camera inventor Larry Wyatt explains a rail ofhisdesign that is usedtoproduce intermediate views for lenticular
3D. Afamiliarfigurestands byto take it all in. By now your editorshouldnot have to explain just who thatperson is.
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,fudi>es; Chris Condon, Dan

~ lOth SSA International Stereo Card Exhibition ~

The 10th International Stereo Card Exhibition of the Stereoscopic
Society ofAmerica downloadable/printable PDF entry forms are available at
the following website;

http;//www.ray3dzone.com/SSA10.pdf
Judges will be looking for original and artistic interpretations in a

variety of subject matter. Consideration will be given also to accuracy of
stereo mounting and appearance of card mount.

The Judges are; Terry Wilson, IntT Judge and Stereo Exhibitor,
Medford Lakes, New Jersey, Cassie Kaufman, IntT Judge and Stereo
Exhibitor, Corona, Califomia, John Dennis , IntT Judge and "Stereo World"
Editor, Portland Oregon and Altemate; Emie Rairdin, IntT Judge and Stereo
Exhibitor, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

This Exhibition will be conducted in accordance with the standards

required and practices recommended by the Photographic Society of
America. Acceptances received by PSA members in this exhibition are eli
gible for PSA Star Ratings, listing in the worldwide PSA Who's Who of
Photography, and credited toward the PSA Distinctions PPSA and EPSA.

This Exhibition is open to any living photographer. Newcomers to
stereography and international exhibitors are especially invited to submit
their work. Each entrant may submit up to 4 views in the Holmes format,
3.5 X7 stereo card only. Entries previously accepted in the SSA Exhibition
are not eligible. The original image must be made by the entrant on photo
graphic emulsion or acquired with a digital camera. All images must be
original and may not incorporate elements produced by anyone else.

The entry fee is USD $8.00, which includes retum of entries by
First Class Mail to USA and Canada, and Small Packet Air elsewhere. Send
entries to;

David & Linda Thompson
1674 Umpqua Rd.

Woodbum, Oregon 97071
USA.
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Just
$24.95

The SCSC Movie DVD
fteW sequentia} 3-D videos

Only
$15.00

The SCSC Club T-ShIrt
With 3-D attagiyphs

The
Technical
page®

by
Charles

piper

A mere

$24 00

The Technical Pages
The ultiimte 3-D photo re^rence

7b order;
Call David Kuntz

at 310-377-5393 or e-mail

paynrfent@l33dclub.com



Slide Bar Close-Ups
hy David W. Kuntz

This column explores
some of the main issues encoun

tered in using a slide bar for close-
up stereo photography. The basic
procedure for slide bar usage and
the mechanical requirements for
proper slide bar operation were cov
ered in the previous installment.
Now we'll examine how slide bar

close-ups are done in more detail.
In all slide bar close-ups

the camera must be mounted so that

the direction in which it points is
perpendicular to the direction of
slide bar motion. This is shown in

the first figure. Transgressing
against this simple rule is almost
certain to produce a stereo pair that
is difficult or impossible to view.

In this same vein, neither
the camera nor the camera support
(usually a tripod) should be moved
or rotated between exposures. In
tight close-ups, even a small amount
of camera movement between expo
sures can substantially change how
the subject is framed. It is some-

Sublect

6

Slide bar

movement

Slide bar

movement

Slide bar movement must be
perpendicular to die direction

in whidi the camera points

times tempting to rotate the
camera between exposures,
so as to keep the main sub
ject centered in the frame
(as well as to maintain focus
on the same part of the sub
ject). Don't do it! While
there are some exceptional
cases in which toe-in (rota
tion of the camera) is allow
able, in general, it results in
images that are unpleasant
to view.

In composing a
stereo close-up, it's impor
tant to keep in mind the final
intended image format, and
be aware of how mounting
will affect image cropping.

The first stereo

pair on the right is a raw,
unwindowed stereo pair, in
3:2 (full frame format).
Because the subject is so
close, there's quite a bit of
disparate material on the
sides of each image. This
can be seen when the pair is
overlapped.

Proper mounting
of this photo, as seen in the
next stereogram, would
eliminate most of this mate

rial, but also results in a
nearly square image. If this photo is
intended for a Realist format mount,
that may be fine, but it would cause a
problem in a 7 sprocket or full frame
mount. The final pair shows the
image cropped to frill frame format;
to accomplish this, quite a bit of the
top of the image had to be lost. The
moral of this is that it's important to
be aware of the difference between

the left and right eye views when
you're first composing your photo,
otherwise you may find that you lose
an important part of the composition
when you attempt to mount the final
photo.

8

Original 3'2 format pair

W-

Overlapped pair
I

Windowed pair

Windowed pair, cropped to 3:2 format

Another important factor in
shooting close-ups is determining the
proper baseline (camera movement
between left and right exposures). In
general, the baseline should be equal to
l/(lens focal length) times the camera to
subject distance. In other words, if
you're using a 35mm lens, then the base
line should be 1/35 of the camera to sub

ject distance. In practice, it makes most
sense to shoot a series of exposures,
starting at about half this value, and
going out to about two or three times it.
Then just view the various combinations
when you get your film back, and pick
the most satisfying one.
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Fireside Viewing with the President Digital Stereo bv Sean Isroelit

View-Master: The Seven 3-D Wonders of the World.
By Sean Isroelit
SCSC President

In 1938 View-Master evolved out of a hybrid of popular scenic postcards and the
marvel ofVictorian stereocards. These reels were a celebration of religion, mythology, art
and science transporting viewers to any of the remaining ancient wonders of the world. As
WWII ended, demand for the curious discs coinciding with a post-war shrinking of the
world culture and interest in foreign lands. This, coupled with national pride in America's
continental treasure, fueled an explosion in multidimensional virtual tourism and families
across the country purchased the bakelite viewers.

As the world moved into the 50's, View-Master changed its marketing strategy to
focus on entertainment. By acquiring rival competitor Tru-View, a multi-image stereo
scopic transparency viewing counterpart, Viewmaster inherited the license to create reels
based on Disney's increasingly popular cartoon characters. This move saw an immediate
boost in sales, but would change the perception of View-Master forever.

(Continued on page 3)

The Stereo Club of Southern Galifornia was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography.
Meetings normally Include 3D slide projection and are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/slngle
or $40/dual (send to Membership Director). The 3D News Is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those not wish
ing to participate In club activities Is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to Treasurer). Everyone Is encouraged to sub
mit stereo-related news Items, art or photos and articles. Deadline Is the 25th of the month. Send to: r3dzone@earthllnk.net
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Calendar of Events

June 16, 2005 - The annual View-MasterExhibition selection.
Special VM shows.

July 13, 2005 - 31st NSA- Wednesday July 13, 2005 through
Monday July 18, 2005, Dallas/Ft. Worth area
(Irving, Texas) http;//2005.nsa3d.org/

July 21, 2005 - 3-D Movie Night - come see the winners of the
Fourth Ever 3-D Movie/Video Competition.

August 18, 2005 - Awards Banquet & Slide of the Year.

Wilshire Unrted

Methodist Church

'Wilshire Blvd. ^ i
w

SCSC Board Members

SCSC Hospitality
Jim Long
longJim@hotmail.com

SCSC Competitions Director
Philip Steinman
310-826-9038

philip.steinman@verizon.net

SCSC House Director

Ed Ogawa
310-578-1080 x210

ed5ogawa@dslextreme.com

Stereo Card Chairman

David Thompson
714-671-1403

DLT4WD3D@aol.com

3D Movie Division

John Hart

818-437-2523

movies3d@aol.com

3D News Staff

Ray Zone/David Kuntz
Lawrence Kaufman

Labels & Subscriptions
David Kuntz/Kathy Day

SCSC Webmaster

Steve Berezin

949-215-1554

wwwJa3dcIub.org

If not otherwise stated the Stereo

Club of Southern California meets at 7:30

pm, the third Thursday of every month in the
newly refurbished downstairs auditorium at
the United Wilshire Methodist Church at

4350 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90010. Entrance on Plymouth
Blvd.

10th International

View-Master Sequence
Exhibition

The June 16, 2005 meeting of
SCSC will feature the judging of the
annual View-Master Sequence
Exhibition chaired by Chris Olson. Top
work from stereo makers around the

world will be projected and judged in
this great vintage 3-D format.

Some surprise and rare View-
Master reels will also be projected dur
ing this very special evening at SCSC.
Do you have some VM reels you have
always wanted to see projected? Bring
them out to our Jime meeting. We just
might have time to put them up on our
gorgeous and large silver screen!

As always, every SCSC meet
ing brings out a host of stereographic
displays as members bring out individ
ual projects to share. Last meeting, for
example, there were phantograms, 3-D
comic books, medium-format stereo dis

plays as well as many stereo items
offered for sale. Tell your friends! SCSC
is the place to be for all things 3-D.

New Member

Thomas Jane

Los Angeles, California

n

n

1
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(Continuedfrom page I)

By the late 60's, View-Master
had become nothing more than a toy. As
the list of available reels skewed towards

a younger and younger audience, inter
est in the View-Master as a tool of edu

cation diminished. Where once it was

used to teach physicians subjects such as
anatomy, and help soldiers identify
enemy artillery, it became a tool of cor
porate cross promotion. After several
turnovers, View-Master landed as a
product of Fisher-Price, the children's
and preschool division of Mattel.
Although newer and more "advanced"
toys are squeezing their space on the toy
store shelves, reels are still being pro
duced for the next generation.

Have we seen the end? View-

Master can still be an instrument for

adult communication. Organizations
and clubs like our own, help to preserve
the full scope of interaction a View-
Master reel can offer. Participation in
events like the upcoming View-Master
competition explores ways to share a
sequence of images or ideas with an
eager audience. What seven new won
ders can you place in the reel?

t "• 'V-'
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View-Master Exhibition Chairman Chris

Olson gets down to business

Exciting New Work
for the View-Master

by Chris Olson

The V-M Sequence Competition
is very unique and there is a strict number
of images that is submitted per subject.
Seven is the total that the artist has to

work with, no more, no less. The reel must
include seven different captions as you
would find with an authentic View-Master

reel. Last year we opened the competition
up with no restrictions on original format
as long as the images were presented on a
View-Master reel. As always, individuals
could enter up to four different reels. Each
year that I have been attending this com
petition, the quality of the reels has gotten
better and better. In 2004 the judges
looked at 91 projected images sent from
as far east as Rochester, New York, to as
north as Olympia, Washington. This year
is a special anniversary and as a gift to me,
I expeet to see V-M reels submitted from
all over the world. I know they're out
there, over the past ten years I have seen
reels submitted from Japan, India and
even Bermuda!

Come out to SCSC in June and

join our judges, Lawrence Kaufman,
Norm Henkels and Ray Zone to look at
exciting new 3-D work in this classic
stereo format.

SCSC Member Barry
Rothstein publishes New

Book "Phantograms From
Nature"

As soon as new SCSC member

Barry Rothstein joined the club he start
ed taking home Honorable Mention rib
bons from club competitions and in short
order he was using a digital camera with
slide-bar precision to produce stereo
pairs for phantograms.

Now, Rothstein has published a
limited edition book of color anaglyph
phantograms that pushes the envelope
on this challenging stereographic display
form. Titled Phantograms From Nature,
Western USA, this 11 x 14 inch size 4-
color book includes 32 full-page phan
tograms and comb binding so the book
lays flat for proper viewing at a 45
degree angle. To my knowledge this is
the first application of phantogram
imaging technology to natural subject
matter outside the studio.

Rothstein's technique for gen
erating the oblique angle of view for
phanto stereo photography is new. He
places an actual frame around the subject
and corrects the keystoning during digi
tal processing of the left and right eye
pairs into anaglyph.

The book includes a detailed

overview of the "Evolution of a

Phantogram" and lots of information
about phanto resources with artists and
websites along with 2 pairs of glasses.

Priced at $36.00 (US) this
unique stereo book is available at:

www.3dDigitalPhoto.com

w

Barry Rothstein creating phantogram stereo
using an actual frame around the subject
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Next Year's Officers

President Sean Isroelit

announced the nominating committee at
our May meeting. At our June meeting the
committee will present its slate of indi
viduals for next years club officers. Also
in June we will open up the floor for addi
tional nominations, which is how we have
been handling the nominations since we
moved our awards banquet to August.

Here is the slate of candidates

that will be presented at the June meeting:
President - Sean Isroelit (2nd term)

VP - JeffAmaral (2nd term)
Treasuer - David Kuntz (lifetime appoint

ment?)
Secretary - open (replacing Kathy Day)

Last Month's Meeting

On May 19, 2005 we held our
5th Club Competition and also judged the
International Stereo Club Competition
(ISCC) final-round for this year. The
meeting was splitting at the seams. We
once again ran into overtime, but a great
time was had by all! Get your entries
ready for slide of the year and bring them
to the June meeting.

''The Adventures ofShark
Boy and Lava GirV

On June 10th the latest from

Robert Rodriquez {Spy Kids) will be
released in anaglyph 3-D.

The Adventures of Shark Boy &
Lava Girl in 3-D (2005): Sometimes the
most amazing superheroes are the ones
inside your dreams. So discovers ten-
year-old Max (Cayden Boyd), an outcast

little boy who has become lost in his
own fantasy world in an attempt to
escape the everyday worries of dealing
with parents (David Arquette and
Kristin Davis), school bullies and no-
fuh summer vacations. But when Max

realizes the cool characters, high-flying
adventures and incredible secret powers
that dwell in his imagination might be
far more real than anyone is willing to
believe, his whole world changes.

Now, Max is blasting off on a
mission to Planet Drool where Shark

Boy (Taylor Lautner) ~ a kid once lost
at sea and raised under the watchful fins

of sharks only to become half-shark —
and Lava Girl (Taylor Dooley) a vol
canic beauty who emits leaping flames
and red-hot rocks live in a realm of

astonishing wonders, one in which the
Train of Thought can whisk you off to
the mouth-watering Land of Milk and
Cookies.

Teeming with mountainous
roller coasters and violet skies. Planet
Drool looks like the perfect kid paradise
until Max meets up with the shocking
Mr. Electric (George Lopez) and his
sidekick Minus (Jacob Davich) who are
trying to do away with all dreams forev
er. With Shark Boy and Lava Girl in
trouble, only Max can guide them by
imagining every clever move of their
wily escape from Mr. Electric's Lair.
Speedily conjuring up an incredible
array of gadgets, gizmos, contraptions
and cool ideas- Max leams the power of
turning his dreams into reality.

NSA 3-D Vacation

Do you have your travel plans
confirmed for July? I hope that I will

see everyone at the NSA 2005 con
vention being held in Irving Texas.
The event will be great! It all starts
with a special 3-D IMAX film festi
val in Dallas on July 13th and rolls
right into the great stereoscopic
events that the National Stereoscopic
Conventions are now famous for.

Upcoming Stereo
Exhibitions

Stereoscopic Society of
America 10th Int'l Stereo Card

Exhibition. Format: Holmes format

stereo cards (3.5 x 7 inches).
Closing date: July 9, 2005. David &
Linda Thompson, 1674 UmpquaRd.,
Woodbum, Oregon 97071. email:
DLT4WD3D@aol.com

Fees: $8.00

PSASequence Competition
Format: Stereo slide sequences from
two to eighteen images. Closing date:
June 17, 2005 (Judging on the fol
lowing day). Lee Pratt, FPSA, Stereo
Sequence Competitions Director,
107 Kipper Lane, Madison, AL
35758-7706 USA. E-mail: leep-
ratt@knology.net Tel: (256) 325-
1854 evenings. Fees: $10.00 in U.S.
funds for first Sequence entry, $5 for
second entry, $5 for third entry (from
all countries)

PSAInternational

Exhibition of Photography 2005.
Formats: Slides, Cards and

Electronic. Closing date: July 23,
2005. Slides and prints: Marilyn,
APSA and Byron Hindman, FPSA,



2437 Pickering CT., Cool, CA 95614.
Email: byronjh@jps.net website:
http://www.psaexhibition.com/
Electronic: Dave Thayer, 44 Mill Rd.,
Ipswich, MA 01938-1639. Email: dav-
ethayer@comcast.net. Fees: Slides: N.
Amer. $7, Other $10. Prints: N. Amer. $8,
Other $11. Electronic: N. Amer $7, Other
$10.

SCSC Founded in 1955

'The Stereo Club of Southern California

will soon be celebrating 50 years of pro
moting the art, enjoyment and science of
stereo photography. What should the club
do to celebrate this milestone? If you
have any ideas pass them along to any
board member or officer.

Here's a look back to 1955 to

see how the world has changed:
1955 World History - World Statistics:
Population: 1955 = 2.780 billion, com
pared to 2000 = 6,082,966,429.
Nikolai A. Bulganin becomes Soviet pre
mier, replacing Malenkov (Feb. 8).
Winston Churchill resigned (April 5);
Anthony Eden succeeds him (April 6).
Federal Republic of West Germany
becomes a sovereign state (May 5).
The Soviet Union and seven East

European countries sign the Warsaw Pact,
a mutual defense treaty (May 14).
Argentina ousts Dictator Juan Perdn on
Sept. 19 (Don't cry for him.)
US starts sending S216 million in aid to
Vietnam.

President Eisenhower suffers coronary
thrombosis in Denver (Sept. 24).
Rosa Parks refuses to sit at the back of the

bus, breaking Montgomery, Ala., segre
gated seating law (Dec. 1). Martin Luther
King, Jr., leads 381-day black boycott of
Montgomery bus system; desegregated
service begins Dec. 21, 1956.
AFL and CIO merge to become the AFL-
CIO (Dec. 5).
President: Dwight D. Eisenhower
Vice President: Richard M. Nixon

Miss America: Lee Meriwether (CA)
US GDP (1998 dollars): $415.1 billion
Federal spending: $68.44 billion
Federal debt: $274.4 billion

Consumer Price Index: 26.8

Unemployment: 5.5%
Cost of a first-class stamp: $0.03
Gunsmoke debuts on CBS, and will go
on to be televisions longest-running
western.

70mm film returns to movie screens

with Oklahoma!

James Dean dies in a car accident at age
26.

Movies:

Rebel without a Cause, Marty, East of
Eden, Bad Day at Black Rock, Picnic
Narinder Kapany (England) develops
fiber optics.
Owen Chamberlain and Emilio Segre
discover the aniiproton, a form of anti
matter.

Deaths:

Albert Einstein, American theoretical
physicist
Sir Alexander Fleming, Scottish bacteri
ologist, discoverer of penicillin (1928)
Thomas Mann, German novelist and

essayist.
Carmen Miranda, Film and stage actress
Charlie Parker, American musician and
composer

The SCSC Club Library

Did you know that SCSC has a
club library of stereo slides? Well it
does and it is incredibly easy to check
out boxes of slide sets. All you need to
do is check in with the SCSC Club

Librarian (hey that's me) and for a
$20.00 deposit you can check out a box
of really cool stereo slides. Return the
box the following month and you can
check out another box.

You can go like that until
you've seen all the slides and then start
over. If you prefer you can email or call
me in advance and I will have a box

ready for you to check out, but since I
try to bring the library to every meeting,
that isn't really necessary. SCSC is
always looking for donations of slide
collections or anything else stereo relat
ed.

Meeting Nights

Just another reminder that

members are welcome to arrive early
and help set up the meeting room.
The earlier the meeting gets started
the more we have time to see and

enjoy. We often times have open pro
jector slides or short shows that we
just can not get up on the screen,
because we are expected to be out of
the meeting room at 10:00 PM. The
janitor cannot go home to his family
until we have exited the building. In
the past we have met at local restau
rants to continue our sharing and dis
cussions. But we must be out of the

building at 10:00 PM.
SCSC is a member club of

the National Stereoscopic
Association (NSA) http://stere-
oview.org/, the International
Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
http://isu3d.org/ and the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) http://psa-photo.org/.

I will see you at the meeting.

the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

in

Ooiy $32 a year
from

NAIlONAi
STKEOSCWSC
ASSOOAHON

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286



Director Ben Stassen with cinematographer Sean Phillips and the 3-D
cameras in the back ofa Roverfor filming Wild Safari 3-D

Big 3-D Films at LFCA Film Festival
by JeffAmaral, SCSC Vice-President

Hungry for news from the front lines of the 3-D
Revolution, this reporter begged for the coveted assignment; the
Large Format Cinema Association's (LFCA) annual convention.
At the starting point of my journey, I met a scarred and seasoned
veteran who agreed to let me have space in the next available
transport headed to the front. As we skirted the fringe of the 2-D
jungle, he kindly pointed out "Great things are happening in
Large Format 3-D, but hang on to your glasses, cause it's boimd
to be a bumpy ride".

Boy was he right! As early as the 2nd Panel Session, the
3-D Queen of nWave Pictures, Charlotte H confessed to recently
flinging her copy of Varietyacross the room, like a warning shot
across the bow of the USS 2-D-Mainstream. Although the
offending article had succeeded in ruffling numerous 3-D feath
ers in the crowd, it may also have inspired Ms. Charlotte's out
standing speech on "Great Stories and Great 3-D". It was a real
thrill to hear someone with serious stereoscopic laurels assert an
ongoing commitment to quality 3-D Cinema, and nWave's most
recent release, Wild Safari 3-D, is no exception to that rule. An
outstanding picture. Wild Safari 3-D puts you literally into the
back seat of a range rover on safari in the game preserves of
Africa. With stereo cinematography by Sean Phillips of Biigsl3-
D fame, this is a must-see picture for 3-D enthusiasts!

In keeping with this year's convention theme of
"Strategize and Thrive," I listened to numerous, heated discus
sionsconcerning howto best moveforward in the worldof Large
Format 3-D. With four of the films in the festival screened in 3-

D, and clips from five 3-D pictures currently in production, you

can bet there was a great deal to talk about.
As a part of the film festival screenings, I was treated to

three additional 3D films already in release, including James
Cameron's Aliens of the Deep, 3-D Entertainment's Sharks 3-D,
and the IMAX / Warner Brothers release, The Polar Express. Shot
almost entirely with hi-def digital camera systems. Aliens of the
Deep is a great film for students and families which offers an edu
cational and inspirational 3d view of oceanographic research.
Sharks 3-D is an outstanding documentary achievement, as under
water cinematographer Gavin McKinney succeeds in capturing all
types of sharks in crystal clear images despite murky depths. As
one might expect. The IMAX folks continue to provide high qual
ity, cutting edge, large format projects. Of course I cannot say
enough about The Polar Express-, even after numerous screenings,
I still find this picture is both a great story and great 3-D.

A special treat of the festival was the Kodak Vision Award
tribute to IMAX founder, and inventor of the 15/70 format Graeme
Ferguson. Mr. Ferguson was on hand to share with us his story of
the creation of the 15/70 camera. "Although it took some time to
find the right 3-D project", Graeme recalled that "we knew almost
immediately that the initial [camera] idea would work, and that it
could easily be modified to shoot stereo."

The IMAX Corporation continues to honor its commit
ment to outstanding 3-D, presenting two of the five 3-D clips from
films in production; Magnificent Desolation: Walkingon the Moon
in 3-D, and Denizens of the Deep 3-D (working title). Making full
use of the immersive quality of the Large Format screen, both of
these clips immediately transported us into other worlds, and are
sure to be successful.

In the technical session, Cinematographer Sean Phillips,
in the best IMAX tradition of photographic innovation, announced
the upcoming release of his new Gemini Camera. A compact, light
weight, easy to use twin lens 35mm motion picture camera, a tool
of the Gemini's quality will not only open up new opportunities for
3-D cinematography, but perhaps also secure the use of film as a
viable 3-D image capture medium.

Although numerous questions loom on the horizon, such
as 2-D-to-3-D conversions and the ongoing debate between digital
vs film, we can be certain that interest and support for Large
Format 3-D only continues to grow. Not one to tempt fate by pre
dicting the outcome of this latest 3-D revolution, I feel it's safe to
say that Now is a great time to be in 3-D.

3-D cinematographer Gavin McKinney who photographed Sharks 3-D and
Ocean Wonderland 3-D in dual HD. Digital Stereo by JeffAmaral
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3-D Movie/Video Judges (left to right) Chris Condon, Dun S]mines and Ray Zone

4th EVER 3-D MOVIE/VIDEO COMPETITION

by John E. Hart, SCSC Movie Division Chairman

The 3-D Movie/Video Division of the SCSC was delighted to hold its 4th Ever
3-D Movie/Video Competition on Saturday, May I4th, 2005, in the Longley Way
School auditorium, Arcadia, California. Fifteen entries were received and projected on
a large screen before twenty-one appreciative audience members. Unlike previous
Movie Division competitions, all of the entries were videos, many shot with NuView
attachments or Toshiba camcorders.

Our prestigious panel of judges, Chris Condon, Dan Symmes and Ray Zone,
used a five point scale to evaluate each entry for cinematography, story, editing, light
ing, sound, use of stereo, creativity, titles and transitions. Twelve of the entries were in
field-sequential format, two were anaglyphs—including Sean Isroelit's and Victor
Ortado's Best of Show "Party Show"—and one animated entry used a Pulfrich format.
Most of the field-sequential entries were recorded on DVDs; a couple were submitted
as computer files; two were VHS tapes. This profusion of formats required specialized
equipment and the expertise of several Movie Division members to facilitate projection.
Many thanks are due Eric Kurland and Sean Isroelit for lending their computer equip
ment and figuring out complicated wiring configurations on the spot. We are also
indebted to Oliver Dean and John Christopher for their assistance in projecting the
entries and setting up and taking down equipment.

Excerpts from the winning entries will be projected at the NSA Convention in
Irving, Texas in July, as well as at the July meeting of the SCSC on July 21, 2005.

AWARDS

Gold Medal for "Best of Show" - "Party Show"
by Sean Isroelit and Victor Ortado

2nd Place Award - "Virtual Experience"
by Jerome Hamacher

3rd Place Award - "Stereo Serenade"

by Oliver Dean

HONORABLE MENTIONS

"Plane Fancy" by Tom Koester
"Shooting Star" by Eric Kurland

"Alaska 3D: Flora, Fauna & Fishin'" by Tom Riederer
"Up Denali 3D" by Tom Riederer

No 3-D collection
I U a i 8 fs 11 s

^ i.-,- $24.95
Just

The SCSC Movie DVD
field ^quential 3-D videos
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The View-Master System
n

This month the SCSC

hosts the tenth annual View-Master

Stereo Sequence Competition, so it
is an appropriate time to review the
View-Master system. The system
comprised a camera, film cutter and
personal reels, which enabled pho
tographers to produce their own
reels that could be viewed in any of
the numerous View-Master viewers

that have been produced. A projec
tor was also included in the system,
as were a variety of other acces
sories.

By far the most common
View-Master format camera is the

View-Master Personal Stereo

Camera, produced during the 1950's
3-D boom, so this discussion will be
limited to that camera.

* ^ f

View-Master Personal

Stereo Camera

The frame size of the

View-Master format (about 12 mm
X 13 mm) is substantially smaller
than that used for 35 mm film.

However, the designers of the View-
Master Personal system were quite
clever in creating a system that uti
lizes 35 mm film and a standard 8

perforation advance, yet still creates

View-Master Format Advance

by David W. Kuntz

View-Master sized stereo pairs with
an interocular spacing of about 62
mm (similar to that used in the Stereo
Realist).

Lenses shift after first
half of roll is exposed

To accomplish this, the nor
mal 35 mm frame is subdivided, both
horizontally and vertically, to accom
modate a total of four View-Master

format images. The camera takes a
total of 36 stereo pairs along the bot
tom half of the film while the film

advances out of its cartridge. The
lenses are then physically shifted, as
shown, and another 36 stereo pairs
are taken along the top half of the
film. The film advances in the oppo
site direction during this second
sequence of exposures, going back
into its cartridge. As a result, when
exposure is finished, the film is
already rewound. The resultant pat
tern of exposures is demonstrated in
the drawing. As can be seen, only a
very small amount of film is wasted
in the entire roll.
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The exposed film is
processed, but not cut or mounted. The
photographer uses a special View-
Master film cutter to punch out the
individual frames. One half of the roll

is punched, and then the film is flipped
over, so that the second row of expo
sures can be punched out. Next, the
images are individually inserted by
hand into a blank View-Master reel.

The entire process of creating
personal View-Master reels is really
quite simple, and was designed for the
mass market. The camera is fixed

focus for simplicity, but close-up lens
es were made to enable focusing at
either 24 or 36 inches. Of course, the

camera was created before the era of

electronic flash. However, it can be
modified for electronic flash synchro
nization, and various accessories have
been produced to mechanically inter
face the camera with an electronic

strobe. The reels themselves are flat

and compact, making it easy to share
them through the mail, and, View-
Master viewers are still in production
today. Unfortunately, production of
the blank reels, which are an essential
part of the system, ceased a few years
ago.


